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Abstract

Large-scale human population genomic studies have significantly accelerated our understanding

of genetic contributions of rare and common diseases; approaches include genome wide associa-

tion studies (GWAS) utilizing single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array technologies to iden-

tify common variant-trait associations, or construction of an aggregation database of whole exome

or genome sequencing data to prioritize rare variants through the lens of population frequencies.

However, interpreting the variants highlighted from such studies remains challenging.

In this thesis, I will describe approaches for improved variant annotation in three parts, first fo-

cusing on coding and the other two on non-coding regions.

First, as a method to interpret combinatorial effects of multiple variants in coding regions, I will

introduce the concept of multi-nucleotide variants (MNVs), defined as two or more nearby variants

existing on the same haplotype in an individual. By analyzing 1,792,248MNVs across the genome

with constituent variants falling within 2 bp distance of one another, including 18,756 variants with

a novel combined effect on protein sequence, I will demonstrate the value of such haplotype-aware

variant annotation.

Second, I will describe the approach of quantifying the constraint from 15,708 human whole

genome data to explore mutational burden on non-coding regions. The steps include building a

predictor for de novomutation rate, and comparing the predicted versus the observed number of

mutations. I will use this constraint measure to explore the constraint of different functional anno-

tations, and also provide a simulation framework to assess the statistical power.
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Finally, for large-scale identification of putative regulatory variants at single variant resolution,

I will introduce a score metric named as the expression modifier score (EMS) that predicts cis-

regulatory effect of variants by leveraging a set of 14,807 putative causal eQTLs in humans obtained

through statistical fine-mapping annotated with 6,121 genic and epigenetic features. I will com-

pare EMS with other major scores, and present the application of EMS to functionally-informed

fine-mapping and gene prioritization.

This research contributes to the study of medical and population genomics by providing a set of

tools and insights that can be applied for variant interpretation in coding and non-coding regions.
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Landscape of multi-nucleotide variants in

125,748 human exomes and 15,708

genomes

1.1 Introduction

Multi-nucleotide variants (MNVs) are defined as clusters of two or more nearby variants existing

on the same haplotype in an individual3,4 (Fig. 1.1a). When variants in anMNV are found within

the same codon, the overall impact may differ from the functional consequences of the individual

variants5. For instance, the two variants depicted in Fig. 1.1b are each predicted individually to have

missense consequences, but in combination result in a nonsense variant. Such cases, which would

be missed by virtually all existing tools for clinical variant annotation, can result both in missed diag-

noses and false positive pathogenic candidates in analyses of families affected by genetic diseases3,4.

MNV identification tools6,7,8,9,10 have been applied to databases of human genetic variation at

varying scales, including 1000 Genomes11 Phase 3 (2504 individuals with high coverage exome and

low coverage genome-sequencing data), and the Exome Aggregation Consortium1 (60,706 individ-

uals with high coverage exome data). Together, these analyses identified over 10,000MNVs altering

protein sequences, demonstrating the pervasive nature of MNV annotation in the population-level

data. In addition, analysis of the 1000 Genomes data set highlighted differences in the frequen-

cies of MNVs depending on sequence context12. In combination with yeast experiments13,14,15,
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Figure 1.1: Definition and an example of MNVs, and validation of phasing sensitivity.
a. Definition and an example of an MNV. In this paper, an MNV is defined as two or more nearby variants existing
on the same haplotype in the same individual. b. Impact of MNVs in coding regions. The amino acid change caused
by an MNV can be different from either of the individual single‐nucleotide variants, which creates the potential for
missannotation of the functional consequence of variants. c. Graphical overview of the analysis of phasing sensitivity
and specificity using trio samples from our gnomAD callset. We identified all heterozygous variant pairs that pass quality
control (see the Methods section) and compared the phase information assigned by read‐based phasing with that of
trio‐based phasing.
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biological mechanisms that account for the enrichment of specific types of MNVs, such as DNA

replication error by polymerase zeta, have been suggested.

Studies of newly occurring (de novo) MNVs have also been performed using trio data sets4,16,17,18;

analysis of 283 trios with whole-genome sequence data18 confirmed that MNV events occur much

more frequently than expected by random chance. By focusing on noncoding regions, this study

also highlighted potentially different mechanisms that dominate MNV generation depending on

the genomic region and the distance between the two constitutive variants. As part of the Decipher-

ing Developmental Disorders (DDD) study19, Kaplanis et al.4 analyzed exome-sequence data from

over 6000 trios to quantify the pathogenic impact of MNVs in developmental disorders, showing

that such variants are substantially more likely to be deleterious than SNVs and further clarifying

the mutational mechanisms that generate them. These analyses also have provided estimates of

the germline MNV rate per generation, falling into a consistent range of 1–3% of the SNV rate.

Although these studies have provided valuable information about the mutational origins and func-

tional impact of MNVs, to date there has been no analysis that investigatedMNVs across the entire

genome (including noncoding regions) in many thousands of deeply sequenced individuals, limiting

our understanding of the genome-wide profile and complete frequency distribution of this class of

variation.

Here, we present the analysis of a large-scale collection of MNVs, along with clinical interpre-

tation of MNVs from over 6000 sequenced individuals from rare disease families. We also provide

gene-level statistics onMNVs and describe the distribution of MNVs by functional consequence

and by gene-level constraint. Finally, to enhance our understanding of MNVmechanisms, we ex-

amine the distributions of MNVs stratified by more than ten different functional annotations across

the human genome, as well as estimates of the genome-wide per-base frequencies of the dominant

mutational processes generating MNVs.
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1.2 Results

1.2.1 Read-based phasing for identification ofMNVs

Identification of MNVs requires the constituent variants to be properly phased—that is, to be iden-

tified accurately as either both occurring on the same haplotype (in cis) or on two different haplo-

types (in trans). Phasing can be performed following three broad strategies: read-based phasing20,

which assesses whether nearby variants co-segregate on the same reads in DNA sequencing data;

family-based phasing21, which assesses whether pairs of variants are co-inherited within families; and

population-based phasing22, which leverages haplotype sharing between members of a large geno-

typed population to make a statistical inference of phase. Read-based phasing is particularly effective

for pairs of nearby variants, making it suitable for the analysis of MNVs.

For this project, we generated read-based phasing results for variants in the Genome Aggregation

Database (gnomAD) v2.1 callset using GATKHaplotypeCaller23, yielding 125,748 human whole

exomes and 15,708 genomes with local phase information; the properties of this callset are described

in detail in24. To assess phasing accuracy, we used 5785 family trios with exome-sequencing data

and 635 family trios with whole-genome sequencing data that largely overlapped with the gnomAD

2.1 release data. We calculated the phasing sensitivity, defined as the fraction of heterozygous vari-

ant pairs that have read-based phase information assigned for both variants, and found that it was

87.9% for adjacent heterozygous variant pairs, reflecting the stringent haplotype-calling criteria of

GATK23 (Tables. A.1, A.2, A.3). We used Phase-By-Transmission (PBT)21, a family-based phasing

method (Fig. 1.1c), to assess our phasing specificity, and found that over 99.8% of the MNVs iden-

tified with read-based phasing were consistent with the PBT trio-based phasing. The sensitivity and

specificity of our read-based phasing remained high even when the two variants of the MNVwere

10 bp apart (82.8% and 99.8%; Fig. A.1 and Table. A.1). These results demonstrate high specificity

and sensitivity for the detection of MNV events across the genome.
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1.2.2 Functional impact ofMNVs

In order to provide an overview of the functional impact of MNVs (Fig. 1.1b), we examined all

phased high-quality SNV pairs (i.e., SNV pairs that pass stringent filtering criteria; see the Methods

section) within 2 bp distance of each other across the 125,748 exome-sequenced individuals from

our gnomAD 2.1 data set, resulting in the discovery of 31,575MNVs exist within the same codon.

When the two variants comprising the MNVwere considered together, the resulting functional im-

pact on the protein differed from the independent impacts of the individual variants in 60% of cases

(18,756MNVs; Fig. 1.2a; Supplementary Data 1). Among the differing annotations of functional

consequence, 407 were gained nonsense (neither individual SNV was a nonsense mutation, but the

resulting MNV is), and 1821 were rescued nonsense (at least one of the two individual SNVs would

create a nonsense mutation, but the resulting MNV does not). Such categories of MNVs have a ma-

jor impact on variant interpretation, and thus are critical for accurate variant annotation. There was

an average of 55.2 variants with altered functional interpretation (including 0.062 gained and 4.42

rescued nonsense) due toMNVs per individual.

To understand the overall impact of correctly annotating the functional consequence of MNVs

in a population-level data set, we counted the number of gained/rescued nonsense mutations per

gene in gnomAD (Fig. 1.2b; Supplementary Data 1). For rescued nonsense mutations, we found

1538 sites that are rescued in all the individuals with the component variants. A total of 1633 genes

carried gained or rescued nonsense mutations within our data set, including 41 genes that are disease-

relevant (reported by OMIM25 or annotated as haploinsufficient by Clingen26,27). In addition,

the proportion of rescued nonsense mutations of falling in predicted loss-of-function (pLoF) con-

strained genes (genes with a significant depletion of pLoFs compared with an expectation based on

a mutational model3,28, defined as LOEUF24 decile <20%) was higher (proportion = 0.219) when

compared with all the other classes of MNVs (proportion = 0.192; Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0247;
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Figure 1.2: Functional impact of MNVs.
a. The number of MNVs in the gnomAD exome data set per MNV category. Of the 1821 rescued nonsense mutations,
1538 are rescued in all individuals that harbor the original nonsense mutation and are used for the analysis in (b) and (c).
Gained and rescued nonsense MNVs were further filtered to HC pLoF in (b) and (c). b The number of gained/rescued
nonsense mutations per gene, and examples of disease‐associated genes with two or more gained/rescued nonsense
mutations. c. The fraction of each category of MNV found in a set of 3941 constrained genes (top two deciles of con‐
straint 24.)
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Fig. 1.2c; Fig. A.2). Conversely, gained nonsense mutations are depleted among constrained genes

(proportion = 0.0620) compared with all other classes of MNVs (Fisher’s exact test, p = 1.01 · 1011).

These results suggest a significant enrichment of LoF annotation errors in the absence of MNV

annotation.

In addition, we have investigated another class of variant pairs whose combined interpretation

can be highly different from either of the individual component variants: insertion/deletion (indel)

pairs that result in frame restoration (e.g., 4 bp deletion + 7 bp insertion, resulting in 3 bp = 1 amino

acid insertion), and have annotated such frame-restoring indel pairs (n = 1406) when separate by up

to 30 bp (considering the limitations of read-based phasing; Fig. A.3). When we compare the LoF

confidence of constituent indels, we found that the proportion of frame-restoring indel pairs falling

on LoF-constrained genes were significantly higher when the constituent indels are high-confidence

(HC) LoFs (proportion = 0.0262 for low-confidence, LC, and 0.167 for HC pairs. Fisher’s exact

test, p =1.66 · 107; Fig. A.3h), suggesting that frame-restoring indel pairs can also be a source of LoF

annotation errors.

Finally, in order to understand the impact of these variants in clinical applications, we also an-

notatedMNVs in 6072 sequenced individuals from rare disease families, including 4275 case sam-

ples. This resulted in 16 gained nonsense mutations and 110 changed missense MNVs with high

CADD29 scores and low frequencies in gnomAD (CADD >20 and <10 individuals in gnomAD;

Supplementary Data 2). However, after close manual curation, none of the correspondingMNVs

were definitively causal variants for the diseases affecting the family, suggesting that MNVs con-

tribute to only a small fraction of total rare disease diagnoses, in line with expectations based on

their relative rarity and previous results4.
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1.2.3 Genome-wide mutational mechanisms ofMNVs

We next turned our attention to understanding the mutational mechanisms underlying the origins

of MNVs genome-wide, focusing on whole-genome sequence data from 15,708 individuals in the

gnomAD v2.1 callset. We considered pairs of high-quality variants in autosomes separated by up

to 10 bp, resulting in the assembly of a catalogue of 5,513,219MNVs including 1,792,248MNVs

within 2 bp distance—an order-of-magnitude increase in size over previous collections.

We considered three established major categories of mutational origins of MNVs with con-

stituent SNVs falling next to each other (adjacent MNVs. Fig. 1.3a), each of which is biased toward

certain MNV patterns: (1) combinations of distinct single-nucleotide mutation events; (2) replica-

tion errors by error-prone polymerase zeta; and (3) polymerase slippage events at repeat junctions.

MNVs in the first category are a product of two or more SNVs, which typically occur in different

generations and may thus have different allele frequencies. We expect to see an enrichment of CpG

transition compared with non-CpG transversion for this class, due to the underlying difference

of SNVmutation rate30,31,32. The second category, replication error introduced by DNA poly-

merase zeta (pol-zeta), is a well known class of replication error that introduces MNVs. Previous

studies12,13,14,15,33 have shown that pol-zeta is prone to specific types of replication error, mainly

TC- > AA, GC- > AA, and their reverse complements, with experimental evidence that these MNV

patterns occur in a single generation; thus, the constituent SNVs will typically have the same allele

frequencies. The third category, replication slippage, is another knownmode of DNA replication

error34,35,36. This process is especially frequent at sites with repetitive sequence context; previous

studies37,38,39 have shown that the indel rate can be up to 106 times higher than the SNVmutation

rate at these sites. As shown in Fig. 1.3a, the combination of an insertion and then a deletion of two

base pairs can result in anMNV.

We observed the signature of each of these MNVmechanisms in our data set. First, we calcu-
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Figure 1.3: Mutational origins of MNVs.
a. Three major categories of the mutational origin of MNVs. (Left) A combination of single‐nucleotide mutational events.
Since the baseline global mutation rate is highly different between transversions and CpG and non‐CpG transitions,
even a simple combination of single‐nucleotide mutational events could result in a highly skewed distribution of MNVs.
(Center) One‐step mutation caused by error‐prone DNA polymerases. For this class of MNVs, since the two mutations
occur at once during DNA replication, the allele frequency of the two constituent SNVs of the MNV is more likely to
be equal. (Right) Polymerase slippage at repeat junctions. Mutation rates are highly elevated in repeat regions, and are
therefore likely to cause various complex patterns of mutations, occasionally resulting in MNVs. b. The log‐scaled num‐
ber of MNVs per substitution pattern. c. The fraction of one‐step MNVs per substitution pattern. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean (often smaller than the dot size). d. The fraction of MNVs that are in repetitive contexts, and
bits representation 40 of sequence contexts. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Colors in the bars in panels
b–d represents the predicted major mechanism of MNVs for each substitution pattern.
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lated the number of MNVs for eachMNV pattern (Fig. 1.3b) and observed that the most frequent

MNV pattern is CA- > TG substitutions, which are likely to occur as a combination of an A- > G

transition, followed by a high mutation rate C- > T CpG transition (Fig. A.4a). On the other hand,

the least frequent MNV pattern is TA- > GC substitutions, which occur as a combination of two

non-CpG transversions. The 273.4-fold difference (270,071 versus 988) of the frequency of MNVs

between these two patterns is comparable with the theoretical ratio calculated based on the mu-

tation rate of the component SNVs (475.6-fold), and the overall correlation between the theoret-

ical and observed frequency of eachMNV pattern was strong (Pearson correlation r = 0.839 with

p = 9.15 · 1022 in log space; Fig. A.4b–e).

To investigate the extent of pol-zeta signature, we calculated the number of MNVs in which the

gnomAD allele counts of the constitutive single-nucleotide variants are equal (following previous

methodology4, also described in the Methods section), and observed that these one-stepMNVs are

significantly enriched inMNV patterns matching the pol-zeta signature (90.5% for GA- > TT, and

80.5% for GC- > AA, compared with 39.9% overall; Fisher’s exact test, p < 10100; Fig. 1.3c).

Finally, in order to capture polymerase slippage events, we calculated the fraction of MNVs in

repetitive contexts per MNV pattern (Fig. 1.3d). For the MNV patterns AA- > TT, >30% of all the

MNVs observed were in repetitive contexts. The fractions of the MNV patterns AT- > TA and TA-

 > AT in repetitive contexts were also high, exceeding 10% (Fisher’s exact test, p < 10100 compared

with the 3.15% across all patterns). For all MNV patterns in repeat contexts, we see a significant

excess of MNVs compared with the expected number based on a model that assumes MNVs are sim-

ple combination of two SNV events (Fig. A.4). These observations support the role of replication

slippage as one of the major drivers of MNVs. In addition, we did not see a correlation between the

frequency of one-stepMNVs and the frequency of MNVs in repetitive contexts (Pearson correla-

tion r = 0.0561, p > 0.05; The fraction of one-stepMNVs exceeded 80% for AT- > TA and TA- > AT,

but was 46% for AA- > TT), suggesting that multiple slippage events leading toMNV generation
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can take place either as a single event (i.e., in single generation) or multiple events (i.e., in different

generation), or even recurrently. These findings come with the caveat that variants in repetitive re-

gions will have higher error rates due to slippage and misalignment errors, but we have reduced this

risk by applying random forest filtering for individual sites, as well as removing all the variants in

low-complexity regions from our analysis (see the Methods section).

1.2.4 Estimation of global mutation rate ofMNVs

In order to compare the frequency of three different mechanisms, we quantified the contribution

of two single-nucleotide variation events vs other replication error modes, such as pol-zeta errors or

replication slippage, using a simple probabilistic model. Specifically, focusing on adjacent MNVs,

we assigned the MNV frequency for eachMNV pattern to be the sum of the probability of two

SNV events (P) and the probability of other replication error factors (Q), and estimated the Q term.

In other words, we estimated the divergence of the observed number of MNV sites from the num-

ber expected by a simple SNVmutation model (see the Methods section). The resulting estimated

proportion of two SNV events and other replication error events is described in Fig. 1.4a.

As expected, the proportion differs substantially from oneMNV pattern to another. For exam-

ple, while 98.0% of CA- > TGMNVs appear to be caused by combinations of simple SNV events,

the corresponding proportion is 5.84% for GA- > TT, 18.9% for GC- > AA, and 9.52% for AA-

 > TTMNVs. We presume that the lower proportion of two simple SNV events is mainly due to

pol-zeta errors for GA- > TT and GC- > AA, and polymerase slippage for the AA- > TT. Since 83.2%

of the overall MNVs were classified as either SNV combination, repeat context, or pol-zeta error at

GA- > TT or GC- > AA, our analysis suggests that these three major categories explain a substantial

fraction of MNV events genome wide, although some possible additional mechanisms with smaller

frequencies might exist. These calculations also allow us to estimate the genome-wide mutation rate

of MNVs caused by pol-zeta: 1.59 · 1010 per 2 bp per generation for GA- > TT, and 4.08 · 1010 for
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of MNVs across genome.
a. The number and the fraction of MNVs per origin, per substitution pattern. Gray are the estimated fraction of MNV
originating from two single‐nucleotide substitution events, brown for polymerase slippage at repeat contexts and purple
are the others (presumably mainly replication error by pol‐zeta). The colors along the bottom represent the estimated
biological origins that dominate MNVs of that specific substitution pattern. b, c. MNV density, defined as the number
of MNVs per functional annotation divided by the base pair length in the annotation (relative to the whole‐genome
region), ordered by the methylation level of the functional category. d. Estimated fraction of MNVs by different origins,
per functional category around the coding region.
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GC- > AA. Given that there are∼ 1.66 · 108 GA pairs and 1.20 · 108 GC pairs in the reference hu-

man genome, we estimate there are on average 0.026 GA- > TT and 0.049 GC- > AAmutations per

generation (Supplementary Data 3).

We also explored the potential mutational mechanisms for MNVs with a greater distance between

the component variants (Figs. A.5,A.6,A.7), and observed signatures of non-independence of mu-

tation events extending over distances up to 10 bp, with an enrichment of motifs consistent with

pol-zeta and polymerase slippage mechanisms for adjacent MNVs (minimum 1.08, maximum 4.06-

fold enrichment of one-stepMNV, Fisher’s exact test, p-value < 0.05; Figs. A.8,A.9). This confirms

the presence of mutational mechanisms capable of creating simultaneous mutations separated by

considerable distances18,31,41,42,43, although further work will be required to fully characterize the

underlying processes.

Overall, our analysis of MNVs in 15,708 whole-genome-sequenced individuals supports the pre-

viously suggested three major mechanism of MNVs and quantifies the different contribution of

each mechanism for different MNV patterns at the genome-wide scale.

1.2.5 MNV distribution across different genomic regions

We next examined howMNV pattern distributions differ between functional annotation categories.

We used 13 different functional annotations such as coding sequence, enhancer, and promoter from

Finucane et al.44, and the DNAmethylation annotation from the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements

(ENCODE)45, to calculate the number of MNVs that fall into each category (Table. A.4). MNV

density, defined as the number of MNVs observed in each functional category divided by the total

length of the genomic interval belonging to each category, is shown in Fig. 1.4b and c. We found

that MNV density of the substitution patterns typically involving CpG transitions is positively

correlated with the methylation level (linear regression Pearson correlation r = 0.95 for CG- > TA

and r = 0.87 for CA- > TG, p < 103). Conversely, MNV density for non-CpG transversion-related
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substitution patterns, and the substitution patterns related to pol-zeta slippage, negatively correlates

with methylation status (linear regression Pearson correlation r = −0.90 for GA- > TC, r = −0.91 for

AG- > CC, r = −0.91 for GA- > TT, and r = −0.92 for GC- > AA, p <105; Fig. 1.4b, c).

Finally, we explored the effect of genic context onMNV origins and discovery: we selected the

seven major regional annotations around gene-coding sequences46,47, and calculated the fraction of

MNVs likely explained by different mutational origins in each of these regions (Fig. 1.4d). Across all

regions, we found that the MNV signal is primarily dominated by CpG transitions. The fraction of

non-CpG transversions and polymerase slippage at repeats were consistently lower than (or nearly

equal to) 5% of the overall signal. Pol-zeta signature was not as dominant as CpG transitions, except

for at the transcription start site region, which has by far the lowest methylation rate in those seven

annotations, and is thus expected to have a lower rate of CpG deamination mutations (which are

dependent on the methylation of the original cytosine).

Overall, our results suggest that MNV density is highly dependent on the CpGmethylation sta-

tus of the surrounding sequence, and that MNVs that originate from non-CpG transversions or

polymerase slippage at repeat junctions are relatively uncommon compared with those driven by

CpG transitions or pol-zeta errors. Finally, MNVs that originate from pol-zeta error are the most

common class of MNVs in the region close to the transcription start sites of genes, as low methyla-

tion levels in these regions result in low levels of CpG transitions.

1.3 Discussion

We analyzed 125,748 human exomes and 15,708 genomes and identified 1,792,248MNVs across

genome with constituent variants falling within 2 bp distance, including 31,575 that exist within a

codon. We have shown that MNVs represent an important class of genetic variation, and that they

have a significant impact on the functional interpretation of genomic data, both at the population
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and individual level. Although we did not encounter an individual in which anMNV is the likely

cause of a rare disease after sequencing 6072 individuals from rare disease families, we expect that

applying our pipeline to larger numbers of disease samples will identify previously missed diagnoses,

as has been observed in another study of developmental delay cases4.

The large number and high quality of variant calls in the gnomAD database provided increased

power for statistical analysis of the three major mutational mechanisms (combinations of indepen-

dent SNVs; replication errors by pol-zeta; and polymerase slippage at repeat junctions) responsible

for the generation of MNVs, and importantly allowed us to estimate the relative contribution of

each of these processes.

Our estimates of substitution pattern-specific MNVmutation rate and fraction come with

important caveats. Our approach assumes that the local SNVmutation rate is invariant across in-

stances of a specific 3 bp context; however, prior work has shown considerable regional variation in

mutation rate across the genome, as well as variation driven by ancestry, environment, and other

factors48,49,50,51. Another important limitation is the lack of confident estimates of insertion and

deletion rate as a function of repeat length, which limits the confidence of our estimate of the frac-

tion of polymerase slippage. Future large genome-scale data sets with more accurate insertion and

deletion calls, likely involving long-read sequencing data, will be required to improve modeling of

insertion and deletion mutations.

One clear feature of our data set was the signature of non-independence of mutational events

separated by up to 10 bp, as suggested in various de novo studies18,31,41,42,43; further investigation

of these clustered mutations, and contextualizing them with known sources of genomic instability,

such as homologous recombination52 or transposable elements53,54, will be informative in explor-

ing the mechanisms of clustered mutations.

The complete list of MNVs identified in gnomAD is publicly available (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.

org/downloads), with the allele count annotated for both genome and exome. For the coding re-
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gions, we have also annotated the functional consequence of constituent SNVs andMNVs sepa-

rately, and made the result viewable in an intuitive browser (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.

org). Although some fraction of MNVs is missing from this list due to incomplete phasing sensitiv-

ity and read coverage, the database provides the most comprehensive set of estimates of MNV allele

frequencies to date, valuable for further analysis of mutational mechanisms as well as the interpreta-

tion of MNVs in rare disease and cancer genomics55,56.

Finally, despite the large sample size of our MNV data set, the fraction of MNVs that we have

observed out of all the possible MNV configurations is still very far from saturating the space of pos-

sible MNVs, with only∼0.005% of all possible adjacent MNVs observed in our data (Figs. A.10,

A.11). Increasing the number of sequenced individuals57 in both disease and non-disease cohorts

will permit the discovery and determination of the phenotypic impact of an increasingly compre-

hensive catalogue of variation. This study confirms the importance of incorporating haplotypic

phase into these efforts to permit the discovery and accurate interpretation of the full range of hu-

man variation.

1.4 Methods

1.4.1 Ethics

We have complied with all relevant ethical regulations. This study was overseen by the Broad Insti-

tute’s Office of Research Subject Protection and the Partners Human Research Committee, and

was given a determination of Not Human Subjects Research. Informed consent was obtained from

all participants.
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1.4.2 MNV calling

125,748 human exomes and 15,708 genomes from gnomAD 2.1 callset were used for the analyses

(Tables. A.5,A.6). We used hail (https://github.com/hail-is/hail), an open source, cloud-based

scalable analysis tool for large genomic data. For MNV discovery, we exhaustively looked for vari-

ants that appear in the same individual, in cis, and within 2 bp distance for the exome data set and

10 bp distance for the genome data set, using the hail window_by_locus function (i.e., we compu-

tationally checked every pair of genotypes within a certain window size, for every individual, to

see whether the individual carries a pair(s) of mutation in the same haplotype. See Supplementary

Methods for further detail. Also, we did not expand the window size >10 bp for MNV discovery, as

phasing sensitivity significantly drops when the distance between variants is >10 bp, as shown in Fig.

A.1d). For trio-based analyses, we expanded the range to 100 bp to obtain a more macroscopic view.

Although we performedMNV calling in sex chromosomes for the coding region, we restricted our

analysis to autosomes, in order to control for differences in zygosity.

MNV calling in rare disease samples was performed in a similar fashion as in the gnomAD exome

data set. In total, 6072 rare disease whole-exome sequences were curated at the Broad Center for

Mendelian Genomics (CMG)58 and went through the MNV calling pipeline with the window size

of 2 bp distance. The phenotypes observed in the cohort include: muscle disease such as Limb Gir-

dle Muscular Dystrophy (LGMD; roughly one-third of the total), neurodevelopmental disorders, or

severe phenotypes in eye, kidney, cardiac, or other orphan diseases (Supplementary Data 2).

1.4.3 MNV filtering

In the gnomADMNV analysis, variant pairs for which one or both of their components have low

quality reads were filtered out. Specifically, we only selected the variant sites that pass the Random

Forest filtering, resulting in acceptance of 53.3% of the initial MNV candidates (Fig. A.12a). We also
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filtered out variant sites that are classified as low-complexity regions (LCRs) identified with the sym-

metric DUST algorithm59 at a score threshold of 30, and additionally applied adjusted threshold

criteria (GQ ≥ 20, DP ≥ 10, and allele balance > 0.2 for heterozygote genotypes) for filtering indi-

vidual variants (Table. A.7). For eachMNV site, we annotated the number of alleles that appear as

MNV, as well as the number of individuals carrying the MNV as a homozygous variant. The dis-

tribution of MNV sites that contain homozygous MNVs is shown in Fig. A.13. We also collapsed

the MNV patterns that are reverse complements of each other, after observing that the number of

MNVs are roughly symmetric (before collapsing, the ratio of eachMNV pattern to its correspond-

ing reverse complement pattern was mostly close to 1, with 0.95 being the lowest and 1.10 being

the highest for adjacent MNVs) (Fig. A.14). All the MNV patterns in the main text and figures are

equivalent to their reverse complement, and we do not distinguish them.

For the rare disease cohort, since our motivation was to find a definite example where anMNV is

acting as a causal variant for a rare disease with severe phenotype rather than obtaining the population-

level statistics, we did not apply site and sample-specific filtering, as opposed to the gnomADMNV

analysis. Instead of being computationally filtered by read quality, the 129 putative MNVs (16

gained nonsense mutations, 110 changed missense with high CADD score and low gnomADMNV

frequency, and 3 gained missense) went through manual inspection by the analysts at the Center for

Mendelian Genomics (CMG) at the Broad Institute58, after annotating the affected gene. Specifi-

cally, all the variants were checked manually under the criteria below:

• Whether the gene affected is constrained in the gnomAD population.

• Whether the case has already been solved with other causal variant.

• Whether the case has already been solved with other causal variant.

• Whether the MNV looks real in the Interactive Genome Browser (IGV)60.
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• Whether the MNV is in the proband and, if applicable, the segregation pattern of the MNV.

• Whether the known function of the gene affected matches the patient phenotype.

MNVs were filtered out if they failed one or more of the criteria above. These results suggest

that MNVs explain only a small fraction of undiagnosed genetic disease cases, consistent with their

overall frequency as a class of variation, and with prior work in large disease-affected cohorts4. The

summary for MNV analysis in rare disease cohort is also available at Supplementary Data 2.

1.4.4 Analysis of phasing sensitivity

In order to compare the phasing information derived from different methods (read-based and trio-

based), we took an approach of comparing the relative phase (binary classification of whether two

SNVs of MNV are in the same haplotype or not), as shown in Table. A.8. We investigated the het-

erozygous variant pairs whose phasing information is not provided by the trio-based phasing and

observed that majority (83.5%) of the cases reflected both parents carrying a heterozygous variant,

a scenario where trio-based phasing is inherently uninformative. We also investigated the heterozy-

gous variant pairs whose phasing information is not provided by the read-based phasing. Specifi-

cally, unphased pairs tend to have either low- or high-read depth (odds ratio = 3.20, Fisher’s exact

test, p < 10100 for low, and odds ratio = 2.33, Fisher’s exact test, p < 10100 for high-read depth; Table.

A.3), consistent with our previous understanding that an excess of reads can lead to involvement of

erroneous reads and thus reduce the confidence of phasing of HaplotypeCaller61 (as well as the lack

of the number of reads reduces the calling rate). All the statistical tests are two-sided, throughout

the paper.
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1.4.5 Analysis of functional impact in coding region

We focused on the coding region of the canonical transcript of genes and examined the codon

change and their consequence for all the MNVs that fall in a single codon (see Tables. A.9,A.10

for the number of MNVs that spans across two codons). When comparing with population-level

constraint, for eachMNV, we annotated the constraint metric (LOEUF24) of the gene whose pro-

tein product is affected. For rescued nonsense mutations, we took only the ones are rescued in all

the individuals with the component variants (i.e., we excluded the ones whose allele count of MNVs

are not equal to the allele count of the SNV that introduces a nonsense mutation), resulting in 1538

out of 1821 rescued nonsense mutations. We next used Loss-Of-Function Transcript Effect Estima-

tor (LOFTEE24) in order to exclude the nonsense mutations that are not likely to affect the protein

function. This resulted in 371 high-confidence (HC) gained nonsense mutations and 1400 HC

rescued nonsense mutations, which were used for the population-level constraint analysis. In addi-

tion, we stratified the gene sets by core essential/nonessential genes from CRISPR/Cas knockout

experiments62,63 as an orthogonal indicator of gene constraint (Fig. A.2).

We did not include and correct for MNVs consisting of three SNVs in a single codon in the

analysis of functional impact in coding region, since the number and frequency of suchMNVs

are significantly low (228 in total, with 5 newly gained nonsense, but no re-rescued or re-gained

nonsense; 0.220 in total per person). The full list of suchMNVs are available as a separate file at:

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/downloads.

Frame-restoring indel analysis was performed in a similar fashion. We used the gnomAD exome

data set to call and filter the insertion/deletion pairs using the same filtering criteria (except for the

fact that we did not restrict our analysis to cases where the frameshift effect would be rescued in all

individuals), and focused on the canonical transcripts for the functional impact evaluation.
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1.4.6 Defining one-stepMNVs andMNVs in repetitive contexts

A one-stepMNVwas defined as a MNV for which the allele count of both SNVs that make up the

MNV is the same and close to the allele count of the MNV itself. We also compared the allele count

of constituent SNVs (AC1 and AC2) with the allele count of the correspondingMNV (AC_mnv),

and observed that the majority of one-stepMNVs we discovered have AC_mnv divided by AC1

>0.9 (Fig. A.15). Therefore, we expect the false discovery rate of one-stepMNVs (misclassifying the

MNVwhose AC1 and AC2 are equal just by chance) to be limited. The full distribution of all the

allele counts, including per-population characterizations, are shown in Fig. A.16 and Table. A.11.

Repetitive sequences are defined by taking the ±4 bp context of the MNV and setting the thresh-

old manually, by looking at the distribution of repeat contexts around all the MNVs (Figs. A.17,

A.18). Specifically, a sequence is defined as repetitive if the number of dinucleotide repeat units > 1,

for both reference and alternative ±4 bp context, and the number of dinucleotide repeat units > 2,

for either reference or alternative ±4 bp context, and, for adjacent MNVs only, if the reference

and/or alternative 2 bp are mononucleotide repeat, increase the threshold by one mononucleotide

repeat unit.

Here, dinucleotide repeat unit is defined as the reference or the alternative allele itself (with the

gap when d > 1 and counting the overlap. For example, the reference and alternative dinucleotide

repeat counts for TATATAT - > TAAAAAT are both 3). The third criteria was added specifically

for adjacent MNVs to adjust for counting the overlap more than once. This threshold was set so

that the number of MNVs with equal or higher repeats would be <5% of the total, corresponding to

two standard deviations away from the mean, and also because the estimated mutation rate in these

repetitive contexts is likely to be orders of magnitude higher than the backgroundMNVmutation

rate originating from the combination of two SNV events37,38,39.
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1.4.7 Calculating the proportion ofMNVs per biological origin

We calculated the proportion of MNV per biological origin by comparing the observed number

of MNVs (that are not in repetitive contexts) with the expected number of MNV under single-

nucleotide mutational model.

Specifically, if we simply hypothesize most of the MNV are combination of two single-nucleotide

substitution events, we can estimate the relative probability of MNV event per substitution pat-

tern. For example, probability of observing a CA to TGMNV in a single individual, single site

(p(CA → TG)) is proportional to p(CA → TA) p(TA → TG) + p(CA → CG) p(CG → TG), and

probability of TA to GCMNV (p(TA → GC)) is proportional to p(TA → GA)p(GA → GC) +

p(TA → GC)p(T → GC). Former equation involves the product of transition at CpG, while both

term of the latter are product of transversion at non-CpG, which works as a reasonable explanation

of the frequency difference of those twoMNV patterns.

Using the same principle (and accounting for reference base pair frequency, population num-

ber and global SNVmutation rate defined by 3 bp context28, we first constructed a null model of

MNV distribution. In reality, this null model does not represent the real distribution we observe,

due to biological mechanisms that introduce MNV. Therefore, we allowed additional factor q, that

denotes the mutational event where two SNVs are introduced at the same time. For the example

of p(CA → TG), we model this probability to be proportional to p(TA → GA)p(GA → GC)+

p(TA → TC)p(TC → GC)+q(CA → TG) and try to estimate the q term, which corresponds to

the proportion of MNVs that are explained by non-SNV (and non-repeat) factor. Further details

are explained in the Supplementary Methods (section “Models and assumptions for calculating the

proportion of MNV per biological mechanism”).

In addition, for each of MNV pattern, we annotated the predicted major mechanism for each

MNV pattern in the following order:
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• Pol-zeta, for the patterns known as polymerase signature (GA- > TT and GC- > AA)

• Repeat, for the patterns whose fraction of MNVs in repeat contexts are >10% (correspond-

ing to two standard deviations away from the mean; AA- > TT, AT- > TA, and TA- > AT)

• One of Ti at CpG, Ti, Ti at CpG + Tv, Ti + Tv, Tv combination, based on possible combina-

tions of single-nucleotide mutational processes. For example, Ti at CpG is when transition

in CpG combined with another transition can occur in the mutational processes (Supple-

mentary Data 3).

1.4.8 Estimation of the globalMNV rate per substitution pattern

In order to estimate the global MNVmutation rate for adjacent MNVs, as well as the mutation

rate per MNV pattern, we first focused the number of one-stepMNVs, assuming that there are no

recurrent mutations and therefore the allele frequency of constituent SNVs are equal if and only if it

originates from anMNV event in a single generation. In this section, we will simply write one-step

MNV of distance 1 bp (i.e., adjacent) as MNV.

We then calculated the global MNVmutation rate under the Watterson estimator model, as in

Kaplanis et al.4. Specifically, we divided the number of MNV sites by the number of SNV sites in

our gnomAD data set, and scaled by the global single-nucleotide mutation rate identified in previ-

ous research (1.2 · 108), which yielded 2.94 · 1011 per 2 bp per generation. This is roughly two-thirds

of the estimation provided by the Kaplanis et al.4 using trio data, slightly smaller presumably due

to differing filtering method. Next, In order to get the mutation rate per 2 bp for each of the MNV

patterns, we simply scaled the global MNVmutation rate described above by the number of ref-

erence 2 bp and the coverage difference. The full data for all the 78 patterns are shown in Supple-

mentary Data 3. Further details are explained in the Supplementary Methods (section ”Models and

assumptions for estimation of the global MNV rate per substitution pattern”).
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1.4.9 Functional enrichment

Thirteen functional annotations were collected from Finucane et al.44 as a bed file (which originates

from database, such as ENCODE, Roadmap64 and UCSC genome browser65.) For the methyla-

tion data, we collected the genome methylation level from ENCODE, and calculated the fraction of

methylated CpG out of all the CpGs in the region, and ordered by the fraction (Table. A.4).

MNV density calculation was performed under the null hypothesis that the number of MNV of

typeWX→YZwe observe in an arbitrary genomic interval is proportional to the number of WX

in the interval. Specifically, the MNV density of WX→YZ in interval I is defined asD(WX →

YZ|I) = N(WX→YZ|I)
N(WX→I) , where N(WX→YZ|I) is the number of MNVs of WX→YZ, and N(WX|I)

is the number of WX in the reference genome we observe in that specific genomic interval. We

then normalized the density by dividing by D(WX→YZ|I = whole genome) for scaling purpose

(i.e., D(WX→YZ|I) = k means that the probability of observing a mutation of WX→YZ given a se-

quence context of WX is k times higher in genomic functional category I than the overall genome.).

For estimating the fraction of MNVs per origin, we took a thresholding approach and defined

four MNVs (CA- > TG, AC- > GT, CC- > TT, and GA- > AG) as CpG signal, two (GC- > AA,

GA- > TT) as pol-zeta, three as repeat (AA- > TT, TA- > AT, AT- > TA) and six transversion (TA-

 > GC, CG- > AT, AT- > CG, CG- > GC, GC- > CG, CG- > AC) signal (and left all the other 78-

(4 + 2 + 3 + 6) = 63 patterns as others, in order to highlight the strongest signals) based on the result

from Fig. 1.3. The fraction of MNVs per origin is then defined simply as the number of MNVs that

fall into that pattern divided by all the MNVs, in the genomic interval. The coverage difference per

interval was as small as negligible (Table. A.4).
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1.4.10 Data and code availability

The list of codingMNVs in gnomAD exome are available at gs://gnomad-public/release/2.

1/mnv/gnomad_mnv_coding.tsv (tab separated file). The codingMNVs consisting of three SNVs

in a single codon is available as a separate file at gs://gnomad-public/release/2.1/mnv/gnomad_

mnv_coding_3bp.tsv. The list of frame-restoring indel pairs are available at gs://gnomad-public/

release/2.1/mnv/frame_restoring_indels.tsv. The list of all the MNVs in gnomAD genomes

are available at gs://gnomad-public/release/2.1/mnv/genome/gnomad_mnv_genome_d{i}.tsv.

bgz (tab separated file, compressed. Replace i (0 < i < 11) with the distance between two SNVs of

MNV.), or gs://gnomad-public/release/2.1/mnv/genome/gnomad_mnv_genome_d{i}.ht (hail

table. Replace i (0 < i < 11) with the distance between two SNVs of MNV.). Explanations for each

column in each file can be found at gs://gnomad-public/release/2.1/mnv/mnv_readme.md. All

the files above are also available at the download page of the gnomAD browser (https://gnomad.

broadinstitute.org/downloads). The supplementary data is available at the online publication2.

The code used in the study is available at https://github.com/macarthur-lab/gnomad_mnv.
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The introduction of this chapter includes material origi-

nally published in Karczewski, K.J., Francioli, L.C., Tiao,

G. et al. The mutational constraint spectrum quanti-

fied from variation in 141,456 humans. Nature 581,

434–443 (2020)24.
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Towards quantifying constraint in

non-coding regions from large-scale whole

genome sequencing data

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, I introduced the concept of Multi-nucleotide variants (MNVs), defined as clusters

of two or more nearby variants existing on the same haplotype in an individual. I explained how

consideringMNVs improves variant interpretation in coding regions by accurately annotating the

combined effect of nearby coding variants (as an example, two missense variants on the same codon

together may create a stop codon), and applied anMNV identification pipeline to >100,000 whole

exome and >10,000 whole genome data of humans to identify 18,756 variants with a novel com-

bined effect in coding regions. While the study also identified a total number 1,792,248MNVs

across genome (including >98% non-coding regions) and allowed us deeper understandings of

knownmutational mechanisms that create MNVs, annotating the functional effect of such non-

codingMNVs is still challenging. The major challenge resides in the step even before annotating the

combined effects; annotating the effect of single nucleotide variants in non-coding region itself is

very difficult in our current understanding of non-coding genome regulations66.

In this chapter, I will explore an approach to quantify the mutational constraint of different

region of the genome using large scale whole exome or genome data (such as the gnomAD dataset
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that was analysed in chapter 1), and discuss its potential applications for interpreting non-coding

variants. First, I will review the approach to quantify the constraint measure for human protein

coding genes by comparing the observed and expected number of predicted loss-of-function (pLoF)

variants, established in previous works3,24(Fig. 2.1). From there, I will highlight the challenges and

opportunities in applying the same approach to non-coding regions, where we do not have clear

variant annotations such as pLoF, missense and synonymous to filter a given set of variants into

smaller numbers of functionally important ones.

Specifically, I will introduce a model that predicts the number of de novomutations (DNMs) in a

genomic region as a function of sequence context and additional features such as CpGmethylation

status67, recombination rate68, and evaluate the performance of the predictor using publicly avail-

able large-scale DNM datasets69,70, to show that including additional features significantly improves

the predictor performance. Then focusing on the chromosome 20 as a test case, by predicting the

probability of observing a mutation in each base pair in the genome for the gnomAD v3 data and

comparing it with the observed number of mutations, I will explore the constraint acting on differ-

ent functional annotations such as exons, introns, promoters and enhancers. I will also show the at-

tempt of dividing the non-coding genomic regions into non-overlapping fixed length windows and

quantifying the observed versus expected number of mutations in each of the windows, to provide

an overview of non-coding constraint quantification. Finally, I will provide a simulation framework

to assess the power of current approach and discuss its limitation with current data size as well as

future space for improvements.
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Figure 2.1: Observed and expected number of synonymous or pLoF mutations.
Scatter plots of expected (x axis) and observed (y axis) number of synonymous (left panel) or pLoF (right panel) mutations
for each protein coding gene are displayed.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 The mutational constraint spectrum of human coding genes

Catalog of naturally occurring variants in a large human population is a powerful resource for pre-

dicting the phenotypic consequence of gene disruption. If a gene is essential for our human health,

the gene will be depleted for functional variants that disrupt the gene function, whereas if a gene

is non-essential, the number of variants on the gene will be roughly equal to what we expect from

baseline mutation rate. While predicted loss-of-function variants (pLoFs) in coding genes represents

such class of variants that disrupt gene functions, the allele frequencies of pLoFs tend to be lower,

and pLoFs are known to be enriched for annotation errors71.

In [ 24], led by Dr. Konrad Karczewski, we enabled quantification of mutational constraint spec-

trum of human coding genes by aggregating 125,748 human exomes and 15,708 human genomes,

re-processing the data in a single pipeline, carefully filtering variants with low confidence, and build-

ing a simple yet robust mutation rate prediction model. We validated our model of background mu-

tation rate by observing consistency between the observed versus expected number of synonymous
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Hart et al., 2017
Eppig et al., 2015
Motenko et al., 2015Figure 2.2: Validating LOEUF with mouse and human cell knockout data.
X axis shows the decile of LOEUF, and y axis shows the percentage of mouse heterozygous knock out lethal genes
(left panel), human cell essential (right panel, red) or non‐essential (right panel, blue) genes identified in CRISPR/Cas
knockout screening experiments.

variants in each gene (pearson r=0.9791; Fig. 2.1), and also showed that the majority of coding genes

are depleted of pLoF variants (median observed / expected = 0.49; Fig. 2.1). As a single measure

that represents the mutational constraint of a gene, we selected the upperbound of 90% confidence

interval of the observed divided by the expected number of pLoF variants to account for statistical

uncertainties due to limited sample size, and named the value as loss-of-function observed/expected

upperbound fraction (LOEUF).

We validated LOEUF in various orthogonal measures. For example, we collected a set of het-

erozygous knockout lethal genes in mouse from a database72,73, and showed that mouse heterozy-

gous knockout lethal genes are strongly enriched for genes in lower LOEUF decile (i.e. higher con-

straint. Mean LOEUF = 0.488, compared to 0.962 for remaining genes, t-test p=10−78; Fig. 2.2).

We also cited a list of human cell essential and non-essential genes identified by large-scale CRISPR

screening experiments74, and compared the LOEUF distribution (Fig. 2.2). Consistent with our ex-

pectation, human cell essential genes are strongly enriched for lower LOEUF decile (mean LOEUF

= 0.63 compared to 0.964 for remaining genes, p=9 · 10−71), and non-essential genes were strongly

depleted (mean LOEUF=1.34 compared to 0.936 for remaining genes, p=3 · 10−92). These results

together showed that LOEUF reflects the essentiality of human protein coding genes.
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In [ 24], we also provided more detailed description about the process of aggregating a large

number of exome and genome data, harmonizing the processing pipeline, and annotating the pLoF

variants. We also presented a variety of applications of the constraint measure ranging from hu-

manMendelian disease genes and variants prioritization to heritability enrichment in 658 common

traits. Although our work has provided a powerful resource for variant prioritization in coding re-

gions, applying same approach for non-coding constraint quantification presents a set of unique

challenges, such as

1. The number of whole genome data is significantly smaller than the number of whole genome

data (e.g. 125,748 vs 15,708 in gnomAD v2 dataset)

2. There is no clear functional classification of individual variants such as pLoF, missense or

synonymous in non-coding regions

3. The variation of base-line mutation rate variation is known to be much higher in non-coding

regions75,76,77,78,79

4. The overall constraint level of non-coding regions is lower in non-coding regions compared

to coding genes80, and

5. There are no major systematic genome-wide knockout experiments of non-coding regions,

resulting in the lack of orthogonal validation datasets (existing non-coding knockout screen-

ings are focused on specific class of known genetic annotations81,82,83)

Existing works in the field84,85,86 evaluate the score performances by using relatively small num-

ber of annotated pathogenic variants26 and provides valuable insights into the non-coding con-

straint spectrum. Such methods are thought to gain more power by addressing 2 and 3. As de-

scribed from the next subsection, I aimed to overcome such challenges by combining novel ap-

proaches such as improving the mutation rate prediction by plugging additional features, using de
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novo mutation dataset as an orthogonal, nearly constraint-free data to train the prediction model,

and using functional annotations such as promoters and enhancers as a means of orthogonal valida-

tion.

2.2.2 Predicting the probability of de novomutations

Samocha et al28 showed that we can model the background mutation rate (defined as the single

nucleotide substitution rate in a specific position of the human genome per person per generation

when there is no selection; In this chapter, the word ”mutations” refers to single nucleotide sub-

stitutions, not including insertion, deletion or other forms of complex genetic mutations unless

specified.) in coding regions very well as a function of trinucleotide context. They estimated the

background mutation rate by counting the number of mutations in introns, since intron is typi-

cally not under strong selection. On the other hand, the local background mutation rate variation in

non-coding regions is known to be much more variable compared to coding regions, and is known

to be associated with a number of additional features such as methylation level, or replication tim-

ing75,76,77,78,79. Telente et al.84 used 7bp context to train the predictor of the number of mutations

in the TOPMed data87 and used the predictor to quantify constraint in non-coding regions, but it

does not include additional features other than the local sequence context. Also, the method does

not exclude non-de novomutations in regions possibly under weak or strong selection for training

the model.

In this work, we instead used de novomutations (DNM) dataset as the training data. Although

publicly available DNM data are ascertained for developmental disorders69,70, DNM are by defini-

tion not subject to selection over generations. Using a different test data to quantify the mutation

rate also minimize the risk of overfitting. We also added additional set of features for the predictor

(we used 3 bp instead of 7 bp since the number of mutations observed in DNM datasets are rela-

tively small).
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We first tested the enrichment of the individual features that are potentially relevant to DNM

rate (Fig. 2.3), and then we transformed them to be approximately linear against the logit of the

DNM rate (Methods). For each 3bp context, we modeled the DNM process as a Poisson process

with parameter λ(x) = np(x)where x is the vector of transformed features, n is the number of trios

in the DNM dataset, and p is the DNM rate per sample per generation. We modeled p as a linear

function of the features and fit the parameter using randomly selected 70% of the genome and tested

the predictor performance in the left 30% of the genome. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the predictor pre-

dicts the number of DNM in 1Mbp window with high accuracy (pearson r = 0.86). The prediction

accuracy decreases as the window size becomes smaller, consistent with our understanding of the

stochastic nature of mutational processes (Fig. B.1, B.2). When compared to a baseline model where

the DNM rate is modeled as a constant given the 3bp context, our predictor showed higher predic-

tion accuracy (r = 0.39 in the baseline 3bp model; Fig. 2.4b), suggesting that considering additional

features other than the local sequence context improves the prediction power. 55 windows (corre-

sponding to 6.10% of all tested) contained 0 DNMs due to being on pseudo-autosomal regions on

chromosome X (and Y) where DNM calling is technically challenging31; we also compared the re-

sults when filtering such windows (Fig. B.3), confirming that our model consistently outperforms

the baseline model.

2.2.3 Quantifying the constraint of various functional annotations in the

genome

When a region of the human genome is not under selective pressure (in other words, unconstrained),

the probability of observing a mutation in a specific position in a human population can be mod-

eled to be proportional to the DNM rate p as estimated in the previous section28 (Methods). As-

suming that we can minimize the contribution of modeling error (limitation of the predictor perfor-

mance due to not having enough sample size, features, or proper model) and stochastic noise, diver-
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Figure 2.3: Examples of enrichment of features used in the predictor.
Each dot represents aggregation of 100 chunks sorted by the feature.
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Figure 2.4: Observed versus expected number of de novomutations per 1 Mbp window.
Observed (y axis) and expected (x axis) number of de novo mutations in 1 Mbp window, where the expected number
is based on the full model taking additional features into account (a) or baseline model where the mutation rate is a
function of 3 bp context alone (b).

gences of the observed number of mutations in a region for a population compared to the expected

number based on the model is thought to be due to constraint acting on the region. For example, we

do not observe as many mutation as we predict fromDNMmodel if region is under strong selective

pressure.

Considering that stochastic noises decrease as the region size grows, we first split the human

genome into distinct functional annotations, each having sufficiently large region size44, and quan-

tified the observed versus expected number of mutations (o/e) in each functional annotations (Fig.

2.5a). We restricted our analysis to chromosome 20 in order to save the computational burden (in

this analysis, as well as the analysis described in the rest of this section and the next).

The o/e in non-functional regions of the genome was nearly equal to one (1.001), suggesting that

our prediction model is well-calibrated to predict the baseline mutation rate. Consistent with our

understanding of functional architecture of human genome, coding regions showed the highest

constraint (corresponding to lowest o/e), despite not being filtered to LoF mutations. Other known

regulatory elements such as DNase hyper sensitive regions (DHS), promoters and enhancers also

showed o/e less than one. The o/e for the entire chromosome 20 was also lower than one (0.947),
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highlighting possibly widespread selection signature across the genome. Alternatively, it is also pos-

sible that the model is not perfectly calibrated for some regions of the genome (Fig. 2.6a,b).

To further validate the results above, we stratified the genic annotations with the LOEUF of cor-

responding coding genes. Consistent with our expectation, the constraint for exon was positively

correlated with the gene constraint (LOEUF) (Spearman correlation ρ = 0.976, p=1.47 · 10−6; Fig.

2.5b), suggesting that constraint can be quantified without explicit filtering of the mutations based

on functional consequences, even though the power is smaller than restricting to LoFs24. However,

we did not observe the same correlation between the LOEUF decile of the coding gene and corre-

sponding non-coding annotations for the majority of non-coding annotations, such as promoter

or UTRs (Spearman ρ = 0.115, p>0.05 for 3’UTR; Fig. B.4). This may suggest sparse or dense

but very weak architecture of the deliriousness of non-coding mutations in such regions80. Alterna-

tively, it is also possible that constraint in regulatory regions have different properties compared to

corresponding coding regions88,89. For example, evolution may have allowed more sequence varia-

tion in the non-coding regulatory regions of constrained genes.

2.2.4 Quantifying the constraint of fixed length genomic windows across

non-coding regions

Analysis of different functional annotations highlighted the different level of constraint acting on

different functional elements in aggregate. On the other hand, it is still unclear howmuch variation

of constraint there are within a single functional annotation. We also do not have a generalized score

of how a region in the genome is constrained, especially for non-coding regions. As a first step to

address such points, I next tried to quantify the constraint of non-coding genomic regions split up

into non-overlapping fixed length windows. Specifically, chromosome 20 was divided into 100 bp

non-overlapping windows excluding the coding exons. Then for each of the 100 bp window, the

observed / expected number of mutations (o/e) were calculated.
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Figure 2.5: Observed/expected number of mutations for different functional categories.
Fraction of observed and expected number of mutations for different functional categories are shown in (a). For exon
and intron, the functional categories are further divided up based on the constraint metric of the corresponding coding
gene (LOEUF 24) (b). Dashed line correspond to y=1.
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Figure 2.6: Observed versus expected number of SNVs per 100 bp window in gnomAD v3 dataset, and its evaluation
with a deleteriousness score.
a,b. Observed (y axis) and expected (x axis) number of SNVs in 100 bp window in a density plot(a), or aggregated chunks
based on 1000‐quantiles (b). Orange line in a corresponds to statistical significance under bonferroni‐correction. c.
Distribution of CADD 90 score for individual variants in windows with o/e significantly lower than 1 (red; corresponding
to dots below the lower orange line in a), o/e significantly higher than 1 (blue; corresponding to dots above the upper
orange line in a), and others (green).
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There were on average 18.1 mutations in 100 bp window. The correlation between the observed

and expected number of mutations weak but significant (r=0.4536; p<10−100; Fig. 2.6a). Aggre-

gation of datapoints based on 1000-quantiles of the expected value resulted in higher correlation

(r=0.9687; p<10−100) but also suggested that the model does not fully capture the variation of mu-

tation rate.

Although there were a large number of windows with obs/exp lower than 1 (15,154 with o/e<

0.5 and 867 with o/e < 0.1, out of all the 594,062 chunks), only 66 passed the statistical significance

after multiple test correction (Bonferroni correction). In order to characterize such windows, I clas-

sified the windows in three classes (o/e < 1 with statistical significance, o/e > 1 with statistical signif-

icance, and others as a control) and compared the distribution of a deleteriousness score (CADD90)

for those classes (Fig. 2.6c). There was a clear shift towards high CADD score for windows with o/e

< 1 compared to the control windows (average CADD score = 7.65 compared to 4.38 in control,

KS-test p < 10−100), and a slight but significant shift towards low CADD score for windows with

o/e > 1 (average CADD score = 3.63, KS-test p = 1.55 · 10−100. Such shift in the deleteriousness

score distribution validates our o/e metric as a metric that correlates with genomic constraint. On

the other hand, we note that a large majority (98.9%) of individual base pair changes have CADD

score below 20, the threshold the authors recommend for pathogenic variant prioritization90. We

also do not fully understand the mechanisms or artifacts accounting for regions with o/e > 1. More

detailed calibration of the prediction model to lower the possibility of artifacts would be valuable.

To provide an interpretation of the unit of the o/e metric, I next overlaid the average level of

constraint acting on different functional annotations as discovered in the previous paragraph (Fig.

2.5). This suggested that in order to identify truly constrained regions in our model with a multiple

test-corrected statistical test, the regions need to be under much stronger constraint than the average

of exon on the top-LOEUF genes (Fig. B.5a).

With intention to minimize the burden of multiple test as well as the stochastic noise, I also
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tested a larger window size (1 Kbp, Fig. B.5b and 10 Kbp, Fig. B.5c). When the window size was

set to 10 Kbp, more than 40% of the windows (2,444 out of 6,039) passed the significance after mul-

tiple test correction. However, the effect size becomes significantly weaker (o/e = 0.86 on average,

for those with o/e<1 that reaches statistical significance). Together with the evidence that our model

does not fully capture the variation of mutation rate, we expect the large majority of such 1 Kbp or

10 Kbp windows to be under little or no constraint. This is also consistent with our understanding

that the larger a genomic window size is, the lower the fraction of bases that are constrained will be

on average. For example, the number of 1 Kbp constrained windows is likely to be much smaller

than the number of 10 bp constrained windows. The ideal window sizes, as well as the power of the

o/e approach, is likely to depend on multiple parameters such as the strength of the constraint on

average and our prediction model accuracy.

2.2.5 Power calculation of the o/e method in different simulation scenar-

ios

In order to further investigate the relationship between different parameters such as the window size

and the power to identify the constrained regions, I built a simple model and performed a simula-

tion study in following steps (More details are discussed in the method section):

1. For a given window (”chunk”) size L, we represent the mutability of the base pairs in the

chunk iwith a single parameter λi, estimated from the observed number of mutations in

the gnomAD v3 data (assuming that the majority of the chunks are not under strong con-

straint).

2. We simulate the ”expected” number of mutations for each chunk i as the sum of the parame-

ter λi and a noise due to prediction model misspecification.
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3. We assign a binary label of whether a chunk i is constrained, decrease the probability of ob-

serving a mutation in that chunk based on the selection strength s and size of constrained

element u, and simulate the ”observed” number of mutations in chunk i as a Poisson draw

4. We order all the chunks based on the observed/expected number of mutations, and perform

classification task (the task to classify constrained versus unconstrained chunk based on the

observed / expected value in the model) to evaluate the model

I varied the parameters and characterized the prediction accuracy (quantified by the the area

under receiver-operator characteristics curve AUROC, or the area under precision recall curve

AUPRC; Fig. 2.7, B.6). Consistent with our understanding, the prediction accuracy improved as

a function of each of the sample sizeN, constraint strength s, constraint unit size u, and the muta-

tion model accuracy r. On the other hand, larger window size L result in lower prediction perfor-

mance (Fig. 2.7e), again consistent with our understanding that the stochastic noise decreases with

O(
√
L)whereas the effect of constraint in a window decreases withO(L). I made this simulation

framework publicly available in https://github.com/QingboWang/nc_constraint_simulation as a

interactive browser.

I next applied our simulation framework to interpret the power gain by increasing the sample

size in a biological context. Specifically, I set up a set of tasks to prioritize windows under constraint

equivalent to the average of different functional annotations, and characterized the prediction accu-

racy as a function of sample size relative to that of gnomAD v3 (Fig. 2.8, B.7) (Here I assumed that

the predictor has near perfect calibration; r = 0.9). As shown in Fig. 2.8a, the simulation suggested

that the accuracy improves as a function of sample size without reaching plateau even with 10x in-

crease (AUROC= 0.973 for exons of top-LOEUF decile genes, when assuming 10x sample size). It

also suggested that the prioritization remains challenging for non-coding annotations even with 10x

sample size (AUROC= 0.711 for enhancers when assuming 10x sample size, Fig. 2.8b). In contrast,
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Figure 2.7: Receiver‐operator characteristics curves for prioritizing constrained elements in simulations.
We diverged one parameter at a time in a constraint model. we fixed the proportion of constrained base pairs to be
0.1% throughout the experiment. More details of the parameter setting are found in the Table B.1.
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if we were to prioritize windows as constrained as the pLoF variants as an aggregate, the accuracy

for top-LOEUF decile is almost perfect even with current sample size (AUROC> 0.999), and

deciles up to 60% will have AUROCs higher than 0.9 with 10x of current sample size (Fig. 2.8c).

These results highlight the value of increasing the sample size, as well as approaches to utilize vari-

ant annotations (I note that the simulation is assuming a near-perfect calibration in the mutation

rate prediction as well as an aggregation of possible pLoFs that is typically larger than the number a

single gene will have, and thus should not be directly compared to the real data approaches such as [

24]).

2.3 Discussion

In this chapter, I first showed that the gnomAD v2 dataset allows mutational constraint quantifi-

cation in coding genes, and contrasted the approach to quantify constraint in non-coding genomes

to highlight its unique challenges. To overcome the challenges, I introduced a Poisson-regression

based model, trained on de novomutations (DNMs) and including additional features other than

local base pair context, to show that it allows prediction of the number of DNMs with improved

accuracy.

I used the predictor to calculate the probability of observing a mutation in each base pair of chro-

mosome 20 in the gnomAD v3 dataset when unconstrained, and used that to quantify the fraction

of observed and expected number of mutations (o/e) for different functional annotations as well

as non-overlapping genomic windows. Analysing the o/e highlighted the limitations of accurately

prioritizing constrained elements with high statistical significance due to imperfect predictor perfor-

mance and/or high variance of stochastic mutation process. Finally, I performed a simulation study

to investigate the possibly prediction accuracy under different conditions an assumptions.

In summary, although this work did not directly lead to prioritization of highly constrained non-
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Figure 2.8: Prediction performance (AUROC) as a function of sample size in different simulation settings.
Performance for prioritizing regions with constraint equivalent to exons (a), functional non‐coding regions (b), or exons
filtered to pLoFs (c). 45



coding regions with high confidence, it provided an overview of possible approaches, such as using

DNMs to train a predictor, including diverse set of features in the model, performing a simulation

to estimate the sensitivity and specificity under different conditions.

More importantly, this work suggests multiple directions of future works. First is to improve

the predictor performance, by either including more features for training or improving the model

architecture itself. Further investigating the genomic windows where the DNM rate prediction

accuracy was extremely low might lead to discovery of additional features that are useful for predic-

tion. One can also try out sequence based deep-neural network approaches that has been successful

in regulatory genomics field91,92. Second, since the lack of power in non-coding regions are partially

due to treating all the variants equally, leveraging larger set of non-coding variant-level annotations

genome-wide, analogous to synonymous versus LoF in coding regions, would be meaningful. Such

annotations possibly include transcription factor binding motifs, or upstream open reading frame

(uORF) creation93,94. Third, leveraging the allele frequency spectrum as well as the distribution of

genetic variation would also be a source of power gain. For example, the difference in the distribu-

tion of singleton versus common variation, analogous to recent work [ 86], within the gnomAD

dataset, or the distribution of the distance between two variants normalized by allele frequency95

should be informative for constraint quantification. With such improved constraint quantifica-

tion methods, we can potentially explore more diverse set of functional annotations, such as GWAS

hits for different phenotypes from large scale studies96, to estimate the constraint acting on each of

those genetic annotations on average. Also, prioritizing individual genomic windows under strong

constraints with high confidence would allow us for functional studies such as knock out experi-

ments. These approaches would be highly valuable for us to deepen our understandings of complex

trait genetics.

With the rapid increase in the sample size, quality control methods as well as downstream bio-

logical interpretations of large-scale whole genome sequencing data, I expect this work serves as a
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guideline towards quantifying constraint in non-coding regions.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 LOEUF quantification and comparisonwith essential gene lists

The loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound fraction (LOEUF) was quantified in the fol-

lowing steps:

• We defined predicted loss-of-function (pLoF) variants as the ones that introduces either

a premature stop codon, frameshift, or alteration of two essential splice sites immediately

next to the exon boundary. Since LoF variants are enriched for sequencing artifacts, we used

the LOFTEE package to filter out a set of low-confidence LoF variants (such as terminal

truncation variants), to define a set of 443,769 high-confidence pLoF variants, of which

413,097 fall on the canonical transcripts of 16,694 genes. We then aggregated the pLoF sites

to calculate the number of pLoFs per gene.

• To compare the observed number of pLoFs per gene with the expected numbers, we mod-

eled the mutation rate of each genomic position as the function of three base pair context of

the reference and alternative alleles (as described in Samocha et al28), and scanned through

the sequence of human coding genes to quantify the expected number of mutations per gene

(for each position, the probability of observing a specific mutation is approximated as being

proportional to the mutation rate).

This work is led by Dr. Konrad Karczewski and more complete description can be found at [ 24].
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2.4.2 Collecting the dataset for non-coding constraint quantification

Genome-wide de novomutation datasets were downloaded from [ 69] and [ 70]. The gene LOEUF,

gnomAD v3 dataset and the coverage was downloaded from the gnomAD browser https://gnomad.

broadinstitute.org/downloads. Genome-wide CpGmethylation level data was downloaded from

ENCODE database (https://www.encodeproject.org). Recombination rate data was downloaded

from https://www.decode.com/addendum/. Replication timing data was downloaded from Koren

et al97, and the average across different cell types were taken to have a single value for each position.

Binary functional annotations are downloaded from Finucane et al44. The sample size for popula-

tion genome dataset are summarized in Table. B.2.

2.4.3 Predicting the number of DNMs

For each locus x in the genome, we modeled the number of DNM in a study population as a Pois-

son process characterized by the DNM rate in the locus and the number of trios in the study. Pre-

cisely, x corresponds to a (locus, alternative allele) pair. However we denote it as ”locus” for simply

from here on.

Specifically, letNd be the trio sample size in the DNM dataset, μ(x) be the DNM rate per person

per generation, we let λd(x) = Ndμ(x) represent parameter corresponding to the expectation of the

number of DNM in a specific genomic position x in our DNM dataset.

To estimate the μ(x), we modeled the parameter as a function of trinucleotide context (1), al-

ternative allele (2), local CpG density defined by plus and minus 128 bp window average (3), mean

CpGmethylation level, defined by CpGmethylation score average in ENCODE (4), coverage in

gnomAD v3 (5), recombination rate in log scale (6), centromere distance (7), and the replication

timing (8) (Fig. 2.3). For (4), (5) and (7), we set the thresholds to account for saturation (methy-

lation level= 0.7, covereage= 30, and centromere distance= 0.4 · 108). For example, we put
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max(met(x), 0.8)wheremet(x) is the methylation level at position x as a feature. Such transformed

features are approximately linear to the logit of the DNM probability (which approximates the

Poisson parameter when significantly smaller than 1). For each trinucleotide and alternative allele

context, we fit the Poisson regression model:

y(x) ∼ Poisson(λd(x))

log(λd(x)) = α + gxβ

where y(x) is the observed number of DNMs at position x, gx are the vector representing the fea-

tures (3) to (8) at the locus x, and β representing the feature weights.

Using the estimated parameter μs and corresponding λs above, the expected number of DNMs in

a genomic windowWwas calculated as

∑
x∈W

λd(x) = Nd
∑
x∈W

μ(x).

We compared this with the observed number of DNMs
∑

x∈W y(x).

We divided the 30% test region of the genome in non-overlapping 1Mbp window, excluding

coding regions as well as low-complexity regions (LCRs), and calculated the observed and expected

number of DNMs. The window can thus be non-continuous, spanned by coding regions and/or

LCRs).

2.4.4 Quantifying the constraints in gnomAD v3 dataset

In order to obtain our best estimation of DNM rate μ(x) across the whole genome, we first re-

trained the DNMmodel above using the entire genome (we did not split it into training and held-

out dataset via method such as leaving one chromosome out at a time, since we assumed the training
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DNMdataset is independent from the test gnomAD dataset in terms of technological errors). We

then used the estimated mutation rate to obtain the expected number of mutations in gnomAD

dataset in following steps:

1. Define the number of tree branches in gnomAD population that satisfies λ(x) = Bμ(x),

where λ(x) represents the (unknown) number of DNM events that has ever happened in the

gnomAD population history in a genomic position x.

2. Then assuming that the probability of recurrent mutations that revert the mutation from

ancestral allele to non-ancestral allele back to the ancestral allele is minimal, we can quantify

the probability of not observing a mutation in the position x in gnomAD population as

p(k = 0)where k ∼ Poisson(λ(x)). Equivalently, the probability of observing a mutation in

the position is given by 1− p(k = 0). We write this as Pred(x).

3. Although we cannot directly estimate the effective population size or the tree depth in a co-

alescent tree representing the gnomAD population, we can approximate the constant B by

comparing the total number of observed mutation in the gnomAD datasetObstotal. Specif-

ically, we solve
∑

x∈genome Pred(x) = Obstotal to estimate B. We excluded CpGmutations

from the universe in the calculation above to account for the effect of recurrent mutations,

and also filtered out coding regions to minimize the possible error due to strong constraint.

4. Once we have the estimation of B from 3., we re-visited 2. to calculate the Pred(x) for indi-

vidual position x in chromosome 20.

5. Finally, for i-th windowWi, the expected number of mutations can be calculated as e(i) =∑
x∈Wi

Pred(x). We divide this by the observed number of mutations in the window o(i) to

quantify the observed/expected numer of mutations (o/e) for a window.
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To evaluate our o/e metric, CADD score90 was annotated using hail annotation database (https:

//hail.is/docs/0.2/annotation_database_ui.html). We included CADD scores for all three

alternative allele patterns in the evaluation.

2.4.5 Power calculation

We simulated the power of o/e calculation with these parameters:

• N := population size in the dataset

• x := fraction of the constrained bases in the genome

• u := cluster size of the constraint element [bp]

• s := strength of the selection on the constraint element

• L :=Chunk size in the constraint calculation [bp]

• r := prediction accuracy of the mutation rate model [pearson coefficient]

Let the human genome size beG, we will have C :=
⌈G
L
⌉
chunks in the genome to quantify the

constraint. In our simulation, we letM,Mexp,Mobs be C× 1 vectors, each meaning:

• M :=The expected number of mutations when there is no constraint at all (null model)

• Mobs :=The number of observed mutations, when selection (constraint) is applied

• Mexp :=The predicted number of mutations, in a prediction model assuming no constraint

and quantified the observed versus expected ratio Mobs
Mexp

as the metric of constraint, in the steps

described below.
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1. We assume that i-th L bp window have a single parameter λ(i) that represents the mutation

rate in the window. To model the distribution of λ(i), we fit the distribution of SNVs in the

gnomAD v3 data in L = 100, 1000, 10000 bp chunks with a normal curve (Fig. B.8) and

adjusted for the variance due to Poisson sampling process. In other words, we letM = λ =

(λ1, λ2, .., λi, ..).

2. We assume that the mutation rate prediction model estimates the λ(i)with an error σi. In

other words, we letMexp = (λ1 + σ1, λ2 + σ2, .., λi + σi, ..). The parameter σi follows a

normal distribution with zero mean and was calibrated as a function of the parameter r that

represents the pearson correlation betweenM andMexp (Supplementary Methods).

3. We assume that the observed number of mutation for the i-th chunk in a finite sample size

population is a Poisson draw with the parameter λ(i)when unconstrained, and with the

parameter λ(i)(1− su
L )when constrained.

Specifically, the simulation was performed with the following python code.

def simulate_oe(G, N, x, u, L, r, s, seed):

np.random.seed(seed)

#get the distribution of n(SNVs) (=lambda) under null by fitting the number of SNVs in gnomAD

df0 = hl.read_table(”gs://gnomad-qingbowang/nc_constraint/v3/chr20_n_per_100bp.ht”)

.to_pandas()

df00 = hl.read_table(”gs://gnomad-qingbowang/nc_constraint/v3/chr20_n_per_1000bp.ht”)

.to_pandas()

df000 = hl.read_table(”gs://gnomad-qingbowang/nc_constraint/v3/chr20_n_per_10000bp.ht”)

.to_pandas()

mu0, std0 = norm.fit(df0.n)

mu00, std00 = norm.fit(df00.n)

mu000, std000 = norm.fit(df000.n)

mu_fit = LinearRegression().fit(np.array([2,3,4]).reshape((-1, 1)),

np.log10([mu0, mu00, mu000]))

sigma_fit = LinearRegression().fit(np.array([2,3,4]).reshape((-1, 1)),

np.log10([std0, std00, std000]))

mu_gnomad = 10**(mu_fit.coef_ * np.log10(L) + mu_fit.intercept_)
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* np.sqrt(N/76156)

sigma_gnomad = 10**(sigma_fit.coef_ * np.log10(L) + sigma_fit.intercept_)

* np.sqrt(np.sqrt(N/76156))

#then subtract the variance due to poisson draw to get the mean and var of lambdas

mu = mu_gnomad

sigma = np.sqrt(sigma_gnomad**2 - mu)

#generate the lambdas

C = int(np.floor(G/L)) #The number of chunks

lambda_vec = np.random.normal(mu, sigma, C)

lambda_vec = lambda_vec.clip(min=0) #render to zero if negative

#generate expected:

sigma_exp = sigma * np.sqrt(1/r**2 - 1) #sd of the error term

err_vec = np.random.normal(0, sigma_exp, C) #The error terms that adds on to the ”expected”

M_exp = lambda_vec + err_vec # ”expected” = real + error

M_exp = M_exp.clip(min=0) #render to zero if negative

#generate observed:

p = L*x / u #prob. of being constrained:

is_constrained = np.random.binomial(1, p, C) #binary indicator for whether it is constrained

lambda_obs = lambda_vec * (1 - is_constrained*s*u/L ) #effect of constraints

lambda_obs = lambda_obs.clip(min=0) #render to zero if negative

M_obs = np.random.poisson(lambda_obs, C) #our ”observed” = a poisson draw from lambda_obs

#calculate oe and return the result

oe = (M_obs+1) / (M_exp+1) #+1 to offset 0s

df = pd.DataFrame({”null”:lambda_vec, ”obs”:M_obs, ”exp”:M_exp,

”oe”:oe, ”is_constrained”:is_constrained})

return (df)

We clipped the observed or expected value to zero when negative. We did not clip based on the

maximum value even when the sample sizeN is large (The observed number of SNVs are bounded

by 3L, but our model does not reflect such saturation, since μ << 3L holds true for realistic sample

sizes, up toN = 200(N in gnomAD)). We also added an offset value of one for denominator and

numerator to account for zero observed or expected values. In the power calculation for functional
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annotations, I set the parameter to be r = 0.9, L = u = 100, and varied the s andN. To model

the o/e value when assuming the case where synonymous variants are filtered out, we calculated the

fraction of possible synonymous variations in coding genes (fs), and scaled the exon constraint by

1 − fs. To model the o/e value acting on pLoFs, we used the o/e of the pLoFs calculated in24 under

baseline model. Detailed derivation of each steps of the simulation are described in supplementary

methods.
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This chapter is based on material originally published

inWang, Q.S., Kelley, D.R., Ulirsch, J. et al. Leveraging

supervised learning for functionally-informed fine-

mapping of cis-eQTLs identifies an additional 20,913

putative causal eQTLs. Biorxiv (2020)98 as a preprint.
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Leveraging supervised learning for

functionally-informed fine-mapping of

cis-eQTLs identifies an additional 20,913

putative causal eQTLs

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I highlighted an approach for variant interpretation using large number of

whole exome and genome data; by quantifying the regional constraint using an approach similar

to the quantification of coding gene constraint (loss-of-function observed expected upper bound

fraction = LOEUF24), we can potentially prioritize one region over another. Alternatively, simply

by filtering by the allele frequency in the dataset, we can potentially prioritize a rare variant that is

more likely to be responsible for severe phenotypes. However, one limitation of such a genome-

aggregation approach is that it does not allow us to deeply analyse the genetic cause of common

traits due to the absence of detailed phenotypic data (while the field is moving forward to generate

aggregated whole exome and genome data with deep phenotype; see references [ 99] [ 100)]. In

contrast to rare and severe phenotypes that are typically mediated by a relatively small number of

rare variants with large effect sizes, the genetic contribution to human common traits that are under
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weaker selection typically involves a large number of common variants, typically with weaker effect

sizes101,102.

One of the most widely adopted approaches to investigate contributions of common variants to

common phenotypes from large-scale population genomics data is genome-wide association study

(GWAS). In a typical GWAS, instead of analysing the exome or genome sequencing data of a human

population, a set of common genetic variations data obtained from a targeted genotyping approach

will be analysed. The data is tagged with a variety of phenotypes such as height, body mass index

(BMI) or type 2 diabetes and other common diseases status. By fitting a linear model while adjusting

for covariates such as age, sex, and ancestry (through principle components) for one genetic variant

and phenotype at a time, GWAS tries to identify a set of variants that are significantly associated

with the phenotype of interest in the population, as well as the marginal effect sizes (More detailed

methodological review of GWAS will be outside of this thesis; see references [ 103] [ 104]).

Although GWAS have identified large numbers of loci66,105 associated with complex traits , iden-

tifying the underlying biological mechanisms is often difficult. Two particular challenges are that (1)

the majority of the associated variants are in non-coding regions105, and (2) the association signals

from GWAS studies typically contain a large number of variants in linkage disequilibrium (LD)106.

Interpreting associations in GWAS to identify the underlying causal mechanisms requires an under-

standing of the function of non-coding variants at single variant resolution.

Many approaches to characterize non-coding variants exist. Large-scale consortium studies45,64

have provided a map of functional and regulatory elements across the genome in different cell types

that are enriched in various trait heritability44,107,108,109,110. Reporter assays have been powerful

tools to test variant effects in cellular contexts, but typical high-throughput massive parallel reporter

assays (MPRAs)111,112 do not represent the native chromatin context in the human genome. Direct

introduction of single base pair variants in the native genome are still low-throughput113. RNA-

seq studies combined with genotyping or whole-genome sequencing have highlighted loci that are
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associated with gene expression in humans (eQTLs)114,115,116. However, as with GWAS, eQTL

studies associate loci, rather than individual causal variants, to gene expression.

Statistical fine-mapping106,117,118 is used to disentangle tightly correlated structures of the nearby

genetic variants in LD to elucidate causal variant(s) in a locus identified by a genetic association

study such as a GWAS on an eQTL study. For example, Benner et al119 uses stochastic search

to enumerate and evaluate possible causal configurations, andWang et al120 performs iterative

Bayesian stepwise selection to prioritize causal variants. Such fine-mapping methods have been

applied to identify putative causal eQTLs (i.e., variants that modify gene expression in native chro-

matin context) that are valuable both for understanding gene regulation and for interpreting GWAS

signals at a locus115,116,121,122,123,124. However, fine-mapped eQTLs fall short of genome-wide char-

acterization of non-coding function, as many variants fail to be identified because of LD or small

effect size.

While not providing the same level of confidence as genome editing or fine-mapped eQTLs,

computational predictions are informative about variant function in native chromatin in human

cells, and can be applied to every variant in the genome. For example, state-of-the-art computational

methods predict the effects of non-coding genetic variants on the epigenetic landscape and on gene

expression as a function of sequence context using deep neural networks91,92,125,126,127,128. These

methods, rather than directly training on gold standard expression-modifying variants, instead pre-

dict expression level or other outcomes as a function of sequence, and then score variants based on

the difference in predicted expression between the two alleles.

Here, we combine such computational predictions with the large-scale, though not comprehen-

sive, gold standard data provided by statistical fine-mapping of eQTLs, with two goals: to improve

on existing computational predictors, and to expand the set of confidently-identified eQTLs. To-

ward the former goal, we combine an existing sequence-based predictor92 with epigenetic data

and other gene features into a single predictor, leveraging fine-mapped eQTLs129 as training data.
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Specifically, we directly train a predictor of whether a variant modifies expression using 14,807 puta-

tive expression-modifying variant-gene pairs in humans as training data and utilizing 6,121 features;

we call the resulting prediction the expression modifier score (EMS). Toward the second goal, we use

EMS as a prior for statistical fine-mapping of eQTLs (analogous to recently-performed functionally-

informed fine-mapping of complex traits130,131,132), increasing fine-mapping resolution and iden-

tifying an additional 20,913 variants across 49 tissues. Finally, using UK Biobank (UKBB)96 phe-

notypes as an example, we show that EMS can be incorporated into co-localization analysis at scale,

and we identify 310 additional candidate genes for UK Biobank phenotypes.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Functional enrichment of fine-mapped eQTLs

To define the set of putative expression-modifying variant-gene pairs, we analyzed results of re-

cent fine-mapping of cis-eQTLs (+-1 Mb window) from GTEx v8116,129, including the 14,807

variant-gene pairs with posterior inclusion probability (PIP) greater than 0.9 according to two

methods19,20 across 49 tissues (Fig. C.1, C.2). The size of our dataset allowed us to quantify the

enrichment of putative causal variant-gene pairs for several functional annotations, including deep

learning-derived variant effect scores from Basenji92,127 and distance to canonical transcription start-

ing site (TSS), with high precision (Fig. 3.1, C.3, C.4). Our results are consistent with previous

studies124,133: putative causal variant-gene pairs are enriched for a number of functional annota-

tions, such as 5’UTR, H3K4me3 (>10x enrichment compared to random variant-gene pairs) or

distance to TSS (>500x enrichment for variant-gene pairs with distance to TSS<100), but are not

strongly enriched for introns (0.966x), and are depleted for a histone mark related to heterochro-

matin state (H3K9me3; 0.510x enrichment).
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Figure 1. Examples of the enrichment of variant-gene pairs in whole blood eQTL PIP bins 

for functional genomics features  
Enrichments of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins in binary functional features (non-tissue 
specific, a; tissue-specific in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, b), deep learning-derived 
regulatory activity (CAGE47) prediction in Neutrophils (c), and distance to TSS (d) are shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Examples of the enrichment of variant‐gene pairs in whole blood eQTL PIP bins for functional genomics
features.
Enrichments of variant‐gene pairs in different PIP bins in binary functional features (non‐tissue specific, a; tissue‐specific
in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, b), deep learning‐derived regulatory activity (CAGE134) prediction in Neutrophils
(c), and distance to TSS (d) are shown.
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3.2.2 Building a predictor for putative causal eQTLs [EMS]

Next, we built a random forest classifier of whether a given variant is a putative causal eQTL for

a given gene using 807 binary functional annotations including cell-type-specific histone modifi-

cations as well as non-cell type specific annotations from the baseline model44,45,64, 5,313 Basenji

features corresponding to functional activity predictors92,127, and distance to TSS. We then scaled

the output score of the random forest classifier to reflect the probability of observing a positively

labeled sample in a random draw from all the variant-gene pairs (Fig. 3.2a, Methods), and named

this scaled score the expression modifier score (EMS). We performed the above process for 49 tissues

in GTEx v8 individually, to obtain the EMS for variant-gene pairs in each tissue. In other words,

EMS is an estimated probability of a variant-gene pair being a putative causal eQTL in a specific tis-

sue, given the >6,000 functional annotations of the variant-gene pair. For whole blood, the Basenji

scores together had 55.0% of the feature importance for EMS, and distance to TSS had feature im-

portance of 43.1%. The binary functional annotations together had less than 2% of importance (Fig.

3.2b, c). Analyses of other tissues also showed that (1) distance to TSS is by far the most important

single feature, (2) Basenji scores individually explain a small fraction of predictor performance but

are collectively equally or more important than the distance to TSS, and (3) compared to the dis-

tance to TSS and Basenji scores, the feature importances of both cell-type specific and non-specific

binary functional annotations are much smaller (Supplementary File 1).

3.2.3 Performance evaluation of EMS

To evaluate the performance of EMS, we focused on whole blood and compared EMS (calculated by

leaving one chromosome out at a time to avoid overfitting) to other genomic scores90,91,136,137,138.

EMS achieved higher prediction accuracy than other genomic scores for putative causal eQTLs (top

bin enrichment for held-out putative causal eQTLs 18.3x vs. 15.1x for distance to TSS, the second
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Figure 2. Schematic overview and feature importance of the Expression Modifier Score 

(EMS) 

a. EMS is built by (1) defining the training data based on fine-mapping of GTEx v8 data, (2) 
annotating the variant-gene pairs with functional features, and (3) training a random forest 
classifier. We do this for each tissue. b,c. Feature importance (Mean Decrease of Impurity = MDI59) 
for four different feature categories (b), and top features for each category (c). Baseline 
annotations are non-tissue specific binary annotations from Finucane et al6, and histone marks 
are tissue-specific binary histone mark annotations from Roadmap5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview and feature importance of the Expression Modifier Score (EMS).
a. EMS is built by (1) defining the training data based on fine‐mapping of GTEx v8 data, (2) annotating the variant‐
gene pairs with functional features, and (3) training a random forest classifier. We do this for each tissue. b,c. Feature
importance (Mean Decrease of Impurity = MDI135) for four different feature categories (b), and top features for each
category (c). Baseline annotations are non‐tissue specific binary annotations from Finucane et al44, and histone marks
are tissue‐specific binary histone mark annotations from Roadmap64.
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best, Fisher’s exact test p=3.33 · 10−4, Fig. 3.3a; AUPRC=0.884 vs. 0.856 when using distance to

TSS, the second best, Fig. C.5; Methods). EMS was among the top-performing methods in priori-

tizing experimentally suggested regulatory variants from reporter assay experiments112,139, despite

not varying distance to TSS, the most informative feature (Fig. 3.3b,c, Fig. C.6, Methods). Finally,

EMS was also among the top-performing methods in prioritizing putative causal non-coding vari-

ants for hematopoietic traits in the UKBB dataset (17.6x for EMS, best, vs 17.1x for DeepSEA, the

second best; Fig. 3.3d), although there are known differences between the genetic architectures of

cis-gene expression and complex traits140. These results were consistent when we performed the

same set of analyses in different datasets: hematopoietic traits in BioBank Japan141 (BBJ) and lym-

phoblastoid cell line (LCL) eQTL in Geuvadis114,122 (Fig. C.7).

3.2.4 Functionally-informed fine-mapping using EMS

Since EMS is in units of estimated probability, one natural way to utilize EMS for better prioriti-

zation of putative causal eQTLs is to use it as a prior for statistical fine-mapping. We developed a

simple algorithm for approximate functionally-informed fine-mapping and applied it with EMS as

a prior to obtain a functionally-informed posterior, denoted PIPEMS, in whole blood (Methods).

As expected, we found that PIPEMS identified more putative causal eQTLs than the original PIP

calculated with a uniform prior, denoted PIPunif. Specifically, 95.4% of variants with PIPunif>0.9

also had PIPEMS>0.9 (2,152 out of 2,255), while only 33.8% of variants with PIPEMS>0.9 had

PIPunif>0.9 (1,125 out of 3,277; Fig. 3.4a). Similarly, credible sets mostly decreased in size (Fig.

3.4b, Supplementary File 2). Previous work in functionally-informed fine-mapping132 adjusted

the prior so that the maximum prior value did not exceed 100 times the minimum prior value. We

conducted a second round of functionally-informed fine-mapping with a similar adjustment of the

prior, identifying fewer additional putative causal eQTLs, as expected (1,125 with EMS as a prior vs

269 with EMS adjusted to a max/min ratio of 100 as a prior; Fig. C.8).
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Figure 3: Performance evaluation of EMS 

Comparison of the different scoring methods in prioritizing putative causal whole blood eQTLs in 
GTEx v8 (a), massive parallel reporter assay (MPRA) saturation mutagenesis hits12 (b), reporter 
assay QTLs41 (raQTLs) (c), and putative hematopoietic trait causal variants in UKBB (d) in 
different score percentiles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3: Performance evaluation of EMS.
Comparison of the different scoring methods in prioritizing putative causal whole blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 (a), massive
parallel reporter assay (MPRA) saturation mutagenesis hits112 (b), reporter assay QTLs 139 (raQTLs) (c), and putative
hematopoietic trait causal variants in UKBB (d) in different score percentiles.
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We evaluated the quality of PIPEMS by comparing it with PIPunif and a publicly available eQTL

fine-mapping result that uses distance to TSS as a prior116,123 (denoted PIPDAP-G) in two ways

(Other methods for functionally-informed fine-mapping based on expectation maximization130,131,133

would be computationally intensive for a dataset this size, while the recently introduced PolyFun132

is designed for complex traits.). First, PIPEMS had the highest enrichment level of reporter assay

QTLs139 (raQTLs) in the PIP>0.9 bin (16.8x vs 12.9x in PIPunif and 11.4x in PIPDAP-G, Fisher’s

exact test p=1.65 · 10−2 between PIPEMS and PIPDAP-G; Fig. 3.4c). Second, complex trait causal

non-coding variants were comparably enriched in PIP>0.9 bins (Fig. C.9). These results suggest

that PIPEMS is a valid measure for identifying putative causal cis-regulatory variants.

3.2.5 Applying functionally-informed PIP (PIPEMS) in gene prioritization across

95 traits

We next compared the utility of PIPEMS to PIPunif for complex trait gene prioritization, as in Weeks

et al142. To do this, we first calculated PIPEMS for 49 GTEx tissues using EMS of matched tissues

as priors (Fig. C.10, C.11), resulting in a total of 20,913 additional eQTLs with PIPEMS>0.9 (Fig.

3.5a, C.12; Supplementary File 3). Tissue-specificity of putative causal eQTLs were characterized

by enrichments of corresponding tissue-specific transcription factors activity scores in the Basenji

model (Fig. 3.5b-d, C.13, C.14, Methods). We then co-localized the eQTL signals with 95 UKBB

phenotypes. Using the gold standard gene set described in the reference142, PIPEMS achieved higher

precision and higher recall than PIPunif (Table. 3.1, Methods). Overall, PIPEMS elucidated 310 can-

didate genes for UKBB phenotypes that were not identified with PIPunif (Supplementary File 4).

On the other hand, PIPDAP-G showed lower precision than PIPEMS and PIPunif but higher recall

(Table. 3.1), suggesting the value of future studies in investigating different priors in eQTL fine-

mapping and the trade-off between precision and recall for gene prioritization.

An example of PIPEMS resolving a credible set that is ambiguous with PIPunif is shown in Fig.
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Figure 4. Functionally-informed fine-mapping with EMS as a prior 

a. Number of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins using a uniform prior vs. EMS as a prior. b. 
Number of variants in the 95% credible set (CS) identified by fine-mapping with uniform prior vs. 
EMS as a prior. c. Enrichment of reporter assay QTLs (raQTLs) in different PIP bins (gray: publicly 
available eQTL PIP using DAP-G23, blue: uniform prior, orange: EMS as a prior). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.4: Functionally‐informed fine‐mapping with EMS as a prior.
a. Number of variant‐gene pairs in different PIP bins using a uniform prior vs. EMS as a prior. b. Number of variants in
the 95% credible set (CS) identified by fine‐mapping with uniform prior vs. EMS as a prior. c. Enrichment of reporter
assay QTLs (raQTLs) in different PIP bins (gray: publicly available eQTL PIP using DAP‐G123, blue: uniform prior, orange:
EMS as a prior).

Table 3.1: Precision and recall of the gene prioritization task for three different PIPs

method tool prior precision recall
PIPEMS SuSiE EMS 0.556 0.052
PIPunif SuSiE uniform 0.525 0.039
PIPDAP-G DAP-G Distance to TSS 0.500 0.078
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Figure 5. Functionally-informed fine-mapping across 49 tissues 

Figure 3.5: Functionally‐informed fine‐mapping across 49 tissues.
a. The number of additional putative causal eQTLs (defined by PIPEMS>0.9 and PIPunif<0.9) for each tissue is shown
in descending order. b‐d. Mean Basenji score in different classes of tissue‐specific putative causal eQTLs for tissue‐
specific TF‐related Basenji features for liver (b), whole blood (c), and LCLs (d). In 39 out of all 42 features across all three
tissues, the mean Basenji score in tissue‐specific putative causal eQTLs identified by PIPEMS is significantly higher in
the corresponding tissue than in control tissues (t‐test p<0.05/42). This changes to 36 in 42 when using PIPunif instead
of PIPEMS. The enrichment of mean Basenji score in putative causal eQTLs in the corresponding tissue compared to
control tissues is higher for PIPEMS than PIPunif for all 42 tissues (p<10−100 in aggregate), consistent with our under‐
standing that functionally‐informed fine‐mapping using EMS utilizes cell type specific functional enrichments, identified
from putative causal eQTLs identified with a uniform prior, to identify additional putative causal eQTLs. Duplicated
names are distinct features corresponding to biological replicates in the TF activity measurements.
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3.6. Here, four variants upstream of CITED4 are in perfect LD in GTEx, giving PIPunif = 0.25

for all four (Fig. C.15). In UKBB, the four variants are also in high LD, with PIP for neutrophil

count between 0.133 and 0.181 for all four. Thus, standard colocalization analysis does not identify

CITED4 as a neutrophil count-related gene (CLPP less than 4.53 · 10−2 for all variants; Methods).

However, one of the four variants, rs35893233, creates a binding motif of SPI1, a transcription

factor known to be involved in myeloid differentiation143,144, and presents epigenetic activity in

myeloid-related cell types, such as showing the highest basenji score for cap analysis gene expression

(CAGE)134 activity in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). This variant has >25x greater EMS than the

other three variants (1.73 · 10−3 vs 6.11 · 10−5,1.00 · 10−5 and 8.62 · 10−6, respectively), enabling

PIPEMS to narrow down the credible set to the single variant (PIPEMS = 0.956 for rs35893233). In-

tegrating EMS into the co-localization analysis thus allows identification of CITED4 as a neutrophil

count-related gene (CLPP=0.173). Additional examples are described in Fig. C.16.

3.3 Discussion

In this study we introduced EMS, a prediction of the probability that a variant has a cis-regulatory

effect on gene expression in a tissue. To derive EMS, we trained a random forest model that takes

>6,000 features. By analyzing the importance of each feature in the model, we showed that the im-

portance of direct epigenetic measurements such as binary histone mark peak annotation is rela-

tively limited once distance to TSS and deep learning-derived variant effect scores (Basenji) were in-

corporated. Taking whole blood as an example, we showed that EMS accurately prioritizes putative

causal eQTLs, reporter-assay active variants, and putative complex trait causal non-coding variants.

We provided a broader set of putative causal variants (n=20,913 across 49 tissues) by using EMS as

a prior to perform approximate functionally-informed eQTL fine-mapping, and utilized EMS for

co-localization analysis to identify 310 additional candidate genes for complex traits.
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Figure 6. An example of a putative causal eQTL prioritized by EMS 

rs35873233, an upstream variant of CITED4, was prioritized by functionally-informed fine-
mapping using EMS as a prior. From top to the bottom: PIP with uniform prior (PIPunif), EMS, PIP 
with EMS as a prior (PIPEMS); Basenji score for CAGE47 activity in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), 
H3K27me3 narrow peak in K562 cell line (red if the variant is on the peak, blue otherwise), 
sequence context60 of the alternative allele aligned with the binding motif61 of SPI1, and PIP for 
neutrophil count in UKBB31,35 with uniform prior. 

Figure 3.6: An example of a putative causal eQTL prioritized by EMS.
rs35873233, an upstream variant of CITED4, was prioritized by functionally‐informed fine‐mapping using EMS as a
prior. From top to the bottom: PIP with uniform prior (PIPunif), EMS, PIP with EMS as a prior (PIPEMS); Basenji score for
CAGE 134 activity in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), H3K27me3 narrow peak in K562 cell line (red if the variant is on the
peak, blue otherwise), sequence context145 of the alternative allele aligned with the binding motif 146 of SPI1, and PIP
for neutrophil count in UKBB129,96 with uniform prior.
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Evaluating predictors of non-coding variant function is complicated by the absence of gold stan-

dard data. While EMS outperformed other scores for prioritizing putative causal eQTLs, which

we believe to be the closest to gold standard of existing large-scale base pair-resolution data sets, it

did not outperform existing scores in prioritizing reporter assay active variants or putative complex

trait causal non-coding variants. These latter two datasets, while valuable for independent valida-

tion, do not fully recapitulate the challenge of prioritizing causal expression-modifying variants in

native context140,147. On the other hand, we recognize that putative causal eQTLs on a held-out

chromosome do not constitute a fully independent validation set. As genome editing technologies

continue to improve, we look forward to future large-scale datasets that will enable independent,

gold standard evaluation and comparison of scores of non-coding functions at base-pair resolution.

Although our work refines our understanding of cis-gene regulatory mechanisms at single vari-

ant resolution, it also presents limitations. First, there are biases in the way the training variants are

ascertained: the power to call a putative causal variant is affected by the recombination rate and the

allele frequency of the variant148,149, and the GTEx cohort is highly biased towards adult samples

with European ancestry background. Second, although we utilize over 6,000 features in EMS, larger

sets of variant and gene annotations such as 3D configuration of genome150,151, constraint3,24,152

or pathway enrichment142 of genes could allow us to further improve prediction accuracy. Third,

we simplified the prediction task by thresholding PIP. We formed a binary classification problem

rather than a regression problem to build a predictor due to a highly skewed distribution of PIP,

and because of LD-induced biases in variants with intermediate PIPs, but with larger sample size

and a more principled hierarchical model, we could potentially take advantage of variants with inter-

mediate PIP as well.

In this work, we focused on the task of predicting putative causal eQTLs. Future work could use

a similar framework to predict putative causal splicing QTLs or other molecular QTLs for which

statistical fine-mapping has identified a large number of high-PIP variants. In addition, although
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noisy effect size estimates from eQTL studies present a challenge, future work could explore lever-

aging features correlated with the sign and magnitude of effect (Fig. C.17) to estimate these values.

As recent studies have suggested, such approaches would also be valuable in understanding the gene

expression and complex trait regulation landscape in light of natural selection153. Our approach

of utilizing statistical fine-mapping of eQTLs to define training data, assembling large number of

features to train a predictor, and using the predictor output to expand the set of putative causal

eQTLs is highly generalizable. EMS for all variant-gene pairs in GTEx v8 are publicly available for

49 tissues. Our study provides a powerful resource for deciphering the mechanisms of non-coding

variation.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 The ExpressionModifier Score (EMS)

Fine-mapping of GTEx v8 data is described in Ulirsch et. al129 and is summarized in the Supple-

mentary Methods. We constructed a binary classification task by labeling the variant-gene pairs with

PIP>0.9 for both of the two fine-mapping methods (FINEMAP119 and SuSiE120) as positive, and

the ones with PIP<0.0001 for both methods as negative. Each variant-gene pair was annotated with

6,121 features (distance to TSS annotated in the GTEx v8 dataset, 12 non-cell type specific binary

features from the LDSC baseline model44, 795 cell type specific binary features from the Roadmap

Epigenomics Consortium64, where variants falling in narrow peak are annotated as 1, and others are

0, and 5,313 deep-learning derived cell type-specific features generated by the Basenji model92,127;

Supplementary File 5). The 152 most predictive features were selected based on different prediction

accuracy metrics such as F1 measure and mean decrease of impurity (MDI) for each feature (Sup-

plementary Methods). A combination of random search followed by grid search was performed to

tune the hyperparameter for a random forest classifier that maximizes the AUROC of the binary
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prediction in the held-out dataset (Supplementary File 6). Finally, for each prediction score bin, we

calculated the fraction of positively labeled samples and scaled the output score, to derive the EMS.

Further details are described in the Supplementary Methods.

3.4.2 Performance evaluation of EMS

To evaluate the performance of EMS, for each chromosome, we trained EMS using all the other

chromosomes to avoid overfitting. CADD90 v1.4 and GERP137 scores were annotated using the

hail annotation database (https://hail.is), and ncER138 scores were downloaded from https://

github.com/TelentiLab/ncER_datasets. In order to annotate the DeepSEA91 v1.0 and Fathmm136

v2.3 non-coding scores, we mapped hg38 coordinates to hg19 using the hail liftover function, re-

moved variants that do not satisfy 1 to 1 matching, and followed their web instructions (https:

//humanbase.readthedocs.io/en/latest/deepsea.html, and http://fathmm.biocompute.org.

uk) to score the variants. Insertion and deletions were not included in the Fathmm scores. For

DeepSEA, we calculated the e-values from the individual features, following the reference91. We

computed the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve and the precision recall curve

(Fig. C.5) as well as enrichments of different variant-gene pairs or variants as described in the next

sections (Fig. 3.3).

3.4.3 Computation of enrichment

Enrichment of a specific set of variant-gene pairs (e.g. putative causal variants in GTEx whole

blood) in a score bin is defined as the probability of drawing a variant-gene pair in the set given that

the variant-gene is in the score bin, divided by the overall probability of drawing a variant-gene pair

in the set. The error bar denotes the standard error of the numerator, divided by the denomina-

tor (we assumed the standard error of the denominator is small enough, since the total number of
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variant-gene pairs is typically large; >100,000,000 for all the variant-gene pairs in GTEx v8). When

testing binary functional features as in Fig. 3.1, the score is the individual functional feature, and the

set is defined by the specific PIP bin.

3.4.4 enrichment analysis of eQTL, complex trait, and reporter assay data

Saturation mutagenesis data112 was downloaded from theMPRA data access portal (http://mpra.

gs.washington.edu). AnMPRA hit was defined as having a bonferroni-significant association p-

value (lower than 0.05 divided by the total number of variant-cell type pairs) for at least one cell

type, regardless of the effect size and direction. The raQTL data139 was downloaded from https://

osf.io/w5bzq/wiki/home/. EMS was re-scaled to have a constant distance to TSS (200 bp, roughly

representing the scale of typical distance to TSS in plasmids112), which is expected to significantly

decrease the performance of EMS compared to in native genome. Similarly, when comparing EMS

with other scores for enrichments of MPRA hits or raQTLs, distance to TSS was not used for the

comparison.

Fine-mapping of UKBB traits is described in Ulirsch et al129. To focus on non-coding regula-

tory effects, we annotated the variants in VEP154 v85 and filtered out coding and splice variants

for the UKBB dataset. For each (non-coding) variant, we calculated the maximum PIP over all the

hematopoietic traits, as well as the maximumWhole-Blood EMS over all the genes in the cis window

of the variant, since a variant can have different regulatory effect on different genes, for different

phenotypes. A variant was defined as putative hematopoietic trait-causal if it has SuSiE PIP higher

than 0.9 in any of the hematopoietic traits. In UKBB, we focused on the variants that exist in the

GTEx v8 dataset to reduce the calculation complexity.

For all four datasets, the variants (or variant-gene pairs in GTEx) other than putative causal ones

were randomly downsampled to achieve a total number of variants to be exactly 100,000, to reduce

the computational burden while keeping enough number of variants to observe statistical signif-
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icance. GTEx enrichment, MPRA hits enrichment, raQTL enrichment and UKBB enrichment

are thus defined as the enrichment of putative causal eQTLs, MPRA hits, raQTLs and putative

hematopoietic-trait causal variants in the downsampled dataset respectively.

3.4.5 Approximate functionally-informed fine-mapping using EMS

In the Sum of Single Effects (SuSiE) model, for a given gene, the vector b of true SNP effects on that

gene is modeled as a sum of vectors with only one non-zero element each:

b =
L∑
l=1

bl

||bl||0 = 1

where b and bl are vectors of lengthm andm is the number of variants in the locus. Intuitively, each

bl corresponds to the contribution of one causal variant. One output of SuSiE is a set ofm-vectors

α1, ..., αL, with αL(v) equal to the posterior probability that bl(v) ̸= 0; i.e., that the l-th causal

variant is the variant v. Credible sets are computed for each l from αl, and credible sets that are not

“pure” – i.e., that contain a pair of variants with absolute correlation less than 0.5 – are pruned out.

The αl are also used to compute PIPs.

Our algorithm for approximate functionally-informed fine-mapping takes the approach of re-

weighting the posterior probability calculated using the uniform prior, analogous to the refer-

ence131, and proceeds as follows. For each gene and each tissue, we start with α1, ..., αL computed

by SuSiE using the uniform prior. For each l, if αl corresponds to a pure credible set, we re-weight

each element of αl by the EMS of the corresponding variant, and we normalize so that the sum is

equal to 1, obtaining α̂l. In other words, letting w1, ...,wm denote the EMSs for the m variants, we
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define α̂l(v) for the variant v to be

α̂l(v) =
wvαl(v)∑m
u=1 wuαl(u)

if αl corresponds to a pure credible set; otherwise, we set α̂l = αl . We then use the updated

α̂1, ..., α̂L to compute updated PIPs and credible sets as in the original SuSiE method. See Sup-

plementary Methods for further details.

3.4.6 Performance evaluation of PIPEMS and application to gene prioritiza-

tion

PIP using distance to TSS as a prior (PIPDAP-G) was downloaded from the GTEx portal (https:

//gtexportal.org/). The raQTL data was downloaded from https://osf.io/w5bzq/wiki/home/,

and the negative variants were randomly downsampled to a total of 100,000 variants. For complex

trait causal non-coding variant prioritization, a threshold of PIP>0.1 was chosen to account for low

sample size. We defined a gene prioritization task using 49 tissues in GTEx v8 and 95 complex traits

in UKBB using the following steps (further details are described inWeeks et al142.):

Across all traits, we identified 1Mb regions centered at unresolved credible sets (no coding vari-

ant with PIP>0.1) that additionally contained at least one “gold standard gene” (protein-coding

variant with PIP>0.5) for the same trait. There were 2,897 such regions and 1,161 gold standard

genes. Our intuition is that the gene with the fine-mapped protein-coding variant is most likely to

be the primary causal signal, and that a nearby non-coding signal is more likely to act through this

gene (i.e. via regulation) than through a different gene.

For each gene-region pair, we defined the co-localization posterior probability (CLPP) for the

gene to be the maximum of the product of the eQTL PIP and trait PIP, across all tissues and all vari-

ants in the unresolved credible set. A gene is prioritized if it has CLPP > 0.1 and it has the maximum
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CLPP in its region. We compute the precision as the number of correctly prioritized genes (where

the prioritized gene is also the gene with the primary, protein-coding signal) divided by the total

number of prioritized genes. We compute recall as the number of correctly prioritized genes divided

by the total number of gold standard genes. The total number of candidate genes is defined as the

number of gene-trait pairs presenting CLPP>0.1 in at least one tissue and variant.

3.4.7 Tissue-specific putative causal eQTL analysis

Tissue-specific putative causal eQTL in a tissue was defined as a variant-gene pair with PIPEMS >0.9

in the tissue and PIPEMS<0.1 in all the other tissues (including the case where a variant is missing in

a tissue) (Supplementary File 7). A tissue-specific putative causal eQTL pair was defined as a pair of

tissue-specific putative causal eQTL on a same gene in two different tissues, existing within 10 kb

distance (Fig. C.14, Supplementary File 8). Basenji features were classified as transcription factor

(TF) related if the feature name contains the gene symbol classified as a human transcription factor

in an external database155 (http://humantfs.ccbr.utoronto.ca/download.php).

We filtered out the Basenji features when the TF specificity and the assay cell type did not clearly

match (Supplementary File 9). Then for each TF, we defined it as specific for tissue T if the expres-

sion level (TPM) of the TF was the highest in the tissue and was more than 2 standard deviations

away from the mean expression level across tissues. All the other tissues with the expression level 10

times lower than that of tissue Twere defined as control tissues for each TF. TF-related Basenji fea-

tures with no specific tissue, or lacking control tissues were filtered out, resulting in 42 TF-related

Basenji features corresponding to 30 unique TFs. Enrichment of each TF-related Basenji feature

was examined by comparing the average score in the tissue-specific putative causal eQTLs for the

feature with the average in the control tissues using t-test (Supplementary File 9).
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A
Supplementary Materials for chapter 1

A.1 Supplementary Data

Below are the title and description of the Supplementary Data, which can be downloaded at the

published article page2. To download the files, please visit the article page https://www.nature.

com/articles/s41467-019-12438-5#additional-information.

Supplementary Data 1. Definition of MNV functional category classification and counts in
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gnomAD exome, list of genes with more than zero gained nonsense mutation or rescued nonsense

mutation, and the full list of MNV count per gene per category.

Supplementary Data 2. List of gained nonsense mutation, changed and gained missense with

high CADD score, observed in rare disease samples, with a brief phenotype breakdown of the sam-

ples.

Supplementary Data 3. Description: Estimation of MNV frequency per MNV pattern per

generation, and the breakdown of predicted major mechanism for eachMNV pattern.

A.2 SupplementaryMethods

A.2.1 MNV callingworkflow

Using hail, we loaded the gnomAD data as a matrix table, pre-filtered the variants that are homozy-

gote (hom) of reference allele (ref), applied the window_by_locus function to call MNVs, and used

aggregate function to obtain the site level information. Our pipeline performs the equivalent calcu-

lation and outputs the same result as the python-like pseudo-code below in the next page, with or-

ders of magnitude faster computational time compared to running a python script in local, achieved

by cloud based parallel computing:
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Algorithm 1MNV calling
Let the windoe size be k, genome length be n, and a SNV in position i be snvi.
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− k do

for j = i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . , k do
for every sample s carrying non-ref allele in both snvi and snvj do

if both snvi and snvj is hom then
hom_mnv_cnt(s,i,j) = 1

if only one of snvi or snvj is hom then
het_mnv_cnt(s,i,j) = 1

if (both snvi and snvj is het)
& (snvi and snvj are phased in a same haplotype) then
het_mnv_cnt(s,i,j) = 1

Allele counts for each site can be aggregated as

hom_mnv_cnt(i,j) =
∑
s
hom_mnv_cnt(s,i,j)

het_mnv_cnt(i,j) =
∑
s
het_mnv_cnt(s,i,j)

For the genome data analysis, the number of MNV (or MNV count) in the main text denotes

the total number of unique (i, j) pairs where hom_mnv_cnt(i,j) + het_mnv_cnt(i,j) > 0 (i.e.

the number of uniqueMNV sites). We took a slightly different approach to inferring MNV count

for the exome analysis to focus on the functional consequence, by counting the number of MNV

existing fully within a codon of a canonical transcripts. We note that the number of uniqueMNV

sites (31,197 sites) for exome coding regions is slightly lower than the MNV count (31,575 counts)

we provide in the main text, as someMNVs are affecting more than one canonical transcripts.

We set k = 3 for gnomAD exome and rare disease analysis, k = 10 for non-coding, and k = 100

for phase sensitivity analysis. The code above assumes no multiallelic variants for simplicity, but in

reality we inspected multiallelic variants as well. This can be simple written by replacing snvi with
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snvi1 , snvi2 , ..., snvin when there are n different snvs at position i , and re-writing the 4th line as for

all the snv pairs (snvi∗ , snvj∗) by letting ”*” denote each snvs 1, 2, ...n in the same position. This

code assumes diploid status for the analyzed individual, but expanding to haploid status is can be

easily achieved by omitting the process of inspecting the phase. We called MNVs in sex chromo-

somes for the exome and rare disease analysis. For the genome-wide analysis, we did not call the

homozygotes whose phasing information is not assigned, in order to restrict the statistics for the

variants that are phased. We also saved the meta data such as the result of quality control (QC) for

each site and sample, and chose to filter the variants or not depending on the study purpose.

A.2.2 Models and assumptions for calculating the proportion ofMNV per

biological mechanism

The fraction of non-SNV contribution for eachMNV pattern, and its global probability were cal-

culated as follows (note: in this section A or C is simply used according to the alphabetical order

without any specification, and therefore does not mean adenine or cytosine):

1. We first took the number of 4 base pair contexts in the reference genome, as well as the me-

dian coverage of the region and defined them as follows:

N(ABCD) := number of instances of the base pair context of ABCD in the reference

genome

c(x) :=median coverage at position x

2. We know that the average expected rate of detecting a mutation variant is correlated to cover-

age at the site. We write this as f(c(x)). For the calculation, we empirically approximated this

relationship as f(c) = tanh(c/25).

3. Let the base line mutation rate defined by 3 bp context be p0(ABC → ADC). Considering
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the coverage difference, the actual probability that we observe that change at the position x,

where the 3 bp context of x is ABC is

px(ABC → ADC) = p0(ABC → ADC) · f(c(x))

4. For a specific type of MNVABCD→AEFDwith B at position x, we calculate the relative

probability of this happening as

px(ABCD → AEFD) = px(ABC → AEC) · px+1(ECD → EFD)

+ px(BCD → BFD) · px+1(ABF → AEF)

If we assume the coverage of the bases next to each other is almost identical (i.e. f(c(x)) ≈

f(c(x+ 1))), then

px(ABCD → AEFD) =

{p0(ABC → AEC) · p0(ECD → EFD)+ p0(BCD → BFD) · p0(ABF → AEF)} · f2(c(x))

5. The overall fraction of adjacent MNV of ABCD->AEFD can be calculated by integration

over all the positions:

p(ABCD → AEFD) =
∑
y

py(ABCD → AEFD),

where y are all the position across genome with B followed by C as the reference sequence.

6. The overall fraction of MNV of *BC*→ *EF*, where * can be arbitral base pair (A, C, G, or
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T), can be calculated by summing over all the base patterns:

p(∗BC∗ → ∗EF∗) := p(BC → EF) =
∑
a,d

p(aBCd → aEFd)

7. In practice, if we write the average of f2(c) for 4 bp pattern ABCD as cat(ABCD) (standing

for “Coverage Adjustment Term”), the number of 4 bp count of ABCD in the reference

genome asN(aBCd), and the relative mutation probability for a single site as p0(ABCD →

AEFD) = p0(ABC → AEC) · p0(ECD → EFD) + p0(BCD → BFD) · p0(ABF → AEF),

then we can write the equation in 6. using summary statistics only, without actually scanning

through the genome:

p(BC → EF) =
∑
a,d

{p0(aBCd → aEFd) ·N(aBCd) · cat(aBCd)}.

8. Now we have the probability matrix of 16 × 16 := P, where each row denotes the reference

and each column denotes the alternative alleles, and the entry corresponds to the relative

probability of observing each type of MNV in the human genome. Let the observedMNV

matrix beM (in practice, we letM be the number of MNVs that are not in repeat contexts),

then we construct the “null matrix”N by multiplying the probability matrix with constant

k:

N = k · P

The approximation to estimate the parameter kwill be discussed in 10. This null matrix,

by definition, is the expected number of MNV for eachMNV pattern, assuming single nu-

cleotide substitution process, whose probability is defined by the 3 bp context, is the only

driver of MNV. However, as seen in previous studies and our study, this overlooks some im-
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portant MNVmechanisms such as polymerase zeta error and polymerase slippage at repeat

junctions.

9. In order to include additional source of MNV such as polymerase zeta into the model, we

added the “other contribution” term q0, which depends only on the 2 bp context, and de-

note the newmatrix as P′. Then the equation can be re-written as

p′x(ABCD → AEFD) = {p0(ABC → AEC) · p0(ECD → EFD)

+ p0(BCD → BFD) · p0(ABF → AEF)

+ q0(BC → EF)} · f2(c(x)).

Then following the same derivation step,

p′(BC → EF) =
∑
a,d

{(p0(aBCd → aEFd) + q0(BC → EF)) ·N(aBCd) · cat(aBCd)}

=
∑
a,d

{p0(aBCd → aEFd) ·N(aBCd) · cat(aBCd)}+ q0(BC → EF) ·N(BC) · cat(BC)

= p(BC → EF) + q0(BC → EF) ·N(BC) · cat(BC).

10. Now we have the matrix P′, and can let the null matrix be exactly equal to the observed ma-

trix by letting P′ · k = M. However, this equation has 16 · 9 + 1 variables (16 · 9 non

zero element of matrix plus k), with only 16⋅9 constraints. Therefore, we manually set the

parameter to make this calculation possible. Specifically, we hypothesize that ”for the most

commonMNV pattern CA→TG, which we think is primarily driven by increased single

base mutation rate by CpGmethylation, there should be no significant extra factor contri-

bution other than polymerase slippage at repeat junction, and therefore q0 is approximately
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zero”. Specifically, we set q0(CA → TG) to be 0, and calculated k and all the other q0 terms:

k =
m(CA → TG)
p(CA → TG)

,

q0(BC → EF) ·N(BC) · cat(BC) = m(BC → EF)
k

− p(BC → EF)

If we define the term q0(BC → EF) · N(BC) · cat(BC) simply as q(BC → EF) , and the

matrixQ such thatQi,j = q(i → j), this can be directly used for the estimation of non-

spontaneous factor contribution. Specifically, if we write P′ = P + Q, then the fraction
Qi,j

(Pi,j+Qi,j)
directly provides the estimation of relative non-SNV contribution. Note that, for

the calculations above, since the SNVmutation rates are typically in the order of 10−7 or

lower, any higher order term was approximated as zero (i.e. we are assuming that there are no

recurrent mutations).

11. In practice, mainly because of the fact that the mutation rate is not uniform across genomes

even given the 3 bp context, the model produces some of the q0(i → j) to be negative (

i.e. we overestimate the underlying mutation rate by SNV combination) (Fig. A.19). For

such cases, since the fraction of overestimation is relatively small (less than 5% for most of

the cases), we simply replaced the value with zero. Also, presumably because we set a manual

threshold for the repeat context definition although in reality we know that the mutation

rate increases as a function of repeat number (or sequence non-complexity in general), we

might be underestimating the number of MNVs that originate from polymerase slippage at

repeat contexts. Therefore, the fraction of “other” term should be interpreted carefully for

the cases such as AA→TT, where both the fraction of repeat and others are high (i.e. the

repeat count should rather be interpreted as the lower bound).

We also tried to incorporate additional complexity to the mutational model in two ways.
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First, we calculated the number of mutation sites in the gnomAD dataset per methylation

status bin, and let the mutation rate differ as the function of methylation state (Fig. A.20,

(a) and (b)). Second, we expanded the sequence context model to 7 bp context rather than 3

bp, and calculated the mutation rate as a function of 7 bp context (Fig. A.20, (c) and (d)). In

both cases, the result was quite similar to the baseline case, suggesting that 3 bp context alone

explains significant amount of MNV frequency.

In addition, we compared different two models to adjust for coverage: the first is assuming

that the probability that each SNV of the MNV is detected is independent (therefore we ad-

just by the factor f2), and the second is assuming that the correlation between the detection

of first SNV and the second is exactly equal to 1 (i.e. If we miss the first SNV by sequenc-

ing error due to low coverage, we also miss the second SNV that are next to it. Therefore

we adjust by the factor f, without squaring). Although these two models differ in the their

assumptions, in reality the difference was minor (>99% consistency in the final count).

Lastly, although theoretically the rate of MNV creation by SNV combination in a single

generation is at most in the order of 10−15 (10−8 · 10−7 in the case of non-CpG transition

followed by a CpG transition), in practice we observe several orders of magnitude higher

mutation rate overall. Our model takes relatively strong assumption that there is a “general”

constant factor that pushes up the MNVmutation rate for all the MNV patterns. Further

experiments to deepen our understanding of human genome mutation rate will be required

to improve the assumptions made in our study.
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A.2.3 Models and assumptions for estimation of the globalMNV rate per

substitution pattern

When assuming a fixed effective population size, no recurrent mutations, and the uniformity of the

mutation rate across genome, the single base pair mutation rate μSNV is known to be approximated

as proportional to the number of the sites where mutations were observed (= N(SNV)).

μSNV ∝ N(SNV) = c0 ·N(SNV)

In order to expand this basic model to MNV rate calculation globally and per MNV patterns, we

expanded the model in two ways based on previous work (Kaplanis et al4).

1. Under the assumption that there is no recurrent mutation and therefore the allele frequency

of constituent SNVs are equal if and only if they originate from anMNV event in a single

generation, the global mutation rate of adjacent MNV can be written usingN(MNV) that

denotes the number of 2 bp sites where one-stepMNVs were observed:

μMNV ∝ N(MNV) = c0 ·N(MNV)

(And the constant factor c0 is same for two equations above, because of the fixed population

size assumption and the uniform reference genome)

Since we know the SNVmutation rate from previous researches (1.2 · 10−8), we can simply

calculate the global MNVmutation rate as

μMNV = μSNV · N(MNV)
N(SNV)

,

WhereN(SNV) is the number of SNV sites.
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In our data, this calculation resulted in the global MNVmutation rate of

μMNV = 1.2 · 10−8 · 488236
199611214

= 2.94 · 10−11.

2. Under additional assumption that recurrent mutation is negligible for every 2 bp context

(assuming that, although we know the single nucleotide mutation rate of CpG is different

from other 2 bp context, the difference is minor compared to the MNVmutation rate.), we

can compare the MNVmutation rate for different substitution patterns by letting the factor

c0 to be proportional to the inverse of the number of 2 bp count in the reference genome,

rather than being a constant. We also account for slightly different coverage per 2 bp con-

text, and write it as cat(XY) (standing for “Coverage Adjustment Term”, as in the previous

section, but this time defined by 2 bp rather than 4 bp context). Then, by replacing the c0

with c
cat(XY)·N(XY) (Following the intuition that, given the same number of observedMNVs,

the mutation rate is higher if there are fewer reference 2 bp counts and/or lower coverage),

and letting the mutation rate of XY→ZW given a sequence context XY per generation to be

μ(XY→ZW), we can write the mutation rate as:

μXY→ZW = c · N(MNVXY→ZW)

cat(XY) ·N(XY)

Here, the newly appeared constant term c is a scaling factor assumed to be uniform across

different 2 bp context, and also when calculating the global MNVmutation rate. Specifi-

cally, if we use the term * to denote arbitral base pair (either A, C, G, or T), the global MNV

mutation rate calculated in the 1 can be rewritten as:

μMNV = 2.94 · 10−11 = μ∗∗→∗∗ = c · N(MNV∗∗→∗∗)

cat(∗∗) ·N(∗∗)
,
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WhereN(MNV∗∗−>∗∗) is identical toN(MNV) in 1.,N(∗∗), the number of 2 bp count in

the reference genome, is equal to the number of reference genome length minus one, and the

cat(∗∗) can be easily calculated from the median coverage of the entire genome.

With this, for all the 78 patterns of reference and alternative 2 bp, we can calculate the muta-

tion rate as a function ofN(MNVXY→ZW),N(XY) and cat(XY) (i.e. the number of MNV

site of pattern XY→ZW, the number of 2 bp count of XY in the reference genome, and the

mean of median coverage of XY), by deleting the constant term c from two equations above:

μXY→ZW = c · N(MNVXY→ZW)

cat(XY) ·N(XY)
= 2.94 · 10−11 · cat(∗∗) ·N(∗∗)

N(MNV∗∗→∗∗)
· N(MNVXY→ZW)

cat(XY) ·N(XY)

Finally, comparison with the de novoMNV rate from trio exome sequencing data (Kaplanis

et al.) was performed as follows. Kaplanis et al. estimated the global MNVmutation rate for

the MNV of distance 1 to 20 bp to be 1.78 · 10−10 per base pair per generation. In order to

scale this to our unit, which is MNVmutation rate restricting to adjacent MNVs (MNV of

distance 1 bp), per 2 bp per generation, we divided the number by 2, and further multiplied

by the fraction of adjacent MNVs out of all the MNVs of distance 1 to 20 bp (both restrict-

ing to one-stepMNV) they have discovered.

Specifically, this resulted in 1.78·10−10

2 · 6606
6606+1568+4802 = 4.53 · 10−11, where 6606, 1568

and 4802 are the number of MNVs of distance 1 bp, 2 bp, 3-20 bp they have discovered.

This is (4.5310−11)
(2.9410−11)

= 1.54 times higher than the estimation provided by our analysis, but

matches in the order. We assume one of the main reasons for this discrepancy is due to the

fact that the model does not take recurrent mutations into account. This makes the model

miss, and would thus miss some of the MNV events followed by a single base pair mutation

event, which might be particularly prevalent when the MNV results in CpG creation. Also,

different MNV calling methods, as well as filtering criteria, are likely to contribute to the dif-
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ference. Since we have no phase information for =15% of heterozygous SNV pairs from our

genome sequencing data, we cannot rule out the possibility of underestimating the MNV

mutation rate. As our sequencing technology as well as statistical and computational meth-

ods evolves, further analysis of this estimate would be valuable.

A.2.4 Analysis of distance d>2

In a similar way as we calculated the MNV density per genomic region, we calculated rela-

tive (overall) density of MNV against MNV of distance 10, for all the distance d = 1, .., 9

and all the MNV patterns. Specifically, the relative MNV densityDr of distance d, pattern

W(∗)d−1X → Y(∗)d−1Z, where (∗)d−1 denotes any sequence of length (d − 1), is defined

as:

Dr(W,X → Y,Z|d) = N(W(∗)d−1X → Y(∗)d−1Z)/N(W(∗)d−1X)
N(W(∗)9X → Y(∗)9Z)/N(W(∗)9X)

=
N(W(∗)d−1X → Y(∗)d−1Z)
N(W(∗)(9)X → Y(∗)(9)Z)

· N(W(∗)9X
N(W(∗)d−1X

According to this definition,Dr(W,X → Y,Z|d) = k means that the probability of ob-

serving a mutation ofW(∗)d−1X → Y(∗)d−1Z given a sequence context ofW(∗)d−1X is

k times higher than the probability of observing a mutation ofW(∗)9X → Y(∗)9Z given

a sequence context ofW(∗)9X. Also, the result of density calculation stratified by the func-

tional annotation is available in Fig. A.21. We did not expand our analysis to a range longer

than 10 bp, because of the instability of read based phasing sensitivity and specificity (Sup-

plementary Fig. 1). The base pattern in the supplementary figures denotes the reference and

alternative 2 bp pattern, but does not specify the patterns of bases in between (Therefore, we

do not exclude the possibility that anMNV of distance>2 is a subset of anMNV of larger
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window. For example, substitution of AAAA->TTTTwould be counted as all of A,A->T,T

of distance 1, 2, and 3).
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A.3 Supplementary tables

Table A.1: Summary of phasing sensitivity evaluation in percentage

Categ \ distance (bp) 1 2 .. 10 .. 100
% (both are phased) 87.9 86.6 .. 82.8 .. 9.44

(87.8) (85.1) (84.3) (19.4)
% (has PBT) 63.6 57.7 .. 55.2 .. 26.1

(58.0) (53.6) (51.5) (16.2)
% (agrees PBT) 99.8 99.9 .. 99.8 .. 54.6

(99.9) (99.9) (99.8) (94.8)
The ones without bracket is for genomes (635 trios), and the ones with bracket is for ex-
omes (5,785 trios).

Table A.2: Summary of phasing sensitivity evaluation, in raw number

Categ \ distance (bp) 1 2 .. 10 .. 20 .. 100
all 14965294 8456418 .. 6291498 .. 5505414 .. 4577148

(1208731) (562814) (416324) (398460) (211667)
Same PID 13039584 7110950 .. 5201962 .. 2431721 .. 105171

(1058230) (484128) (339647) (125741) (878)
Has PBT 8199080 4235837 .. 3000591 .. 2666366 .. 2281022

(733947) (309744) (212241) (178192) (104394)
MNV 12552120 6837388 .. 4931735 .. 2331338 .. 104207

(1008797) (458031) (321854) (121872) (876)
MNV that has PBT 7251154 3636804 .. 2508690 .. 1039791 .. 16932

(638060) (260447) (174833) (50561) (229)
MNV that agrees PBT 7243988 3632590 .. 2505046 .. 1037416 .. 16048

(636582) (260149) (174508) (50406) (125)
The ones without bracket is for genomes (635 trios), and the ones with bracket is for ex-
omes (5,785 trios).
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Table A.3: The read depth statistics, for each of the phased and unphased pairs

Categ \ depth bin low middle high
number in genome, for unphased pair (%) 796 (0.0308) 2159905 (83.7) 421327 (16.3)
number in genome, for phased pair (%) 1129 (0.00962) 10911850 (93.0) 821621 (7.00)
number in exome, for unphased pair (%) 292 (0.441) 58358 (88.1) 7564 (11.4)
number in exome, for phased pair (%) 1090 (0.290) 354753 (94.5) 19581 (5.22)

Thresholds: site depth 105 for ”low” and 106 for ”high” for genome (106 and 107.5 for
exome). Odds ratio = 3.20, Fisher’s exact test p<10−100 for low, and odds ratio = 2.33,
Fisher’s exact test p<10−100 for high read depth in genome (2.19 and 1.51 for exome,
p<10−100 and p<10−8). Chromosome 20 of randomly selected 10% of samples in gnomAD
genome dataset, and all chromosome of 1% of samples in exome dataset was examined (we
down sampled to roughly match the trio analysis in number while keeping the statistical
power, and manually set the threshold by looking at the distribution).

Table A.4: Description of the functional annotations used in the research

Category Interval length % of genome Coverage Methylation level % in LCR
TSS 55509841 0.019603 30.6 0.194 1.306
5’ UTR 19902177 0.007028 30.1 0.350 0.880
Promoter 94046133 0.033212 30.4 0.437 1.793
Enhancer 126128190 0.0044541 31.1 0.448 1.407
TFBS 380345514 0.134316 31.2 0.502 1.520
H3K4me3 397134049 0.140244 31.3 0.532 1.664
DHS 492285993 0.173846 31.3 0.543 0.844
H3K9ac 376617506 0.132999 31.2 0.546 1.512
Coding 61730033 0.021799 31.2 0.584 0.721
H3K27ac 772035773 0.272638 30.9 0.664 2.002
H3K4me1 1242793221 0.438882 31.1 0.717 1.590
3’ UTR 40715655 0.014378 30.7 0.720 1.243
Intron 1123766231 0.396848 30.6 0.797 2.221
Transcribed 1022244971 0.360997 30.4 0.866 0.880

The interval length, percentage of the whole genome, mean (across sites) of the median
coverage (across individuals) in gnomAD, the mean (across sites) methylation level of CpG
sites, and the percentage of regions that falls in LCR, are annotated as separate columns.
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Table A.5: Summary of the study

Callset Exome Genome Rare disase exome
Sample size 125,748 15,708 6,072
Filtering Criteria RF / LCR / adj RF / LCR / adj N/A
Annotations - amino acid change - sequence context - gene constraint

- gene constraint - methylation status - CADD score
- functional category - frequency in gnomAD

Number of MNVs 31,575 (within codon) 1,792,248 (within 3 bp) 129 (Not likely causal)
Main usage Functional impact Mutational mechanisms Clinical diagnosis

analysis analysis
RF stands for random forest filtering, LCR stands for low complexity region, and adj
stands for adjusted threshold (GQ >= 20, DP >= 10, and have now added: allele balance
> 0.2 for heterozygote genotypes) filtering for each sample. 129 variants in Rare disease
exome had gained nonsense mutation or high CADD score and low gnomAD frequency,
but none of them were likely to be causal after manual inspection.

Table A.6: Summary of the numbers of different MNVs in the study
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Table A.7: Number and percentage of SNV pairs that are filtered out by LCR or adj filtering
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Supplementary Table 7. The number and the percentage of SNV pairs that are filtered out by 
LCR / adj filtering 
Category Subcategory number of SNV pairs 

pre-LCR and adj 
filtering 

number of SNV 
pairs in LCR / fails 
adj 

% filtered because 
of in LCR / fails 
adj 

Exome  within codon, 
2SNVs 

31,667 92 0.29 

within codon, 
3SNVs 

229 1 0.44 

Genome, adjacent 
MNVs 

all 1,287,642 64,636 5.02 

one-step MNVs 503,189 7,695 1.53 

In repetitive 
context  

48,885 10,381 21.2 

Most common 
(CA->TG) 

275,237 5,166 1.88 

Least common 
(TA->GC) 

1,025 37 0.98 

Genome, all 
MNVs of distance 
<11 

all 6,261,326 748,107 12.0 

one-step MNVs 1,031,038 25,165 2.44 

In repetitive 
context  

502,925 199,069 39.6 
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Table A.8: Table view of the validation of phasing accuracy of read‐based phasing using trio‐based phase information

SNV1 SNV1 consistent
SNV2 SNV2
(read base phase) trio base phase
0|1 0|1 True
0|1 0|1
0|1 0|1 False
0|1 1|0
0|1 1|0 False
0|1 0|1
0|1 1|0 True
0|1 1|0
0|1 1|0 False
1|0 1|0
0|1 0|1 True
1|0 1|0
0|1 1|0 True
1|0 0|1
0|1 1|0 False
1|0 1|0

We are showing the case where read based phase of SNV1 is 0|1, without loss of generality.

Table A.9: Number of MNVs spanning across two codons, per distance

Distance \ codon within codon spanning two codons total
d=1 25,287 14,070 39,357
d=2 6,288 9,359 15,647
total 31,575 23,429 55,004

Comparison of numbers of pairs of SNVs falling within a single codon and spanning across
two codons in gnomAD exome data is shown.
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Table A.10: Number of MNVs spanning across two codons, per functional consequences of component SNVs

SNV1 (codon1) SNV2 (codon2) number
synonymous synonymous 709
synonymous missense 7,464
synonymous nonsense 213
missense synonymous 7,789
missense missense 6,442
missense nonsense 243
nonsense synonymous 234
nonsense missense 255
nonsense nonsense 15

others: 65
total: 23,249

Note that two SNVs are in different codons. ”Others” includes start lost, stop lost and stop
retained variants.

Table A.11: Number of MNVs in each consequence category, for each population

Categ \pop nfe amf sas fin eas afr asj oth all
gained nonsense 203 69 86 20 38 65 18 35 407
gained missense 27 16 21 4 8 6 2 4 73
changed missense 6,969 3,199 3,124 950 2,100 2,599 835 1,587 14,103
partially changed missense 1,103 515 504 149 328 409 128 255 2,194
lost missense 80 29 39 8 25 29 11 19 156
unchanged 6,408 3,078 3,113 879 1,913 2,519 689 1,445 12,819
rescued nonsense 950 407 457 114 283 323 92 177 1,821
total 15,740 7,313 7,434 2,124 4,695 5,910 1,775 3,522 31,573*

*Two variants, one with gained stop loss, the other with rescued stop loss, are excluded in
this table.
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A.4 Supplementary figures

 

Least common 
(TA->GC) 

1025 37 0.98 

Genome, all 
MNVs of 
distance <11 

all 6261326 748107 12.0 

one-step MNVs 1031038 25165 2.44 

In repetitive 
context  

502925 199069 39.6 
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Figure S1. Phasing quality as a function of distance 
a, Fraction of MNVs that agrees with PBT (trio based phasing information), fraction of phased 
heterozygous SNV pairs that has phase information (by read base phasing), and fraction of trios that 
has trio based phasing information, up to 10 bp. Trio based phasing is by definition impossible when 
both of the parents are heterozygous, resulting in relatively low phasing sensitivity. b-d, The number 
(b,c) and the fraction (d) of heterozygous SNV pairs that has same Phase ID, out of all the 
heterozygous SNV pairs, up to 100 bp. The fraction significantly drops at >10 bp, reflecting limitations 
of read-based sequencing. e, Fraction of MNVs that agrees with trio based phase information, up to 
100 bp. 
For (b)~(e), the estimation becomes unstable as the distance becomes large, because of both the 
limited number of sample size and phasing sensitivity. 

Figure A.1: Phasing quality as a function of distance.
a, Fraction of MNVs that agrees with PBT (trio based phasing information), fraction of phased heterozygous SNV pairs
that has phase information (by read base phasing), and fraction of trios that has trio based phasing information, up to
10 bp. Trio based phasing is by definition impossible when both of the parents are heterozygous, resulting in relatively
low phasing sensitivity. b‐d, The number (b,c) and the fraction (d) of heterozygous SNV pairs that has same Phase ID,
out of all the heterozygous SNV pairs, up to 100 bp. The fraction significantly drops at >10 bp, reflecting limitations of
read‐based sequencing. e, Fraction of MNVs that agrees with trio based phase information, up to 100 bp. For (b)‐(e),
the estimation becomes unstable as the distance becomes large, because of both the limited number of sample size and
phasing sensitivity.
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a.      b. 

  
 
 
c.      d. 
 

 
Figure S2. MNV and gene constraint, cell essentiality 
a, Fraction of MNVs that fall into un-constrained genes (n=9852) defined as top 50% in the observed vs 
expected number of loss-of-function in gnomAD data (LOEUF>0.926). The fraction for gained 
nonsense mutation is significantly higher than all the other classes combined (Fisher’s exact test p-
value = 7.04 × 10 ). b, Fraction of MNVs of each functional category represented in each LOEUF 
decile. X axis shows the LEOUF decile, and y axis is fraction of MNVs that fall into genes of that 
specific LEOUF decile (adds up to 1 for each consequence category). c, Fraction of MNV that falls into 
essential genes (n=684), defined by knockout screening experiments using CRISPR/Cas43,44. The 
fraction for rescued nonsense mutation is significantly higher than all the other classes combined 
(Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.047). d, Fraction of MNV that falls into non essential genes (n=928), 
defined by knockout screening experiments using CRISPR/Cas60,61 . The fraction for rescued nonsense 
mutation is significantly lower than all the other classes combined (Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.011). 

 

Figure A.2: MNV and gene constraint, cell essentiality.
a, Fraction of MNVs that falls into un‐constrained genes (n=9852) defined as top 50% in the observed vs expected
number of loss‐of‐function in gnomAD data (LOEUF>0.926). The fraction for gained nonsense mutation is significantly
higher than all the other classes combined (Fisher’s exact test p‐value = 7.04 · 10−5). b, Fraction of MNVs of each
functional category represented in each LOEUF decile. X axis shows the LEOUF decile, and y axis is fraction of MNVs
that fall into genes of that specific LEOUF decile (adds up to 1 for each consequence category). c, Fraction of MNV
that falls into essential genes (n=684), defined by knockout screening experiments using CRISPR/Cas62,63. The fraction
for rescued nonsense mutation is significantly higher than all the other classes combined (Fisher’s exact test p‐value <
0.047). d, Fraction of MNV that falls into non essential genes (n=928), defined by knockout screening experiments using
CRISPR/Cas 62,63. The fraction for rescued nonsense mutation is significantly lower than all the other classes combined
(Fisher’s exact test p‐value < 0.011).
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Figure S3. Properties of frame-restoring indel pairs 

Figure A.3: Properties of frame‐restoring indel pairs.
a, The number of indel pairs (orange = all, blue = phased) is shown as a function of distance between the indels. We set
the threshold distance to be 30bp as there are relatively few indel pairs past this distance. b, The distribution of the
distance between indel pairs resulting in frame restoration (exome only, same for c,h). c, The distribution of the resulting
insertion or deletion length for frame‐restoring indel pairs. d, The number of frame‐restoring indel pairs per gene, and
the list of genes with more than six such variants. e‐f, The allele count distribution of frame‐restoring indels (e) and
the distribution of allele counts divided by the maximum allele count of constituent SNVs (f). The value is exactly 1 for
81.5% of overall frame‐restoring indel pairs, suggesting that the majority of such indel events are likely the result of
one‐step mutational event. g‐h, The mean LOEUF (constraint) score (g) and the fraction of LoF‐constrained genes for
frame‐restoring indel pairs (h), per combination of LOFTEE filters of the constituent indels.
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a, The number of indel pairs (orange = all, blue = phased) is shown as a function of distance between 
the indels. We set the threshold distance to be 30bp as there are relatively few indel pairs past this 
distance. b, The distribution of the distance between indel pairs resulting in frame restoration (exome 
only, same for c~h). c, The distribution of the resulting insertion or deletion length for frame-restoring 
indel pairs. d, The number of frame-restoring indel pairs per gene, and the list of genes with more than 
six such variants. e-f, The allele count distribution of frame-restoring indels (e) and the distribution of 
allele counts divided by the maximum allele count of constituent SNVs (f). The value is exactly 1 for 
81.5% of overall frame-restoring indel pairs, suggesting that the majority of such indel events are likely 
the result of one-step mutational event. g-h, The mean LOEUF (constraint) score (g) and the fraction of 
LoF-constrained genes for frame-restoring indel pairs (h), per combination of LOFTEE filters of the 
constituent indels. 
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b.             c. 

 

 

d.              e. 

 
Figure S4. Allele frequency difference of the SNVs in  each MNV pattern, number of adjacent 
MNVs, and comparison with simulation by simple probabilistic model 
a, Fraction of MNV in which allele count of only one of two constituent SNVs is larger than that of MNV 
(defined as "SNV excess"), indicating the non-uniform frequency of each step of two-step mutational 
processes. AC1 always corresponds to allele count of W->Y in WX->YZ. CT->TG in this figure is 
equivalent to AG->CA in other places (reverse complement was taken in this figure for the consistency 
with other MNV patterns that introduce CpG intermediate). b, Matrix representation of number of 
adjacent MNVs (reverse complements are not collapsed). Grey colored ones are by definition not MNV 
(SNV or not even a mutation). c, Matrix representation of number of adjacent MNVs (reverse 
complements are not collapsed), in a null model based on SNV mutation rate, assuming all MNV are 
consequence of two single nucleotide variation events. d, Enrichment compared to the null model 
based on SNV mutation rate. e, Scatter plot where x axis shows the relative probability of MNV based 
on null model (per generation), and y axis is the number of MNV observed in gnomAD data, both in 
log10 scale. The color represents the predicted major mechanism for each MNV pattern. Polymerase 
zeta and repetitive motifs are pushing up the number of MNV compared to the null model. Pearson 
correlation r=0.84 before removing polymerase zeta and repeat signature, and r=0.99 after removing 
those two signature (purple and brown), for linear regression in log space (black line). 

Figure A.4: Allele frequency difference of the SNVs in each MNV pattern, number of adjacent MNVs, and comparison
with simulation by simple probabilistic model.
a, Fraction of MNV in which allele count of only one of two constituent SNVs is larger than that of MNV (defined as
”SNV excess”), indicating the non‐uniform frequency of each step of two‐step mutational processes. AC1 always cor‐
responds to allele count of W→Y in WX→YZ. CT→TG in this figure is equivalent to AG→CA in other places (reverse
complement was taken in this figure for the consistency with other MNV patterns that introduce CpG intermediate).
b, Matrix representation of number of adjacent MNVs (reverse complements are not collapsed). Grey colored ones are
by definition not MNV (SNV or not even a mutation). c, Matrix representation of number of adjacent MNVs (reverse
complements are not collapsed), in a null model based on SNV mutation rate, assuming all MNV are consequence of two
single nucleotide variation events. d, Enrichment compared to the null model based on SNV mutation rate. e, Scatter
plot where x axis shows the relative probability of MNV based on null model (per generation), and y axis is the number
of MNV observed in gnomAD data, both in log10 scale. The color represents the predicted major mechanism for each
MNV pattern. Polymerase zeta and repetitive motifs are pushing up the number of MNV compared to the null model.
Pearson correlation r=0.84 before removing polymerase zeta and repeat signature, and r=0.99 after removing those two
signature (purple and brown), for linear regression in log space (black line).
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Figure S5. Matrix representation of number of MNVs, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the reference, and the column denotes the alternative alleles. (N)M in the row and column 
means arbitral sequence of length M (e.g. (N)2 is one of {AA, AC, AG,..., TT}). 
 
 
 

 
Figure S6. Fraction of one-step MNV, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of MNV, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The 
fraction is represented as color. 

Figure A.5: Matrix representation of number of MNVs, up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the reference, and the column denotes the alternative alleles. (N)M in the row and column means arbitral
sequence of length M (e.g. (N)2 is one of AA, AC, AG,..., TT).

 

 
Figure S5. Matrix representation of number of MNVs, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the reference, and the column denotes the alternative alleles. (N)M in the row and column 
means arbitral sequence of length M (e.g. (N)2 is one of {AA, AC, AG,..., TT}). 
 
 
 

 
Figure S6. Fraction of one-step MNV, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of MNV, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The 
fraction is represented as color. 

Figure A.6: Fraction of one‐step MNV, up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of MNV, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction is repre‐
sented as color.
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Figure S7.  Relative MNV density enrichment per MNV pattern, compared to 10 bp distance 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The relative density enrichment is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). By definition 
for row=10, all the column entries are exactly equal to 1 (=0 in log scale). 
 
 
 
a.     b. 

     
Figure S8.  Polymerase zeta signatures are observed for distance>1 

Figure A.7: Relative MNV density enrichment per MNV pattern, compared to 10 bp distance.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The relative
density enrichment is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). By definition for row=10, all the column entries are
exactly equal to 1 (=0 in log scale).
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Figure S7.  Relative MNV density enrichment per MNV pattern, compared to 10 bp distance 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The relative density enrichment is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). By definition 
for row=10, all the column entries are exactly equal to 1 (=0 in log scale). 
 
 
 
a.     b. 

     
Figure S8.  Polymerase zeta signatures are observed for distance>1 Figure A.8: Polymerase zeta signatures are observed for distance>1.
Figure generated by taking two columns from figure S6 and S7, and adding the overall level as comparison. The fraction
of one‐step MNV (a) and the density of MNV (b) for G,A→T,T and G,C→A,A, the MNV pattern known as polymerase
zeta signature when the distance is 1 bp, are higher compared to the overall value, even for distance>1 (= not only
GA→TT, but also GNA→TNT, GNNA→TNNT, ... are enriched) (Fisher’s exact test p‐value < 0.05 up to distance 6 bp
for the fraction of one‐step MNV, and up to 9 bp for the relative density, compared to MNVs of same pattern, distance
10 bp). We do not fully exclude the possibility that the signals we observe are driven by sequence error or other artifact,
since the fraction of variants that are filtered out tends to be high and the mean coverage is low for these variants,
especially when two base pairs of MNV are not adjacent.
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Figure generated by taking two columns from figure S6 and S7, and adding the overall level as 
comparison. The fraction of one-step MNV (a) and the density of MNV (b) for G,A->T,T and G,C->A,A, 
the MNV pattern known as polymerase zeta signature when the distance is 1 bp, are higher compared 
to the overall value, even for distance>1 (= not only GA->TT, but also GNA->TNT, GNNA->TNNT, … 
are enriched) (Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.05 up to distance 6 bp for the fraction of one-step MNV, 
and up to 9 bp for the relative density, compared to MNVs of same pattern, distance 10 bp). We do not 
fully exclude the possibility that the signals we observe are driven by sequence error or other artifact, 
since the fraction of variants that are filtered out tends to be high and the mean coverage is low for 
these variants, especially when two base pairs of MNV are not adjacent. 
 
 
 
a.      b. 

               
c. 

 

 

d. 

 
Figure S9. Repeat signature are observed for distance>1, but some have low coverage 
a, b, Figure generated by taking four columns from figure S6 and S7, and adding the overall level as 
comparison. The fraction of one-step MNV (a) and the density of MNV (b) for the patterns classified as 
polymerase slippage signature when the distance is 1 bp, are higher compared to the overall value, 
even for distance>1 (Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.05 up to distance 3 bp for the fraction of one-step 
MNV, and up to 9 bp for the relative density, compared to MNVs of same pattern, distance 10 bp). We 
do not fully exclude the possibility that the signals we observe are driven by sequence error or other 
artifact, for same reason as figure S8, and as shown in (d). c, bits logo of enriched repetitive sequence 
context in distance 2, 3 and 4 (x=relative base pair position). d, Fraction of MNV that are in a region of 
median coverage <15, up to 10 bp. Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and 
column denotes the base pair pattern.  
 
 
 
a.        b. 

       
Figure S10. Comparison of numbers of MNVs in different studies 

Figure A.9: Relative MNV density enrichment per MNV pattern, compared to 10 bp distance.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The relative
density enrichment is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). By definition for row=10, all the column entries are
exactly equal to 1 (=0 in log scale).
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d. 

 
Figure S9. Repeat signature are observed for distance>1, but some have low coverage 
a, b, Figure generated by taking four columns from figure S6 and S7, and adding the overall level as 
comparison. The fraction of one-step MNV (a) and the density of MNV (b) for the patterns classified as 
polymerase slippage signature when the distance is 1 bp, are higher compared to the overall value, 
even for distance>1 (Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.05 up to distance 3 bp for the fraction of one-step 
MNV, and up to 9 bp for the relative density, compared to MNVs of same pattern, distance 10 bp). We 
do not fully exclude the possibility that the signals we observe are driven by sequence error or other 
artifact, for same reason as figure S8, and as shown in (d). c, bits logo of enriched repetitive sequence 
context in distance 2, 3 and 4 (x=relative base pair position). d, Fraction of MNV that are in a region of 
median coverage <15, up to 10 bp. Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and 
column denotes the base pair pattern.  
 
 
 
a.        b. 

       
Figure S10. Comparison of numbers of MNVs in different studies 

Figure A.10: Comparison of numbers of MNVs in different studies.
Number of MNVs that change protein sequences (a) and the total number of MNVs (within 3 bp length) reported (b), for
five major studies to date: Rosenfeld et al. (2010) 5, 1000 Genomes 11, Deciphering Developmental Disorder (DDD)4,
Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) 3, and genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) 24. For Rosenfeld et al. in (a), we
estimated the number from the total number of MNVs in exon, using the statistics from DDD and gnomAD. Note that
(b) is not necessarily equal to the total number of MNVs discovered in the study, since some studies do not explicitly re‐
port non‐coding MNVs. Also the statistics is subject to different variant calling and filtering criteria applied for different
studies.
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Number of MNVs that change protein sequences (a) and the total number of MNVs (within 3 bp length) 
reported (b), for five major studies to date: Rosenfeld et al. (2010)3, 1000 Genomes9,10, Deciphering 
Developmental Disorder (DDD)2, Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC)1, and genome Aggregation 
Database (gnomAD)22. For Rosenfeld et al. in (a), we estimated the number from the total number of 
MNVs in exon, using the statistics from DDD and gnomAD. Note that (b) is not necessarily equal to the 
total number of MNVs discovered in the study, since some studies do not explicitly report non-coding 
MNVs. Also the statistics is subject to different variant calling and filtering criteria applied for different 
studies.  
 
 
 
a.            b. 

 
c.           d. 
 

  
Figure S11. percentage of MNV we have observed 
a, Percentage of MNVs we have observed, per MNV pattern. Two patterns per major mutational 
mechanisms are shown as representations. Y axis is log scaled. b, Percentage of MNV we have 
observed, per distance. c, d, Number of MNV that are observed, as a function of down-sampled 
population size (median of 3 different random seeds. Error bars, denoting the maximum and minimum 
of 3 seeds, were constantly smaller than the dot size), in real (c) and log (d) scale. If we make a strong 
assumption that the log-linearity we observe in the current sample size holds true even with orders of 
magnitude higher sample size, we expect the percentage of all possible MNVs that we observe when 
we sequence the entire population (n=7.7 × 10 ) would be roughly 1.6% 

Figure A.11: percentage of MNV we have observed.
a, Percentage of MNVs we have observed, per MNV pattern. Two patterns per major mutational mechanisms are shown
as representations. Y axis is log scaled. 0.000551% for TA→GC. b, Percentage of MNV we have observed, per distance.
c, d, Number of MNV that are observed, as a function of down‐sampled population size (median of 3 different random
seeds. Error bars, denoting the maximum and minimum of 3 seeds, were constantly smaller than the dot size), in real
(c) and log (d) scale. If we make a strong assumption that the log‐linearity we observe in the current sample size holds
true even with orders of magnitude higher sample size, we expect the percentage of all possible MNVs that we observe
when we sequence the entire population (n = 7.7 · 109) would be roughly 1.6%.
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c. 

 
Figure S12.  Fraction of variant pairs that are filtered out by random forest (a) / by regional filter 
(LCR= low complexity region) (b) / by failing the adjusted criteria (c), up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The fraction is represented as color. The denominator is the number before filtering In (a), the 
number after applying random forest filtering in (b), and the number after applying random forest and 
LCR filtering in (c).   
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.12: Fraction of variant pairs that are filtered out by random forest (a) / by regional filter (LCR= low complexity
region) (b) / by failing the adjusted criteria (c), up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction
is represented as color. The denominator is the number before filtering In (a), the number after applying random forest
filtering in (b), and the number after applying random forest and LCR filtering in (c).
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Figure S13. Fraction of MNV that homozygous MNV are observed, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern.  
 
 
 

 
Figure S14. ratio of number of MNV against their reverse complements, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The ratio against their reverse complement is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). 
Except for this figure, all the MNV pattern (d=1), and base pair pattern (d=1..10) do not distinguish the 
corresponding reverse complements. 

Figure A.13: Fraction of MNV that homozygous MNV are observed, up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern.
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Figure S13. Fraction of MNV that homozygous MNV are observed, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern.  
 
 
 

 
Figure S14. ratio of number of MNV against their reverse complements, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The ratio against their reverse complement is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). 
Except for this figure, all the MNV pattern (d=1), and base pair pattern (d=1..10) do not distinguish the 
corresponding reverse complements. 

Figure A.14: Ratio of number of MNV against their reverse complements, up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The ratio
against their reverse complement is represented as color (color shifts in log scale). Except for this figure, all the MNV
pattern (d=1), and base pair pattern (d=1,..,10) do not distinguish the corresponding reverse complements.
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Figure S15. Allele count of individual SNVs for one-step MNV 
a, Distribution of allele count of one-step MNV divided by that of constituent SNVs. b, Fraction of one-
step MNV whose AC_mnv is close enough (fraction > 0.9), up to 10 bp. Row denotes the distance 
between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction is 
represented as color. We took the threshold of AC_mnv / AC_1 >0.9 manually, after observing (a). 
 
 
 

Figure A.15: Allele count of individual SNVs for one‐step MNV.
a, Distribution of allele count of one‐step MNV divided by that of constituent SNVs. b, Fraction of one‐step MNV
whose ACmnv is close enough (fraction > 0.9), up to 10 bp. Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of vari‐
ant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction is represented as color. We took the threshold of
ACmnv
AC1

>0.9 manually, after observing (a).
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b.          c. 

        
d.       e. 
         

        
Figure S16. Distribution of allele counts of MNVs, and comparison across populations 
a, Overview of allele count of MNVs. One axis is the allele count of SNV that are upstream (AC_1), 
another for the allele count of SNV that are downstream (AC_2) in the reference genome, and the other 
axis is for the allele count of corresponding MNV (in log10 space). Color corresponds to the relative 
density (defined as the number of neighborhood counts in log-space), and the read dot line shows 
x=y=z (i.e. AC of SNV1 = AC of  SNV2 = AC of MNV). Only the result of chr22 is shown, in order for 
the figure to be sparse enough for effective visualization. b, The allele count distribution for different 
adjacent MNV patterns characterized by different potential mechanisms. Proportion of singleton for Ti 
at CpG (0.471) is nearly identical to that of repeat (0.472). c, The sample size and the number of MNV 
discovered for each population. d, e, The proportion of singleton MNVs (d) and the proportion of MNVs 
in which homozygous carrier(s) are observed (e) within each population. nfe=Europian (non-Finnish), 
amr=Latino, sas=South Asian, fin=Europian (Finnish), eas=East Asian, afr=African, asj=Ashkenazi 
Jewish, oth=Others, ordered by the population size, and restricted to gnomAD exome data set.  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.16: Distribution of allele counts of MNVs, and comparison across populations.
a, Overview of allele count of MNVs. One axis is the allele count of SNV that are upstream (AC1), another for the allele
count of SNV that are downstream (AC2) in the reference genome, and the other axis is for the allele count of cor‐
responding MNV (in log10 space). Color corresponds to the relative density (defined as the number of neighborhood
counts in log‐space), and the read dot line shows x=y=z (i.e. AC of SNV1 = AC of SNV2 = AC of MNV). Only the result
of chr22 is shown, in order for the figure to be sparse enough for effective visualization. b, The allele count distribution
for different adjacent MNV patterns characterized by different potential mechanisms. Proportion of singleton for Ti
at CpG (0.471) is nearly identical to that of repeat (0.472). c, The sample size and the number of MNV discovered for
each population. d, e, The proportion of singleton MNVs (d) and the proportion of MNVs in which homozygous car‐
rier(s) are observed (e) within each population. nfe=Europian (non‐Finnish), amr=Latino, sas=South Asian, fin=Europian
(Finnish), eas=East Asian, afr=African, asj=Ashkenazi Jewish, oth=Others, ordered by the population size, and restricted
to gnomAD exome data set.
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a.      b. 

 
Figure S17. Distribution of number of repeats 
a, x axis is the maximum number of repeats (Unit = minimum and maximum of the reference +-4 bp 
and alternative +-4 bp context of the MNV.), and y is the cumulative density. Each line corresponds to 
specific distance between two SNVs of MNV, and the star shape shows that they pass the threshold of 
cumulative percentage >95%, and thus are defined as “repetitive”.  b, the distribution differences for 
different pattern of reference and alternative two bases (e.g. X,X->Y,Z means the first and second 
SNVs of the reference 2bp of the MNV are the same, but those of the alternative 2bp is different). We 
corrected for the significant skew in the number of repeats in XX->YY type of adjacent MNVs when 
defining repetitive contexts, as described in the methods. 
 
 
 

 
Figure S18.  Fraction of MNV that are in repetitive contexts, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The fraction is represented as color. 

Figure A.17: Distribution of number of repeats.
a, x axis is the maximum number of repeats (Unit = minimum and maximum of the reference +‐4 bp and alternative +‐4
bp context of the MNV.), and y is the cumulative density. Each line corresponds to specific distance between two SNVs
of MNV, and the star shape shows that they pass the threshold of cumulative percentage >95%, and thus are defined
as ”repetitive”. b, the distribution differences for different pattern of reference and alternative two bases (e.g. X,X→Y,Z
means the first and second SNVs of the reference 2bp of the MNV are the same, but those of the alternative 2bp is
different). We corrected for the significant skew in the number of repeats in XX→YY type of adjacent MNVs when
defining repetitive contexts, as described in the methods.
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a.      b. 

 
Figure S17. Distribution of number of repeats 
a, x axis is the maximum number of repeats (Unit = minimum and maximum of the reference +-4 bp 
and alternative +-4 bp context of the MNV.), and y is the cumulative density. Each line corresponds to 
specific distance between two SNVs of MNV, and the star shape shows that they pass the threshold of 
cumulative percentage >95%, and thus are defined as “repetitive”.  b, the distribution differences for 
different pattern of reference and alternative two bases (e.g. X,X->Y,Z means the first and second 
SNVs of the reference 2bp of the MNV are the same, but those of the alternative 2bp is different). We 
corrected for the significant skew in the number of repeats in XX->YY type of adjacent MNVs when 
defining repetitive contexts, as described in the methods. 
 
 
 

 
Figure S18.  Fraction of MNV that are in repetitive contexts, up to 10 bp 
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair 
pattern. The fraction is represented as color. 

Figure A.18: Fraction of MNV that are in repetitive contexts, up to 10 bp.
Row denotes the distance between two SNVs of variant pairs, and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction is
represented as color.
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Figure S19: Expected number of MNVs in the simulated model vs observed number of MNVs 
Cyan shows the expected number of MNVs that originates from two SNV events, when assuming that 
all the MNVs of pattern CA->TG in non-repeat contexts originates from two SNV events. Green is the 
observed number of MNVs in repeat contexts, and grey is the observed number of MNVs in non-repeat 
contexts. The asterisk on top of the bar indicates that the estimated number of MNVs exceeds the 
observed (The level of overestimation was 1.48-fold at most, for the CC->TG MNVs).  The color in the 
bottom is as explained in figure 4.  
 
 

Figure A.19: Expected number of MNVs in the simulated model vs observed number of MNVs.
Cyan shows the expected number of MNVs that originates from two SNV events, when assuming that all the MNVs
of pattern CA→TG in non‐repeat contexts originates from two SNV events. Green is the observed number of MNVs
in repeat contexts, and grey is the observed number of MNVs in non‐repeat contexts. The asterisk on top of the bar
indicates that the estimated number of MNVs exceeds the observed (The level of overestimation was 1.48‐fold at most,
for the CC→TG MNVs). The color in the bottom is as explained in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure S20: MNVs in the simulated model vs observed number of MNVs, under different models 
a, Estimated fraction of MNVs per different biological origin, when using the methylation model. b, 
Expected number of MNVs that originates from two SNV events vs observed number of MNVs, when 
using methylation model. The level of overestimation for the CC->TG MNVs was 2.05-fold, higher than 
the canonical model. c, Estimated fraction of MNVs per different biological origin, when using the 7 bp 
context model. d, Expected number of MNVs that originates from two SNV events vs observed number 
of MNVs, when using the 7 bp context model. The level of overestimation for the CC->TG MNVs was 
1.54-fold, higher than the canonical model. Axis and the color code are as explained in figure 4 for (a) 
and (c), and are as explained in the figure S19 for (b) and (d).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.20: MNVs in the simulated model vs observed number of MNVs, under different models.
a, Estimated fraction of MNVs per different biological origin, when using the methylation model. b, Expected number of
MNVs that originates from two SNV events vs observed number of MNVs, when using methylation model. The level of
overestimation for the CC→TG MNVs was 2.05‐fold, higher than the canonical model. c, Estimated fraction of MNVs
per different biological origin, when using the 7 bp context model. d, Expected number of MNVs that originates from
two SNV events vs observed number of MNVs, when using the 7 bp context model. The level of overestimation for the
CC→TG MNVs was 1.54‐fold, higher than the canonical model. Axis and the color code are as explained in figure 4 for
(a) and (c), and are as explained in the Figure A.19 for (b) and (d).
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Figure S21. Relative MNV density per functional category per MNV pattern 
Row denotes each functional category, descending order from the top by average methylation level, 
and column denotes the base pair pattern. The fraction is represented as color. For some of the 
functional category such as UTRs, the overall count is extremely low, resulting in often 0 density. 

Figure A.21: Relative MNV density per functional category per MNV pattern.
Row denotes each functional category, descending order from the top by average methylation level, and column de‐
notes the base pair pattern. The fraction is represented as color. For some of the functional category such as UTRs, the
overall count is extremely low, resulting in often 0 density.
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B
Supplementary Materials for chapter 2

B.1 SupplementaryMethods

B.1.1 Details of the power calculation

The Power calculation is performed in the following steps in detail:

1. ModelingM, the number of mutations without constraint

Sum of independent Poisson random variable follows a Poisson distribution. As germ line
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mutation for a specific base pair is commonly modeled as a Poisson process156,157 charac-

terized by the product of de novomutation (DNM) rate and the effective population size,

we represent the number of mutations in each chunk i under no constraint as a draw from

Poisson distribution of parameter λi proportional to the chunk size L and square root of the

sample sizeN:

E(λi) ∝ L
√
N

(Here, we are assuming each base pair follows independent Poisson process, ignoring the

saturation of mutations and using the known relationship between the population size and

the number of mutations24.). Assuming that the proportion of base pairs under strong con-

straint in the human genome is significantly small and thus the distribution of variants in

gnomAD v3 can be approximated with this proposed model, we estimated the underlying

distribution of λi by fitting the distribution of number of mutations in fixed window sizes in

gnomAD v3 (Fig. B.8a-d). Specifically, we plotted the mean and standard deviation of 100

bp, 1 Kbp and 10 Kbp non-overlapping window (of chromosome 20) to find the log-linear

relationship between the window size and the parameters (Fig. B.8a):

μgm(L) = exp(log(L) · α1 + β1)

σgm(L) = exp(log(L) · α2 + β2)

where μgm(L) is the estimated mean and σgm(L) is the estimated standard deviation (SD) for

L bp chunk in gnomAD v3 (αs, βs here are the coefficient and the intercept of the linear fit

in the log-log space. α1 ≈ 1 by definition; fig. B.8a). We then model the distribution of λi at

the sample size of gnomAD v3 (:=Ngm) and window size of Lwith a normal distribution of
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mean μ and standard deviation σ:

μ(L,Ngm) = μgm(L)

σ(L,Ngm) =
√

σ2gm(L)− μgm(L)

λi(L,Ngm) ∼ N(μ(L,Ngm), σ2(L,Ngm))

(∵ Follows by the law of total expectation and variance. When we simply write λi(L,Ngm) as

λi for convenience, and let the observed number of variants in gnomAD v3 for the chunk i

be ni, our model assumption provides:

ni|λi ∼ Poisson(λi)

λi ∼ N(μ, σ2)

E(ni) = μgm

Var(ni) = σ2gm

. With these,

μgm = E(ni) = E(E(ni|λi)) = E(λi) = μ

Var(ni) = σ2gm = E(Var(ni|λi)) + Var(E(ni|λi)) = E(λi) + Var(λi) = μ+ σ2

is derived.)

Finally, since we are assuming an independent Poisson draw for each position, both the mean

and the variance of λi scales with the square root of sample sizeN:
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μ(L,N) = μgm(L)

√
N
Ngm

σ2(L,N) = (σ2gm(L)− μgm(L))

√
N
Ngm

λi(L,N) ∼ N(μ(L,N), σ2(L,N))

In summary, we simulated the number of mutations in each chunk when there is no con-

straint to follow a poission distribution, characterized by the mutation rate drawn from a

normal distribution, the sample size and the chunk size:

M ∼ Poisson(λ)

λ ∼ N(μe, σ2I)

where e is the C × 1 unit vector, and (μ, σ) is inferred from the gnomAD v3 data as described

above (as a function of the square root of sample sizeN and the chunk size L; we have abbre-

viated in the equation above). In other words, for a given sample sizeN and window size L,

λ = (λ1, λ2, ...)T is the C× 1 vector of the mean of the Poisson distribution for each chunk.

2. ModelingMexp, the expected number of mutations without constraint, from a prediction

model

We assume that a typical predictor predicts the number of mutations in a chunk by estimat-

ing the underlying mean of the poisson distribution (i.e. the vector λ), and that the estima-

tion error for each chunk independently follows a normal distribution:

Mexp := λexp = λ +N(0, σexpI)
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When we characterize the prediction accuracy in the unit of pearson correlation r between

the (true and the predicted) mean of the poissson distribution (i.e. λ and λexp), then σ2exp and

r are related as:

r =
cov(λ, λexp)√

var(λ) · var(λexp)

=
σ2√

σ2(σ2 + σ2exp)

=

√
σ2

σ2 + σ2exp

3. ModelingMobs, the observed number of mutations in a population

When there is a constrained element in a chunk, the expectation of the observed number of

mutations in the chunk will be smaller than the null model. By assuming that each chunk

has an equal probability of being constrained, and being constrained is equivalent to con-

taining exactly one constrained element in the chunk (i.e. no more than two elements per

chunk), the probability p that the i-th element is constrained follows:

p =
Lx
u

(∵ the number of constrained base pairs can be written in two ways:

uCp[bp] = xG[bp],where C =

⌈
G
L

⌉
≈ G

L
)

When the i-th chunk contains a constrained element (i.e. is constrained), it consists of con-

strained base pairs of length u and unconstrained base pairs of length L − u, where the prob-

ability of observing a mutation in constrained element is 1 − s times that of unconstrained

element. Therefore, the observed number of mutations in the i-th chunk will be the sum of
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two poisson draws each characterized by the parameter λi uL(1 − s) and λi L−u
L . Taken to-

gether, the i-th chunk, if constrained, can be characterized with the poisson parameter λci (c

for ”constrained”, not the power):

λci = λi(1−
su
L
)

(We used the fact that the sum of independent Poisson random variables are a Poisson ran-

dom variable)

In other words, let γ = (γ1, γ2, ...)
T be a constraint indicator such that

γi =

 1 if i th element is constrained;

0 otherwise.

then,

Mobs ∼ Poisson(λobs), where

λobs = λ ◦ (e− su
L
γ))

(Here ◦ denotes the element-wise product.)

We simulated theMexp andMobs in the steps described above under different parameters, and

quantified the power of nc-constraint quantification in a binary classification problem with

receiver-operator characteristics curve and precision-recall curve. We also clipped the negative

values to zero, and added offset value to account for uncertainty when quantifying the o/e

(in other words, constraint of i-th element is quantified as Mobs,i+1
Mexp,i+1 ). The parameters used for

simulations in Fig. 2.7 are summarized in Table. B.1.
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B.2 Supplementary tables

Table B.1: Summary of parameter setting in the simulation for power calculation

Parameter of interest Other parameters
N s r u L

Sample size N - 0.9 0.9 50 100
Constraint strength s 76156 - 0.9 50 100
Prediction accuracy r 76156 0.9 - 50 100

Constraint unit size u (bp) 76156 0.9 0.9 - 100
Window size L (bp) 76156 0.9 0.9 50 -

Table B.2: Summary of the population genome datasets used in the study

Dataset Description
gnomAD v2 125,748 exomes and 15,708 genomes, used for LOEUF quantification
gnomAD v3 76,156 genomes, used for nc-constraint quantification
deCODE 2,976 trios genomes, used for training DNM predictor

PsychENCODE 1,902 quads genomes, used for training DNM predictor
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B.3 Supplementary figures

a b

c d

Figure B.1: Observed versus expected number of de novomutations (DNMs) in different window sizes.
Observed (y axis) and expected (x axis) number of de novo mutations (DNMs) in 100 Kbp window (a,b) or 10 Kbp win‐
dow (c,d), shown as density plots (a,c) or aggregation in each percentile (b,d). When the window size is as small as 10
Kbp, the observed number of DNMs tend to be small, resulting in limited prediction accuracy.
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a b

Figure B.2: Comparing the observed number of DNMs or gnomAD SNVs with random draw from Poisson distributions.
a, b. Observed (y axis) and The expected (x axis) number of DNMs in 100 Kbp for chromosome 20 (a), and the simulated
values based on the expected number of DNMs (b). For each window, simulated values are sampled from a Poisson
distribution where the parameter is the expected number of DNM based on the predictor.

a b

a b

a b
Figure B.3: Observed versus expected number of DNMs in 1 Mbp window, when filtering pseudo‐autosomal regions.
Observed (y axis) and expected (x axis) number of de novo mutations (DNMs) in 1 Mbp window, when the windows
corresponding to pseudo‐autosomal regions where the observed number of DNMs are exactly 0 are removed from the
plot. Consistent with the full result (Fig. 2.4), the prediction accuracy (defined by pearon r) is higher when including
additional features.
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a

b

Figure B.4: Observed/expected number of mutations in promoters and UTRs, per corresponding gene LOEUF decile.
Fraction of observed and expected number of mutations for (a) promoter and (b) UTRs, divided up based on the con‐
straint metric of the corresponding coding gene (LOEUF24). We applied simplified definition of Promoter (±1 Kbp of
transcription starting site).
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a

b c

Figure B.5: Observed versus expected number of SNVs per 100 bp window in gnomAD v3 for different window sizes.
Observed (y axis) and expected (x axis) number of SNVs in different window sizes (a;100 bp, identical as Fig. 2.6, b;1
Kbp, c; 10 Kbp) in a density plot. Orange line in a corresponds to statistical significance under bonferroni‐correction, and
other colored lines correspond to average constraint level for corresponding functional annotations, as described in Fig.
2.5.
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a b

c d

e

Figure B.6: Precision‐recall curves for prioritizing constrained elements in simulations.
Characterization of prediction performance for the result presented in Fig. 2.7, using precition‐recall curve (PRC) instead
of ROC. We note that the negative/positive sample ratio is different depending on the parameter for d and e since
we are fixing the proportion of constrained base pairs x to be 0.1%, and thus ROC (Fig. 2.7) would be more proper
characterization for prediction performances.
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Figure B.7: Prediction performance (AUPRC) as a function of sample size in different simulation settings.
Performance for prioritizing functional non‐coding regions (a), regions with constraint equivalent to exons (b), exons
filtered to pLoFs and missense (c), or exons filtered to pLoFs (d).
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a b

c d

e

Figure B.8: Parameter calibration for simulations.
a. The log‐linear relation between the window size (x axis) and the mean (red dots) or standard deviation (green dots)
of the distribution of the number of mutations in fixed window for gnomAD v3 chromosome 20. Orange dots indicates
the estimated SD for the underlying distribution of λs. b‐d. Comparison of the normal curve with parameters estimated
with a and the real distribution of the number of mutations (100 bp; b, 1K bp; c, 10 Kbp; c). e. Linear relationship be‐
tween the parameter r and the pearson correlation between the underlying λ and the estimatedMexp.
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C
Supplementary Materials for chapter 3

C.1 SupplementaryMethods

Here, we describe the steps performed in the case of whole blood tissue. We followed the same steps

for all the 49 tissues. EMS denotes the EMS inWhole Blood, unless otherwise noted.
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C.1.1 Fine-mapping of GTEx variants

Fine-mapping of GTEx v8 variants was performed in Ulirsch et al129 in the following steps:

1. Filter out the genes that do not have any variants with association p-value < 5 · 10−8

2. Calculate the in-sample LD while adjusting for the covariates including the PEER factors

3. Run SuSiE and FINEMAP with uniform prior and with default parameters

For more detail, see Ulirsch et al129.

C.1.2 Annotating variant-gene pairs

In order to construct a predictor for causal eQTLs, we first defined the positive and negative labels.

Specifically, we defined positive variant-gene pairs as the ones with PIP >0.9 for both of the two

methods (SuSiE and FINEMAP), and negative ones as those with PIP<0.0001 for both methods.

Since negatively labeled samples were large, we downsampled to 10,000 variant-gene pairs. Then

we annotated the positive and negative variant-gene pairs with 6,121 features. Continuous features

were turned to log scale after removing the sign with log2(|x|+ 1)transformation.

We did not include conservation related features, gene expression, or gene constraint in the

feature set. These steps resulted in a binary classification problem to classify putative causal vs

non-causal variant-gene pairs given 6,121 features. In other words, letting the number of features

m = 6121, the number of variant-gene pairs be n, the binary label vector of size 1 × n be y, and the

feature matrix of size n×m be X, we want the best f(X) that maximizes the prediction accuracy of y.

We note that the PIP threshold for defining the positive and negative label is manually decided,

considering the balance of the quality of the label and the number of positively labeled samples.

Also, although PIP is a continuous measure that reflects the probability of being causal, we did not
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set the problem to be a regression problem to directly predict the PIP, because of the potential arti-

fact of PIP mis-calibration and the highly skewed distribution of the PIP itself.

C.1.3 Feature selection for the predictor

We performed feature selection because of the high correlations among the features where a number

of features are thought to be useful in only specific cell types (Fig. C.4), and to reduce the complex-

ity of the calculations. We performed feature selection in the following steps:

1. For baseline binary features, we excluded the histone mark-related features, TSS related fea-

tures (as they overlap with distance to TSS or roadmap related features), as well as the con-

servation related features. (These features are not included in the count of the number of

features.)

2. For each of the cell type-specific ROADMAP features, we calculated the precision, recall

and F1 measure of the binary classification to characterize the enrichment of the feature

in putative causal variants. Then, we selected variants in top 2.5% of the F1 measure or the

precision as useful enriched features. We manually chose this and other thresholds based on

the distributions of the statistics, leaving more features than what the elbow plot suggests

(Fig. C.18). To rescue a small number of features that are depleted in putative causal variants

(and thus are also useful in prediction), we also selected the variants with odds ratio <0.5 and

Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.05.

3. For each of the Basenji features, we first computed the feature importances, defined as the

mean decrease of impurity (MDI)135 of the binary prediction in a simple random forest

model using the 5,313 Basenji features plus distance to TSS. The parameters for the simple

random forest model in this step were set to 100 trees and 50% features per split (we did not

optimize this forest, since it is purely for feature selection). We ranked all the Basenji features
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by the feature importance, and selected the top 100 features (since important features with

high correlation to other features can have a decreased feature importances4, we set the cut-

off value to be larger than what elbow plot suggests).

This feature selection resulted in 152 features in Whole Blood and 149-157 features for other

tissues (Supplementary File 1). We next tried to maximize the prediction accuracy of this binary

classification problem by training the predictor, as described in the next section.

C.1.4 Training the predictor

We set the objective function to maximize in the prediction task to be the AUROC of the binary

prediction (specifically, the average AUROC over 10 repeats of splitting the data into 70% training

and 30% test, where negative samples were randomly sampled each time so that the ratio is 1:1, to

reduce the computational burden). We tuned the hyperparameter of the random forest classifier to

maximize the objective function, as described below:

1. Perform 100 iterations of random search, selecting hyperparameters randomly from the pre-

defined parameter space;

• number of trees: N ∈ {10, 32, 100, 316, 1000}(corresponding to a log-linear incre-

ment)

• minimum number of samples per split: s ∈ {2, 8, 16}

• maximum depths of each tree: d ∈ {2,∞}

• purity criteria: C ∈ {Gini,Entropy}

2. Select the best (maximizes the AUROC) hyper-parameter from step 1, and perform exhaus-

tive grid search on the grid defined as a function of the best hyper-parameter as follows:

Let the superscript best note the best parameter found in step 1.
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• number of trees: N ∈ {0.5Nbest, 0.6Nbest, ..., 1.4Nbest, 1.5Nbest},

• minimum number of samples per split: s ∈ {max(2, 0.5sbest), 0.5sbest + 2, 0.5sbest +

4, ..., 2sbest},

• fraction of features to consider: f ∈ {0.5fbest, 0.6fbest, ..., fbest},

while fixing the two parameters:

• maximum depths of each tree: d = dbest,

• purity criteria C = Cbest

3. Accept the hyper-parameter pairs with the best performance (maximizes the AUROC) over

all the parameter combinations tested.

The record of parameter tuning for EMS in whole blood tissue can be found in Supplementary

File 6 of [ 98]. The final predictor is trained with the best hyper-parameter set using 100% of the

data. We note that using different metrics (e.g. area under precision-recall curve = AUPRC) might

result in slight differences in the predictor error mode, and therefore applied the scaling process as

described in the next section.

C.1.5 Scaling the score

The random forest output reflects the estimated probability of a variant-gene pair being causal, but

is not scaled properly due to the downweighting process described above. In order to let the score be

interpreted as the probability of a variant-gene pair being putative causal, we fixed the random forest

predictor architecture, repeated the process of dividing the data into 90% training and 10% test data

for 100 times, and observed the distribution of the positive and negative labeled test data for each

output score bin (we set the bin size to be 0.01 with a moving window of 0.001). We then defined
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EMS as the number of positive samples in the bin divided by the total number of samples in the bin,

after re-scaling the negatives to cancel out the downsampling effect. In other words, let C be the set

of positively labeled pairs, and x be a random draw of a variant-gene pair, B be a score bin, then

EMS(B) = prob(x ∈ C|x ∈ B).

When the total number of variants in GTEx dataset isN, the total number of positively labeled

samples is np and the negatively labeled samples were downsampled to fraction r, the number of

positively labeled samples in the bin is np(B), and the total number of samples we observe in the

downsampled dataset in the bin isN(B), the EMS can be computed as

EMS(B) = prob(x ∈ B|x ∈ C) ≈
np(B)

np(B) + (N(B)− np(B)) · r−1 ,

considering the fact that n ≪ N. Thus, EMS for a variant-gene pair in a tissue is the probability that

a given variant in GTEx v8 dataset will have PIP>0.9 for the expression of the gene in the tissue in

statistical fine-mapping by SuSiE and FINEMAP with uniform priors.

The distribution of the putative causal variants along with the different steps of the scaling pro-

cesses described above is shown in Fig. C.19. We interpolated the score when needed. Along with

this EMS, we also provide normalized EMS, defined as EMS divided by prob(x ∈ C) =
np
N , corre-

sponding to the enrichment of EMS compared to the uniform prior belief. This normalized EMS

was used in Fig. C.20 as a sanity check for easier interpretation.

C.1.6 Enrichment analysis in replication cohorts

Geuvadis fine-mapping data was downloaded from http://www-personal.umich.edu/~xwen/

geuvadis/. We defined the variant-gene pairs with PIP>0.9 in their fine-mapping annotation de-
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scribed in the web page. Fine-mapping of BBJ traits is described in https://www.finucanelab.org/

data. We followed the steps as the UKBB data for the enrichment analysis; for each (non-coding)

variant, we calculated the maximum PIP over all the hematopoietic traits, as well as the maximum

Whole-Blood EMS over all the genes in the cis window of the variant, and defined a variant as puta-

tive hematopoietic trait-causal if it has SuSiE PIP higher than 0.9 in any of the hematopoietic traits.

We focused on the variants that exist in the GTEx v8 dataset to reduce the calculation complexity.

Finally, for both two cohorts, the variants other than putative causal ones were randomly downsam-

pled to achieve a total number of variants to be exactly 100,000. We note that we did not perform

the filtering for BBJ variants, because of the small number of putative causal variants (n = 64) inter-

sected with the GTEx variants (which are predominantly from European samples).

C.1.7 Approximate functionally informed fine-mappingwith EMS

Here we introduce our algorithm for approximate functionally-informed fine-mapping, adapted

from the SuSiE method [ 120] and analogous to the BFMAPmethod [ 131]. We then explain how

we used this method to perform approximate functionally informed fine-mapping of GTEx data

using EMS as a prior.

The SuSiE model is introduced in ref [ 120]; we briefly review it here. Let y be the n × 1 pheno-

type vector and X be the n × m genotype matrix, where n andm are the number of individuals and

the number of variants in the locus, respectively. Let β be the vector of lengthm of variant effects
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and ε be a noise vector of length n. Then the SuSiE model can be written as:

y = Xβ+ ε

ε ∼ N(0, σ2In)

β =
L∑
l=1

βl

βl = γlbl

γl ∼ Multinomial(1, π)

βl ∼ N(0, σ20,l)

Here, π denotes the vector of prior probabilities of each variant being the causal variant for a

single effect. The uniform prior, π = ( 1
m ,

1
m , ...,

1
m), is the default setting.

The SuSiE algorithm computes a variational approximation in which the posteriors for the βl are

independent of each other. Under this approximation, let

απl (v) = prob(γl = ev|D; π)

where ev is the v-th standard basis vector andD denotes the data. (The superscript π reflects the

prior, and does not denote the power. For simplicity, we omit the dependence on σ2 and σ20,l.)

A credible set Cl is computed for each l from the απl , by iteratively adding the variant correspond-

ing to the largest remaining element of απl until the sum exceeds the pre-defined threshold, typically

set to 0.95. The PIPs are computed from the απl :
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PIPπ(v) = prob(βv ̸= 0|D; π))

= 1−
L∏
l=1

(1− απl (v))

The SuSiE model fixes the number of effects (which approximately equals the number of causal

variants in the locus) at L for inference and then does a post-hoc pruning step to determine which

αl most likely do not correspond to true effects. Specifically when αl corresponds to a true effect,

then most of the mass of αl is concentrated around variants in high LD with each other; conversely,

if αl does not correspond to a true effect then the weights αl(v) are typically spread across many

variants. Thus, a credible set is called “pure” if all pairs of variants in the credible set are correlated

atR2>0.25; otherwise, the credible set is called “impure”. If Cl is impure, then we conclude that αl

does not correspond to a true effect.

Let u = ( 1
m ,

1
m , ...,

1
m), and let f denote anm-vector of functionally-informed prior probabilities.

Here, we will show that if we have already computed αu1 , ..., αu1 , then we can quickly approximate

αf1, ..., α
f
1, which we can then use to compute functionally-informed PIPs and credible sets (the su-

perscripts u and f denotes the uniform and functional prior, not the power).

To do this, we write:

απl (v) = prob(γl = ev|D; π)

∝ prob(D|γl = ev; π) · prob(γl = ev; π)

= prob(D|γl = ev) · π(v)
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where the normalization is such that the vector απl sums to one. Thus,

αul (v) ∝ prob(D|γl = ev)

which allows us to conclude that

αfl(v) ∝ αul (v) · f(v)

i.e.,

αfl(v) =
αul (v) · f(v)∑m
j=1 αul (j) · f(j)

If the variational approximation given by SuSiE is exact, then this will be an exact computation.

If it is not exact, then the results of this procedure will not necessarily be the same as if SuSiE had

been applied with π = f.

We use αflto compute PIPs and credible sets as in the original SuSiE algorithm, with one change.

Under a uniform prior, if αl does not correspond to a true effect, then its entries are typically spread

over many variants, with no variant getting too much weight. Since loci typically have many vari-

ants, such αl do not have much impact on the PIP. However with a functionally-informed prior, αl

can have large entries for variants given a high prior value, even if αl does not correspond to a true

causal effect.

Thus, we set

α̂fl =


αul (v)·f(v)∑m
j=1 α

u
l (j)·f(j)

, if αul corresponds to a pure credible set

= αul , otherwise.

We then use α̂fl to compute PIPs and credible sets.

Finally, since EMS has a unit of estimated probability of being causal, it can be directly plugged in
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as the functional prior (we set the L = 10 as in the SuSiE default setting).

Previous work in functionally informed fine-mapping132 adjusted the prior so that the maximum

prior value did not exceed 100 times the minimum prior value. We also conducted a second round

of functionally informed fine-mapping with a similar adjustment of the prior, for comparison; Fig.

C.8. To obtain a max/min ratio ofR, we simply scaled the functionally-informed prior fwith the

constant power. i.e. let the largest prior across genome be ΦG and the smallest be Φg, and the up-

dated weight be f̂(1), ..., f̂(m), then

f̂(v) = f(v)c, where c = log ΦG
Φg
R.

C.1.8 Limitation and possible next steps for the work

In this section we will discuss the details and possible next steps regarding to the limitations of the

study (beyond what is covered in the main chapter 3):

1. The GTEx cohort is highly biased towards aged adult samples, which makes it hard to gen-

eralize the EMS across different developmental stages and ages. Also, the power to call a

putative causal variant in a statistical fine-mapping is higher when the recombination rate

and the allele frequency of the variant is high (we observed difference of EMS distribution

in different allele count in the GTEx sample; Fig. C.21). Future work includes testing the

generalizability of EMS in a cohort with not only distinct ethnicity but also age distribution,

and also cohorts with larger sample sizes (that provides eQTLs with smaller allele frequency).

2. We envision that adding the effect size as an output of the predictor can be potentially ap-

plied for quantitative predictions of gene expression changes158. We also note that we have

not tested all possible predictor architectures, nor all the parameter tuning methods, al-

though random forest using full 6,121 features outperforms a number of major predictors
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(Fig. C.22). Using different predictors and parameter-tuning methods could result in higher

prediction power. Also we did not repeat the process of training the predictor and perform-

ing functionally informed fine-mapping considering the fact that the sample size is not likely

to be the determinant of the prediction power (Fig. C.10) and also to avoid potential mis-

calibration of the PIP, such an approach with careful consideration might be useful in iden-

tifying a larger set of putative causal eQTLs.

3. Lastly, the process of building EMS and PIPEMS is independent from one tissue to another,

although we observe similarity in the enrichment pattern of independent set of reporter

assay-positive variants, eQTL and complex trait signals in biologically related tissues (Fig.

C.6, C.11, C.23). As previous eQTL studies159,160 have utilized the correlated structure

of the causal mechanisms between similar tissues, future work taking advantage of tissue

correlations would be valuable.

C.2 Supplementary tables

Below are the title of the supplementary tables (files), which can be downloaded at the biorxiv

preprint server. To download the files, please visit the preprint [ 98] (or the article link from the

preprint server, once published).

Supplementary File 1. List of selected feature names and their importances in each tissue

Supplementary File 2. List of credible sets where the number of variants became significantly

smaller after updating the PIP using EMS as a functional prior in whole blood

Supplementary File 3. List of newly identified potentially causal/non-causal eQTLs

Supplementary File 4. List of candidate genes identified in co-localization analysis

Supplementary File 5. Abbreviation of the assay and the tissue names used in the study
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Supplementary File 6. Details of grid search for hyperparameter tuning in the training of whole

blood EMS

Supplementary File 7. List of tissue-specific putative causal eQTLs

Supplementary File 8. List of pairs of tissue-specific putative causal eQTLs on same genes

Supplementary File 9. Tissue-specific transcription factor (TF) related Basenji feature scores in

the corresponding tissue-specific putative causal eQTLs identified by PIPEMS

C.3 Supplementary figures
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Supplementary Figures: 
 
 

 
Figure S1. Overview of fine-mapped eQTLs 
The bar chart shows the number of putative causal variant-gene pairs in different tissue, sorted 
in descending order.  
 
  

Figure C.1: Overview of fine‐mapped eQTLs.
The bar chart shows the number of putative causal variant‐gene pairs in different tissue, sorted in descending order.
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Figure S2. Tissue specificity of the putative causal variants-gene pairs in GTEx v8 
a. b. The distribution (a) and the cumulative count (b) of the number of shared tissues for putative 
causal variant-gene pairs in GTEx . c. The fraction of tissue-specific putative causal variant-gene 
pairs for each tissue, sorted in ascending order. For panel c and all the other supplementary 
figures, the tissue name abbreviations can be found at Supplementary File 5. 

Figure C.2: Tissue specificity of the putative causal variants‐gene pairs in GTEx v8.
a. b. The distribution (a) and the cumulative count (b) of the number of shared tissues for putative causal variant‐gene
pairs in GTEx . c. The fraction of tissue‐specific putative causal variant‐gene pairs for each tissue, sorted in ascending
order. For panel c and all the other supplementary figures, the tissue name abbreviations can be found at Supplemen‐
tary File 5. 153
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Figure S3. Enrichment of functional annotations for variant-gene pairs with PIP bin of two 
different fine-mapping methods 
Enrichment of intron (left panel) or enhancer (right panel) features in variant-gene pairs with 
different PIP bins defined by SuSiE (x axis) and FINEMAP (color gradient) algorithms. In the bins 
with highest SuSiE PIP, the bin with lowest FINEMAP PIP has the highest enrichment of intron, 
and the bin with high FINEMAP PIP has the highest enrichment of enhancer, suggesting that 
taking the intersection of SuSiE and FINEMAP improves the accuracy of fine-mapping. 
 

Figure C.3: Enrichment of functional annotations for variant‐gene pairs with PIP bin of two different fine‐mapping
methods.
Enrichment of intron (left panel) or enhancer (right panel) features in variant‐gene pairs with different PIP bins de‐
fined by SuSiE (x axis) and FINEMAP (color gradient) algorithms. In the bins with highest SuSiE PIP, the bin with lowest
FINEMAP PIP has the highest enrichment of intron, and the bin with high FINEMAP PIP has the highest enrichment of
enhancer, suggesting that taking the intersection of SuSiE and FINEMAP improves the accuracy of fine‐mapping.
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Figure S4. Full overview of the tissue specific histone mark enrichment 
row = GTEx tissue, colored as in Supplementary File 5, column=tissue specific binary histone 
mark features from Roadmap, and the heatmap color shows the enrichment level of variant gene 
pairs with PIP>0.9 in each binary feature. See Supplementary File 5  for the four letter 
abbreviation of the sample type. 
 
 
 

Figure C.4: Full overview of the tissue specific histone mark enrichment.
Row = GTEx tissue, colored as in Supplementary File 5, column=tissue specific binary histone mark features from
Roadmap, and the heatmap color shows the enrichment level of variant gene pairs with PIP>0.9 in each binary feature.
See Supplementary File 5 for the four letter abbreviation of the sample type.
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Figure S5. Performance evaluation of EMS and other methods 
a. b. Receiver-operator characteristics (ROC) curve (a) and precision recall curve (PRC) (b) of 
the binary prediction of putative causal Whole-Blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 using different genomics 
scores including EMS. Here, negative variant-gene pairs are randomly down-sampled to 
n=10,000 (5.60x more negative variant-gene pairs than positive variant-gene pairs). 
c. d. ROC (c) and PRC (d) of the same prediction problem as a and b, with increased number of 
negative samples. Here, negative variant-gene pairs are randomly down-sampled to n=998,213 
(560x more negative variant-gene pairs than positive variant-gene pairs.).  
e. f. AUROC (e) and AUPRC (f) of the binary classification of putative causal whole blood eQTLs 
variants in GTEx v8. Instead of letting each entry be a variant-gene pair, here we calculated the 
maximum EMS and minimum distance to TSS to represent the scores for each variant, and let 
each entry be a variant. (Whole Blood) EMS still shows the best performance, showing that EMS 
is useful not only for variant-gene pair prioritization but also for variant prioritization. 
          

 

Figure C.5: Performance evaluation of EMS and other methods.
a. b. Receiver‐operator characteristics (ROC) curve (a) and precision recall curve (PRC) (b) of the binary prediction of
putative causal Whole‐Blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 using different genomics scores including EMS. Here, negative variant‐
gene pairs are randomly down‐sampled to n=10,000 (5.60x more negative variant‐gene pairs than positive variant‐gene
pairs).
c. d. ROC (c) and PRC (d) of the same prediction problem as a and b, with increased number of negative samples. Here,
negative variant‐gene pairs are randomly down‐sampled to n=998,213 (560x more negative variant‐gene pairs than
positive variant‐gene pairs.).
e. f. AUROC (e) and AUPRC (f) of the binary classification of putative causal whole blood eQTLs variants in GTEx v8.
Instead of letting each entry be a variant‐gene pair, here we calculated the maximum EMS and minimum distance to
TSS to represent the scores for each variant, and let each entry be a variant. (Whole Blood) EMS still shows the best
performance, showing that EMS is useful not only for variant‐gene pair prioritization but also for variant prioritization.
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Figure S6. Performance evaluation of EMS and other methods in prioritization of regulatory 
variants identified in saturation mutagenesis experiment 
a. b. Comparison of the performance of Whole Blood EMS against EMS trained on different 
tissues (a), and its mean, median, geometric mean, minimum and maximum across tissues (b) in 
prioritizing regulatory variants from publicly available targeted massive parallel reporter assay 
(MPRA) saturation mutagenesis results. c. Comparison of the different scoring methods, for each 
targeted functional element (EMS: geometric mean across 49 tissues, which empirically worked 
best in b). Column shows the different functional elements, and color shows the percentage of 
MPRA hits in the top score decile (within each element). Functional elements with <50 MPRA hits 
were removed in the plot. 

 
 

Figure C.6: Performance evaluation of EMS and other methods in prioritization of regulatory variants identified in
saturation mutagenesis experiment.
a. b. Comparison of the performance of Whole Blood EMS against EMS trained on different tissues (a), and its mean,
median, geometric mean, minimum and maximum across tissues (b) in prioritizing regulatory variants from publicly
available targeted massive parallel reporter assay (MPRA) saturation mutagenesis results. c. Comparison of the different
scoring methods, for each targeted functional element (EMS: geometric mean across 49 tissues, which empirically
worked best in b). Column shows the different functional elements, and color shows the percentage of MPRA hits in the
top score decile (within each element). Functional elements with <50 MPRA hits were removed in the plot.
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Figure S7. Replication of performance comparison of EMS in putative causal regulatory 
variant prioritization versus putative causal complex-trait variant prioritization in a 
different cohort 
Enrichment of different scores (EMS, distance to TSS, DeepSEA, Fathmm, CADD, ncER and 
GERP) in putative lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) eQTLs in Geuvadis (upper panel), and putative 
hematopoietic trait causal variants in Biobank Japan (BBJ; lower panel) dataset are shown.  
 

a          b 

 
Figure S8. functionally informed PIP with conservative max/min ratio in the prior  
a. Number of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins (row = PIP with uniform prior, column = PIP 
with functionally informed but conservative prior, scaling the raw EMS so that the max/min ratio 
does not exceed 100). 
b. Number of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins using two different max/min ratio of the prior 
(row = PIP with raw EMS as a prior, column = PIP with conservative prior, identical to the column 
in a.). The max/min ratio was ~=40,000 in the raw EMS. 
 
 

Figure C.7: Replication of performance comparison of EMS in putative causal regulatory variant prioritization versus
putative causal complex‐trait variant prioritization in a different cohort.
Enrichment of different scores (EMS, distance to TSS, DeepSEA, Fathmm, CADD, ncER and GERP) in putative lym‐
phoblastoid cell line (LCL) eQTLs in Geuvadis (upper panel), and putative hematopoietic trait causal variants in Biobank
Japan (BBJ; lower panel) dataset are shown.
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Figure S8. functionally informed PIP with conservative max/min ratio in the prior  
a. Number of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins (row = PIP with uniform prior, column = PIP 
with functionally informed but conservative prior, scaling the raw EMS so that the max/min ratio 
does not exceed 100). 
b. Number of variant-gene pairs in different PIP bins using two different max/min ratio of the prior 
(row = PIP with raw EMS as a prior, column = PIP with conservative prior, identical to the column 
in a.). The max/min ratio was ~=40,000 in the raw EMS. 
 
 

Figure C.8: Functionally informed PIP with conservative max/min ratio in the prior.
a. Number of variant‐gene pairs in different PIP bins (row = PIP with uniform prior, column = PIP with functionally
informed but conservative prior, scaling the raw EMS so that the max/min ratio does not exceed 100).
b. Number of variant‐gene pairs in different PIP bins using two different max/min ratio of the prior (row = PIP with raw
EMS as a prior, column = PIP with conservative prior, identical to the column in a.). The max/min ratio was∼=40,000 in
the raw EMS.
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Figure S9. Evaluation of PIPEMS using complex trait-causal variants in UKBB 
a. Number of variants with hematopoietic trait PIP>0.1 in UKBB, for different PIP bins (grey: 
publically available eQTL PIP using DAP-G, blue: PIP with uniform prior, orange: PIP with EMS 
as a prior). y axis is truncated. 
b. Enrichment of variants with hematopoietic trait PIP>0.1 in UKBB, for different PIP bins (color: 
same as a). 
 

 
Figure S10. Relationship between the positive training data size and the prediction 
accuracy of EMS in different tissues 
x axis shows the number of putative causal eQTLs, y axis shows the AUROC of the prediction in 
the held-out dataset, and different colors correspond to different tissues, as in Fig. 5. The average 
over 10 fold performance evaluation with 70% training and 30% test data split is shown. The 
overall correlation is weak (pearson r = 0.495, Fisher’s exact test p=2.99 ⋅ 10!B), and is not 
significantly different from zero when filtering out the tissues with n<1000 (19 tissues, pearson 
r= 1.69 ⋅ 10!B , p>0.05), suggesting that the positive training sample size is not the major 
determinant of the prediction accuracy, once it reaches a sufficient threshold. 

Figure C.9: Evaluation of PIPEMS using complex trait‐causal variants in UKBB.
a. Number of variants with hematopoietic trait PIP>0.1 in UKBB, for different PIP bins (grey: publically available eQTL
PIP using DAP‐G, blue: PIP with uniform prior, orange: PIP with EMS as a prior). y axis is truncated.
b. Enrichment of variants with hematopoietic trait PIP>0.1 in UKBB, for different PIP bins (color: same as a).
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Figure C.10: Relationship between the positive training data size and the prediction accuracy of EMS in different tissues.
x axis shows the number of putative causal eQTLs, y axis shows the AUROC of the prediction in the held‐out dataset,
and different colors correspond to different tissues, as in Fig. 3.5a. The average over 10 fold performance evaluation
with 70% training and 30% test data split is shown. The overall correlation is weak (pearson r = 0.495, Fisher’s exact
test p=2.99 · 10−4), and is not significantly different from zero when filtering out the tissues with n<1000 (19 tissues,
pearson r=1.69 · 10−4, p>0.05), suggesting that the positive training sample size is not the major determinant of the
prediction accuracy, once it reaches a sufficient threshold.
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Figure S11. Tissue specificity of EMS 
a. Enrichment of EMS that are trained on different tissues in the putative causal eQTLs in whole 
blood. Here, enrichment is defined as the log ratio of the median EMS in putative causal variants 
in whole blood and the median EMS in putative non-causal variants in whole blood. b. Enrichment 
of EMS that are trained on different tissues in the putative causal eQTLs in the same 
corresponding tissue. The median enrichment score across 49 tissues are shown in black, and 
the rank of the corresponding tissue is shown, when it does not show the highest enrichment. 

Figure C.11: Tissue specificity of EMS.
a. Enrichment of EMS that are trained on different tissues in the putative causal eQTLs in whole blood. Here, enrich‐
ment is defined as the log ratio of the median EMS in putative causal variants in whole blood and the median EMS in
putative non‐causal variants in whole blood. b. Enrichment of EMS that are trained on different tissues in the putative
causal eQTLs in the same corresponding tissue. The median enrichment score across 49 tissues are shown in black, and
the rank of the corresponding tissue is shown, when it does not show the highest enrichment.
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Figure S12. Number of newly discovered “lost” putative causal eQTLs using PIPEMS per 
tissue 
x axis shows the tissue, and y axis shows the number of newly discovered “lost” putative causal 
eQTLs (b; PIPEMS<0.9 and PIPunif>0.9). 
 

 
Figure S13. +-1Mb window around the TSS for the example genes with newly identified 
putative causal eQTLs 
X axis is the distance to the TSS, and y is the PIP with uniform prior (top), EMS (middle), and PIP 
with EMS as a prior (bottom). Variants outside of the 95% credible set were greyed out. 

Figure C.12: Number of newly discovered ”lost” putative causal eQTLs using PIPEMS per tissue.
x axis shows the tissue, and y axis shows the number of newly discovered “lost” putative causal eQTLs (PIPEMS<0.9 and
PIPunif>0.9).

Figure C.13: Comparing Basenji scores characterized by same TFs in different cell types.
Comparing the average LCL‐specific TF‐related Basenji score in LCL‐specific putative causal eQTLs when the TF was
assayed in LCLs (circle dots) or in a non‐LCL cell type (triangle dots). The score enrichment is minimal when the cell type
does not match the TF specificity (e.g. MCF‐7, a breast cancer cell line), even when the tissue specificity of the TF and
the tissue specificity of the eQTL match (e.g., E2F8 and LCLs).
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Figure C.14: Examples of pairs of nearby putative causal eQTLs in a single gene that are tissue‐specifically causal in
distinct tissues.
In a, the Whole Blood‐specific putative causal eQTL is characterized by a Basenji score corresponding to SPI1 activity.
In b, each of the Whole Blood or Liver‐specific putative causal eQTL is characterized by a Basenji score correspond‐
ing to CEBPB or HNF4A activity (negative score corresponding to disruption). Each of the causal tissues matches the
specificity of the corresponding TF.
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Figure S12. Number of newly discovered “lost” putative causal eQTLs using PIPEMS per 
tissue 
x axis shows the tissue, and y axis shows the number of newly discovered “lost” putative causal 
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Figure S13. +-1Mb window around the TSS for the example genes with newly identified 
putative causal eQTLs 
X axis is the distance to the TSS, and y is the PIP with uniform prior (top), EMS (middle), and PIP 
with EMS as a prior (bottom). Variants outside of the 95% credible set were greyed out. 

Figure C.15: +‐1Mb window around the TSS for the example genes with newly identified putative causal eQTLs.
x axis is the distance to the TSS, and y is the PIP with uniform prior (top), EMS (middle), and PIP with EMS as a prior
(bottom). Variants outside of the 95% credible set were greyed out.
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Figure S14 Additional examples of putative causal eQTL prioritized by EMS 
An example of an upstream variant (rs17703289) of WSB1 gene (left), and an intron variant 
(rs945631) of DIPK1A gene (right) showing high PIPEMS (>0.99). GATA1:TAL is known to be 
associated with hematopoietic processis11, and rs945631 is associated with platelet count in 
UKBB (p=9.8 ⋅ 10!5B, PIPunif= 0.64, the highest in the credible set), each suggesting that the 
variant prioritized by PIPEMS is likely to have functional activities related to whole blood.  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure C.16: Additional examples of putative causal eQTL prioritized by EMS.
An example of an upstream variant (rs17703289) ofWSB1 gene (left), and an intron variant (rs945631) of DIPK1A
gene (right) showing high PIPEMS (>0.99). GATA1:TAL is known to be associated with hematopoietic processis161,
and rs945631 is associated with platelet count in UKBB (p=9.8 · 10−14, PIPunif=0.64, the highest in the credible set),
each suggesting that the variant prioritized by PIPEMS is likely to have functional activities related to whole blood.
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Figure S15. Basenji score is predictive for the effect size (β) and direction of putative 
causal eQTLs 
For each (marginal) effect size bin of the putative causal eQTLs denoted in different colors, x axis 
is the basenji score bin for CAGE in neutrophil (highest: >20, lowest: <-20), and y axis is the 
enrichment of putative causal eQTLs in the effect size bin. Putative causal eQTLs with negative 
effect sizes (blue and light blue) are enriched in low basenji score bins, whereas those with 
positive effect sizes (pink and red) are enriched in high basenji score bins. 

 
 
a       b 

Figure S16. Quality control in the feature selection step of EMS 
a. F1 measure of all the 795 ROADMAP features, sorted in descending order.  
b. Feature importances (mean decrease of impurity = MDI) of all the 5,313 basenji features, sorted 
in descending order. 
Dashed line shows the cutoff for accepting features. 

 

Figure C.17: Basenji score is predictive for the effect size (β) and direction of putative causal eQTLs.
For each (marginal) effect size bin of the putative causal eQTLs denoted in different colors, x axis is the basenji score bin
for CAGE in neutrophil (highest: >20, lowest: <‐20), and y axis is the enrichment of putative causal eQTLs in the effect
size bin. Putative causal eQTLs with negative effect sizes (blue and light blue) are enriched in low basenji score bins,
whereas those with positive effect sizes (pink and red) are enriched in high basenji score bins.
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Figure S16. Quality control in the feature selection step of EMS 
a. F1 measure of all the 795 ROADMAP features, sorted in descending order.  
b. Feature importances (mean decrease of impurity = MDI) of all the 5,313 basenji features, sorted 
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Figure C.18: Quality control in the feature selection step of EMS.
a. F1 measure of all the 795 ROADMAP features, sorted in descending order.
b. Feature importances (mean decrease of impurity = MDI) of all the 5,313 basenji features, sorted in descending order.
Dashed line shows the cutoff for accepting features.
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Figure S17. Details of the scaling step of EMS 
a. The distribution (density) of negative (blue) vs positively (red) labeled data (100 repeats of 90% 
training and 10% test data split) as a function of raw random forest output score (x axis). 
b. EMS as a function of raw random forest output score (x axis). 
 

a                                          b 

 
Figure S18. Enrichment of eQTLs and hematopoietic trait-associated variants in EMS bins, 
by PIP bin 
The x axis is the normalized EMS bin (EMS divided by the probability of putative causal variant-
gene pair in a random draw), and the y axis is the enrichment of variants in different PIP bin (a is 
for whole blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 and b is for hematopoietic trait in UKBB). The total number in 
b is smaller than that in a, since only the variants that exist in both datasets are included, and 
also the filtering to PIP>0.0001 was applied, as in Ulirsch et al1. 
 

Figure C.19: Details of the scaling step of EMS.
a. The distribution (density) of negative (blue) vs positively (red) labeled data (100 repeats of 90% training and 10% test
data split) as a function of raw random forest output score (x axis).
b. EMS as a function of raw random forest output score (x axis).
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Figure S18. Enrichment of eQTLs and hematopoietic trait-associated variants in EMS bins, 
by PIP bin 
The x axis is the normalized EMS bin (EMS divided by the probability of putative causal variant-
gene pair in a random draw), and the y axis is the enrichment of variants in different PIP bin (a is 
for whole blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 and b is for hematopoietic trait in UKBB). The total number in 
b is smaller than that in a, since only the variants that exist in both datasets are included, and 
also the filtering to PIP>0.0001 was applied, as in Ulirsch et al1. 
 

Figure C.20: Enrichment of eQTLs and hematopoietic trait‐associated variants in EMS bins, by PIP bin.
x axis is the normalized EMS bin (EMS divided by the probability of putative causal variant‐gene pair in a random
draw), and y axis is the enrichment of variants in different PIP bin (a is for whole blood eQTLs in GTEx v8 and b is for
hematopoietic trait in UKBB). The total number in b is smaller than that in a, since only the variants that exist in both
datasets are included, and also the filtering to PIP>0.0001 was applied, as in Ulirsch et al129.
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Figure S19. Distribution of distance to TSS, allele count and association p-value of variant-
gene pairs with different (normalized) EMS bin 

x axis is the normalized EMS bin, and y axis is the TSS distance (a), allele count (b) and 
association p-value (c) bin. 

 
 
 

 

Figure C.21: Distribution of distance to TSS, allele count and association p‐value of variant‐gene pairs with different
(normalized) EMS bin.
x axis is the normalized EMS bin, and y axis is the TSS distance (a), allele count (b) and association p‐value (c) bin.
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Figure S22. Performance of Random forest compared in different feature sets and to 
different methods  
a. b. Performance comparison of the random forest classifier as a function of features to feed in, 
as ROC (a) or PRC (b). We fixed the random forest architecture (=default setting of scikit learn 
package v0.21.3), and compared the performance. Using all four types of feature categories (= 
EMS’s approach) together resulted in the best performance in AUPRC, although the difference 
when excluding binary features were minimal.  
c. d. Performance comparison of the random forest classifier against other major predictors, as 
ROC (c) or PRC (d). We fixed the classifier architecture (=default setting of scikit learn package 
v0.23.2) for other predictors, and compared the performance. Random forest performed 
comparably to other methods, and performed the best when tuned properly. 
Negative samples were randomly downsampled to achieve 1:1 positive versus negative ratio. 
 
 

Figure C.22: Performance of Random forest compared in different feature sets and to different methods.
a. b. Performance comparison of the random forest classifier as a function of features to feed in, as ROC (a) or PRC (b).
We fixed the random forest architecture (=default setting of scikit learn package v0.21.3), and compared the perfor‐
mance. Using all four types of feature categories (= EMS’s approach) together resulted in the best performance.
c. d. Performance comparison of the random forest classifier against other major predictors, as ROC (c) or PRC (d). We
fixed the classifier architecture (=default setting of scikit learn package v0.23.2) for other predictors, and compared the
performance. Random forest performed comparably to other methods, and performed the best when tuned properly.
Negative samples were randomly downsampled to achieve 1:1 positive versus negative ratio.
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Figure S21. Complex trait enrichments of top variant-gene pairs prioritized by EMS trained 
in different tissue 
Different panels correspond to different trait categories in UKBB. For each panel, the PIP 

enrichment in top 10,000 variant-gene pairs prioritized by EMS in the best and worst five tissues 

to train EMS are shown (complex trait PIP of each variant-gene pair is uniquely defined by the 
variant). Enrichment is compared to all the UKBB variants with PIP>0.0001, as in Ulirsch et al1. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure C.23: Complex trait enrichments of top variant‐gene pairs prioritized by EMS trained in different tissue.
Different panels correspond to different trait categories in UKBB. For each panel, the PIP enrichment in top 10,000
variant‐gene pairs prioritized by EMS in the best and worst five tissues to train EMS are shown (complex trait PIP
of each variant‐gene pair is uniquely defined by the variant). Enrichment is compared to all the UKBB variants with
PIP>0.0001, as in Ulirsch et al 129.
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